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The Magazine for the Electronics Activist!

New kid on the block!
I'd
Hi there, readers! I'm the new member of the Hands -on Electronics editorial staff, and
to
for
me
it
possible
made
like to thank you all...because it's your interest in electronics that's

return to my roots -electronic projects.
Although many people claim my very first home -brew was a land- detector for Noah, in actual
fact my first project was the transmitter Jonah used to send an S.O.S from the belly of a whale.
From whale- finding moved on to VHF radio, auto -electronics, hi -fi, photography, and finally...you guessed it...computers. The problem was, however, that each step along the way
built less and less. The day measured a full inch of dust on my workbench knew it was time to
get back to my roots -electronic projects-and fortunately, Hands -on Electronics, was looking for someone who actually enjoys the smell of burning soldering flux.
So here am, part of the team that keeps you right on top of the action in electronics: whether
rather
it's a gizmo that will find wall studs when the carpenter goofed and put them on 20 -inch
an
evening
less
than
in
you
teach
than 16 -inch centers, or a new kind of home-study that will
about other trades that relate to electronics.
And while we're on the topics of new and other, please complete and mail us the tear out
survey located in the center of this issue so we'll know the kinds of subjects, projects, and even
book reviews you'd like us to cover in future issues. Actually knowing what interests you is a lot
better than us making educated guesses -you get more of what you want when we don't have to
guesstimate.
Until we meet again a few pages down this issue, 73's
I

I

I

I
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6 ways to take the

trouble out of troubleshooting
When you need fast and accurate
answers to your most complex

Buchsbaum's
Complete
Handbook of
Practical
Electronics
Reference Data,

troubleshooting questions, turn
to these best -selling reference
manuals from Prentice -Hall.
They'll help you zoom through the
toughest troubleshooting tasks -

even when man u factu rers 'service

data isn't available.
Now you can bench -test any of
these time - and work -saving ref-

erence manuals for

15

days ab-

solutely FREE. There's no

obligation to buy... no future
commitments of any kind. Just a

-

chance for you to see for yourself
at our expense how easy troubleshooting can actually be.

-

Second Edition

EANMfr

¡éllMs

Complete Guide
to Reading
Schematic
Diagrams,
Second Edition

AilrAe
By John Douglas -Young

Over 175,000 technicians use this manual to take the guesswork out of reading
schematic diagrams. Packed with stepby -step explanations of the 200 most
commonly -used electronic circuits, you get
updated information on solid state and
integrated circuits...complete coverage of
demodulators...and the "Circuit Analyzer" which helps you instantly identify
and diagnose circuit troubles in power
amplifiers, oscillators, mixers, converters,
and other electronic devices.
$24.95

.,f
leetn,nitw

By John Douglas -Young

-

Practical Guide
to Digital
Integrated
Circuits,

Electronic
Servicing Data
& Procedures:

Second Edition

A Complete Manual

and Guide

By Alfred W. Barber

This time -saving workbench guide

shows you step -by -step how to build your
own testers for troubleshooting IC devices
quickly and easily ... develop complex systems using simple basic elements ... inter pret a manufacturer's spec sheet without
being misled by incomplete data. You also
get scores of invaluable work -saving aids,
shortcuts and professional tricks of the
trade for testing and troubleshooting today's wide range of digital integrated
circuits.
$24.95

By Robert C. Genn, Jr.

This one -of-a -kind service manual contains nearly 200 tests that cover the spectrum of electronic servicing problems,
including audio equipment...linear and
analog circuitry... radio frequency equipment...high frequency transistor circuits

...and more. This massive collection of
service -related reference data contains everything you need to speed up your servicing and solve problems that stump experts.
$29.95

PRENTICE -HALL, INC. Business and Professional Division

Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

r

Fill in and mail to Prentice -Hall, Inc. Book
Distribution Center, Route 59 at Brookhill Drive,
West Nyack, NY 10095

*F1 SAVE

prefer to send payment plus local
sales tax now and save 10% off the list price for
each book order. What's more, Prentice -Hall
will pay all postage and handling charges.

Practical
Handbook
of Essential
A

I

I

Same return privilege, full money -back
guarantee.
YES, send me the book(s), I've checked for
a free 15 -day trial examination. After 15 days,
will either honor your invoice for the list price,
plus postage and handling, or return the
book(s) and pay nothing, owe nothing.

Reference Data

I

By Walter A. Buchsbaum, Sc. D.
Now you can design, test, repair, and

troubleshoot integrated circuits without
wading through endless specification tables and other non -essential manufacturers'data. Covering the entire range of
ICs from analog to interface
from the
user's viewpoint this handbook provides
over 1,000 cross -referenced tips, suggestions, and shortcuts to help you save
hours of valuable time and effort on your
next project.
$34.95

.k,pedk

Quickly and easily find concise definitions and detailed illustrations for thousands of electronic terms and concepts
everything from Charge -Coupled Devices
and Interdigital Transducers to Bubble
Memories and Magnetic Amplifiers. This
handy workbench tool is arranged in easy to -use dictionary form. You get mathematical tables, reference charts, conversion factors, preferred values, electrical
equations and formulas to help you solve
the toughest technical problems. $39.95

Completely revised and updated, this
handbook provides you with 402 tables,
drawings, schematics, charts, and graphs
so you can quickly and easily answer any
question in every major area of electronics.
From the factual foundations of all electronics to the latest technical advances in
opto- electronics, large -scale integrated circuits, computers, and programming languages, you have all you need to save hours
of calculations and analysis.
$34.95

Encyclopedia
of Integrated
Circuits:
imid°°°""'

r..

By Walter A. Buchsbaum, Sc. D.

,t

C/i1rlE1E
6010

l lustr>ted

Dietionnr)

Illustrated
Encyclopedic
Dictionary of
Electronics

Name Mr Ms
Firm
Address

H Complete Guide to Reading
Schematic Diagrams, 2nd Edition (160416) $24.95
Encyclopedia of Integrated Circuits: A Practical Handbook of

Essential Reference Data

(275875) $34.95
Buchsbaum's Complete Handbook of Practical Electronics
Reference Data, 2nd Edition
(084624) $34.95
Practical Guide to Digital Integrated Circuits, 2nd Edition
(690750) $24.95
Illustrated Encyclopedic Dictionary of Electronics (450791)
$39.95
Electronic Servicing Data and
Procedures: A Complete Manual and Guide (251850) $29.95

City State Zip

L

Dept. 4

56020 -Z1(7)

Note Please send
orders over 5100.

25'. partial payment with
3

The
Professional
Meter for
Personal Use.

firlM

7:M1
All Purpose Tool Kit
Jensen 'Fools all -purpose tool kit for the
small plant and electro- mechanical service shop features a Codura nylon tool
bag and 21 general maintenance tools.

Included are screwdrivers, pliers,
wrenches, files, hammer and punch,

te.

t;J

=ANN

CIRCLE

The standard of the industry is setting
for home use as well.
The Fluke 77 multimeter is ideal to

inexpensive, simple to operate and
filled with professional features. Made
in the U.S.A. and backed by a 3 -year
warranty, the new Fluke 77 is the world's

first tiardheld meter to combine analog
and Jig tal displays.
For a free brochure or the
distributor nearest you, call to'l-free
1 -800- 227 -3800, ext. 229. Or write
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc., RO Box
C9090. Everett, WA 98206.

FROM THE WORLD LEADER
IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS.

77

S,.

Analog/digital clsplay
Volts. ohm

..

10A. d ode

test

Autorange
0 7% baso. Ct

&saiog, drgda. display

An.ug

Volts. ohms. 100. mA

Vols. ohms

diode test

di

Audible continuity
ucu.racy Autorange /range hold

u,gital Jl plat/

'TCuch H Ad

optional

triple -partitioned snap -close exterior
pockets. For more information write to
Jensen Tools, Inc.. 7815 S. 46th St.,

low-cost, compact. secure and emission -free device that can link personal
computers to peripherals or mainframes.
or connect dumb or smart terminals to
mainframes. The HFM -5210 measures
only 2.75- inches long by 2.25- inches
wide and 0.7- inches thick, which is just
slightly larger than the standard RS -232
connector. Other features include low
power loss, immunity to interference.
high operating speed and low cost.
a

ist price etlective November 1 198.+

FLUKE
4

CIRCLE 25 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

sand surface measurements on a single

charge. Surface resistivity is indicated by

of LED's.
Incorportating an exclusive bi -electrode system, the Charleswater Micro a series

Megger measures surface electrical resistance in accordance with ASTM D -257.
The unit is palm -size. measuring 3 -3/8- L
x 2-1/2- W x 1- I /4-in. D. It sells for
$249 (list). Literature k available on request from Charleswater Products. Inc..
93 Border St.. West Newton. MA 02165.

y
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Pocket Megohm Meter
The Charleswater Micro- Megger
provides a safe and simple way of testing
the surface electrical resistance of static
dissipative and conductive materials. The
device is powered by rechargeable NiCad
batteries and can pertòrm over one thou-

Fiber Optic Modem
Honeywell's HEM-5210 asyncronous
RS- 232 -compatible fiber optic modem is

Unction

1985 Fluk

East Arapaho Road, Richardson. Texas
75081, or call toll free I -800- FOR -OPTO.

Phoenix. AZ 85044: or telephone

2000+ hour battery life 0 5% basic dc acuracy Autorange /range sold
2000- hour battery lite 033 taslc dca¢uracy
3 -year warranty
mow, hlr
?t}?' 3 -year warranty

C

class A equipment requirements. It has
full duplex asynchronous operation up to
19.2 -kilobits per second. Operating
power can be derivied from either the existing handshake lines or pin 9 on a 25 -pin
connector. The modem plugs directly into
standard RS -232. 25 -pin ports. and the
fiber-optic interface can be either AMP SFR or Amphenol -SMA.
The HFM -5210 costs $96.10 each 1òr
single units, $76.48 each in lots of 5(10.
For additional information. contact Hon-

602/968 -6231.

mik

1114

c.2 test
AuJole cantina,

as an

accessory. The tool bag has eight sewn -in
pouches for small parts and tools, and two

test and repair anything electrical: home
wiring, appliances ... even your cat. Its

FLJ<E

ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

dering gun is available

interference, and complies with FCC

eywell Optoelectronics Division. 830

hacksaw, flashlight, socket set, tape measure, knife and more. A 140/100 -watt sol-

a new standard

FLUKE FLUKE 75

5

The modem is immune to ground loop
and electromagnetic and radio -frequency

CIRCLE

21 ON

FREE INFORMATION CARD

PC -AT Compatible
Heath's HS -241 -1 Advance PC Desktop
Computer kit is compatible with the IBM
PC -AT computer, but because it uses an
Intel 80286 microprocessor and a 6 MHz
(Continued un page 6)

Take Up To
(Limit
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In Books

5 Books) for 2

95

$

;1t ELECT- MI:IIICS

1300K CLUB

Keep in Step With the Future
a

R6ÁÚÑC
SCHEMATICS

...

1999 $21.95

Become
Part of the Fascinating World of Technology!
Artificial Intelligence
High -Tech How-To

BF ININPIER'S

TV REPAIR

1536 $14.95

lnamm%svantrt.
ELECrRON1r

TRANSDUCER
PROJECT

I

TEST Eu1PMEY7

BOOK

Space Age Projects

Computers/Robotics
Telecommunications
Digi:al Electronics
Ironclad No -Risk Guarantee

1897 $18.95

ROBOTICS

1663 524.95

1992 $14.95
cascara

OF

ELECTRONICS

OINITIErr771

>alB1793 514.95

1211P $12.95 (paper)

M
R.

1449 $19.95

P[tSONA

Ran*,UITS

OBOTBOOK

1245P 516.95

(paper)

1858 S16.95

PIMP

1531

$17.95

'.r1rMIL.

I

Ii,HT. RADIO
SOUND

5I

ENERGY

Mr+ra.

to? 11.

2641 $19.95

Il

1561P 519.95 (paper)

1925 524.95

LASERS

(paper)

800P 519.95 (paper)

1693 521.95

ELiDEO

1977 $26.95

1672 $18.95

1996 $18.95

very good reasons to join
the Electronics Book Club

1593 513.95

Handy, Pocket -Sized
Resistor and Inductor
Color Code Calculator
1553 515.95

1870 $19.95

DIGITAL
ELECTRONICS

FREE

DIRECT
CURRENT

1474P $12.95 (paper)

UNDERSTANDING

529.95

1775

.16

TEMY

7

Big Savings. Save

1602 $15.95

BASIC
ELECTRONICS
THEORY

FUNDAMENTALS

TRANSDUCERS

1108 516.95

1685 $17.95

1758P $17.95

a
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TELECTRONICS BOOK CLUE

20 ".. to 75'! , on books sure to in-

crease your electrorics know -how
No-Risk Guarantee. All books returnable within 10 days
without obligation
Club News Bu letins. All about current selections
mains, alternates, ex ras -plus bonus offers. Comes 13 times
a year with hundreds of up -to- the -minute titles to pick from
Automatic Order. Do nothing, and the Main selection
will be shipped automatically! But
if you want an Alternate selection -or n3 books at all -we'll follow the instructions you give on the reply form provided with every News
Bulletin
Bonus Books. Immediately get Dividend Certificates with
every book purchased and qualify for big discounts of 60°II

-

P.O. Box 10,

E¿EClilmcsBmcG

e

Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214
Please accept my membership in the Electronics Book Club and send the 5 volumes
indicated below, plus my FREE Resistor and Inductor Color Code Calculator, billing
me only $2.95 plus shipping and handling charges. If not satisfied. may return the
books within ten days without obligation and have my membership canceled. agree
to purchase 4 or more books at regular Club Prices, (plus shipping /handling) during
the next 12 months, and may resign any time thereafter.
I

I

...

to 80"

Extra Bonuses. Take advantage of added -value promo-

tions, plus special

d

scounts

Exceptional Quality.

All books are first -rate publisher's

editions selected by our Editorial Board and filled with useful
1986 Electronics Book Club
up -to- the-minute infcrmation

I-

-

Name
Address
City
State

Zip

Phone

Valid for new members only. Foreign applicants will receive ordering instructions. Canada must
remit in U.S. currency. This order subject to acceptance by the Electronics Book Club.
RESP.786

L
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NEW PRODUCT SHOWCASE
(Continued from page -!1
FOR
SEND
198

ULTRA -MINIATURE
5 VDC RELAY

D.P.S.T. LIGHTED

ROCKER SWITCH
snap mounts m
x h
le

FBR211NE0005M20
sens m

COL

s

CONTACTS

amp

CT

',Vied rocker

115 vac

Fujitsu

Ocontact

101o(.00

)

t óamp

ehnos

MINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES
ALL ARE RATED

5

S.P.D.T.

S.PD.T.

(on-on)

(on -on)

PC style

Solder lug
terminals
$1.00 *itch
10 for $9.00
100 for 560.00

r

non- threa0ed
bushing
756 eath
10 for 5700

a 125 VAC

AMPS

faster than a standard IBM PC and up to
30% faster than the IBM PC -AT. Compatibility with the PC -AT allows use of
virtually all I6-bit IBM software currently
available. The unit supports MS -DOS and
also supports Microsoft's Xenix operating

.ystem.
The computer comes standard with one
serial port, one parallel port, and a 5.25 in. double- sided /double density floppy

SI.SO

Mounts in 14 pin OIP socket

S.PD.T.

(on- off -on)
Solder lug
terminals
51.00 each
101or 59.00
100 for 080 00

/

//U/..
/1/1/1/1/////

indicator
M

ae

us protection. ndL

U L

state
power

2 amp

constant,

4

amp sums

$20,00 each

3 amp

constant,

5

amp surge

$27.50 each

MICRO -CASSETTE MECHANISM

'

1

3/4"

a

ALL ARE 1.56' SPACING.

200 vac

2.000 mid.
1

5.110

341"

e

3

316

1

e

22 EDGE CONNECTOR 51.25

3/4- high

9,700 mid.

Vdc

SO

12

4

$2 50

high

$3 00

31,000 mid. 15 Vdc
1

314-

x

4- high

S250

50,000 mid. 40 Vdc

re 5 314 high

$4 50

66,000 mid. 15 Vde
3 X 3 3/4- high
$300
60,000 mid. 40 Vde
$350
3'a5'high
86,000 mid. 30 Vde
3-

5

a

1

^^r^r^Trr^r^

$2 00

6,400 mid. 60 Vde
1

$3 50

4- high

solder lug style

a

,/

SUPPLY

Compact. well- regulated switching power supply
designed to power Texas Instruments computer
equipment
INPUT 14- 25 vac @l amp SPECIAL
ma
12 vdc
PRICE
OUTPUT
1.2 amp
5 vdc

-

5 vdc

j_ 1r-

\

V

$3.50

200 ma

each

cat.- airs ngh

43/4

a

10 ter 511.00
22/44 EDGE CONNECTOR
$2.00 se PC style 10 lot $16.00
22/44 EDGE CONNECTOR
solder ug style
$2.50 sash
28/56 EDGE CONNECTOR
PC style tO for $22.00
$2.50
36/72 EDGE CONNECTOR
PC style
7
$3.00 each
43/06 EDGE CONNECTOR
PC style
$4.50 each

TI SWITCHING POWER

SIZE

CIRCLE 16 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

EDGE
CONNECTORS

COMPUTER
GRADE
CAPACITORS

-

-

jI
-

4r9

RECHARGEABLE UNIVERSAL CHARGER
NI -CAD BATTERIES
25V SOOmAH $1.85
AAA SIZE
AA SIZE t 25V 500'AH $1.85
AA wan solder tab
$2.00
2V 1200tnAH $3.50
C SIZE
2v 1200mAH $3.50
D SIZE
1

Will charge 4 -AA. C. D. or AAA
ni. cads or one 9 volt ni-cad a!
one time $11.00 per charger

1
1

STANDARD JUMBO
DIFFUSED T 11/2
RED

10

GREEN

rELLOW

/y

for $1.50

100ior$13.0
lOfor13.00

10 AMP SOLID STATE
RELAY
CONTROL 3 32 a
LOAD: 140 vac 10 amp
SIZE 242"a
h-

R.

100 for $1700
IO tor 112.00
100 for $1 .d

f9.50

10 FOR

EACH

-11

-

$90.00

XENON FLASH TUBE

FLASHER LED
operation

4" long X 8" Oa Flash
designed for use in
compact camera flash units
Ideal for experimentors
3

0

BI -POLAR
IumboT

lL size

,

z for $1.70

LED HOLDERS
Two piece holder
'Or lumho LED
tO

for 655

8

S

-800-826.5432

CIRCLE

31 ON

PS

T

ormall

100 for 05 00

IN CA. 1- 800 -258 -6666)
INFO
(213) 380 -8000

6

CATI FLT-1

2

tor 51.00

MINI- PUSH BUTTON

OLL FREE ORDERS
1

i

t ube

size $1.00 earn

'.

momenta,y
open
350 each
1010r 03 00

bushing
Red button

6f,
rrf+
yrs

MONO,hOS

tr,t

,

t

t

J

1

l

,

.
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volatile, and up to 30 pages of titles will
be retained even after the titler has been
turned off or unplugged. The device can
also provide power for the camera, give
mono or stereo audio signals and allow a
An exterior port located on the right
of the unit that is similar to a cartridge
connector on a home computer or video
game allows the use of accessories as they
are developed and released by MFJ.
Intended accessories include character
port cartridges for different style fonts
(two fonts may be displayed per page), and
program cartridges for special effects
scrolling, flashing. special logos, borders
and page transistions such as 3 -D word
zooming and the rearranging of jumbled
characters to form words and sentences:
Interface connectors are available for the
IBM PC. Commodore 64. Apple II +
Apple Ile and the TRS -80 color computer.
The Video Effects titler sells for $599.95.
For additional information contact MFJ
Enterprises, Inc., 921 Louisville Road,
Starkville, MS 39759.

-

Micro- cassette tape transport for
r
standard MC60 or MC45
_.,,
micro- cassettes. 3 Vdc operation.
_
.c/(fS,
Contains: drive motor, belt. head,
'
'
"'I
capstan. pinch wheel and Other
components 3 2" X 2 1/4" X 5S"
CAM MCMEC
$3.00 each 10 tor $27.50
11

Li/

I

side

vac

13 8
E D

listed

:

remote pause.

13.8 VDC REGULATED POWER SUPPLY
These are solid state. fully regulated
power
100%

w44-4-4-4-14.4-,

clock speed the HS -241 -I runs 2.5 times

TALS ...

LIMITED

MSy700 SNDinPING
No c 0 0
FOREIGN OROERS
INCLUDE SUrFICIEN
HIPPING
CALIF RES ADD 611

FREE INFORMATION CARD

disk with 1.2 megabytes of data storage.
The controller card accommodates up to
two floppy drives and three Winchester
disk drives. Memory storage is standard
at 512 kilobytes and is expandable to 15
megabytes.
The IBM- compatible keyboard features an enlarged L- shaped Return key and
a double -wide Shift key located at the
standard typewriter positions. The computer's detached keyboard is connected by
a three foot coiled cord which is expandable to six feet. An improved video design
makes the HS -241 -I 20 to 400 times faster
in screen scrolling operations as compared to the IBM AT.
The HS-241 -1's pricing starts at $2899.
For more information about the HS -24I
Advanced PC and the full line of Heathkit
computers, terminals, printers. peripherals and accessories, send for Heath
Company's free catalog. Write Heath
Company, Dept. 150 -745, Benton Harbor, MI 490022. In Canada, write Heath
Company, 1020 Islington Avenue, Dept.
31-00, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M8Z
5Z3.

A Byte Probe
The ID -4804 Byte Probe is designed to
aid in troubleshooting logic circuits by
displaying logic levels up to IO MHz from
any TTL or CMOS circuit that operates
from a + 5 volt DC supply. It can be used
to check the logic states of address lines,
data lines. and any other general logic
level line. It also detects and alerts a user

Video Effects Title"
The MFJ Video Effects Titler is

a computer- based, stand -alone titler for the
home video enthusiast and professional.
Featuring a typewriter-style keyboard. it
allows the superimposition of 30 pages of
color titles over a camera image. or titles
may be added over existing video footage
during editing. Each of the 30 pages can
display eight lines of 16 characters in upper and lower case: each character may be
one of 15 colors. The memory is non-

CIRCLE

8 ON

FREE INFORMATION CARD

to a coincidence occurrence of the same
logic level on all eight input lines. Also,
the probe can be used to trigger an os-

cilloscope or other test instrument.
The ID -4804 is expandable in 8 -bit
blocks simply by using more ID -4804
(Continued on page 8)
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Electronics Paperback Books
EXCITING OFFERINGS AT SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICES

Linear IC
Equivalents

too

Pen

.,

Ce
onnections

7FgS

COMPUTER MUSIC
Shows how to use Nru,
Lorne computer to Pm
duce electronic mush
pc
MO S RGE
Many c'
gon

FIRST BOOK OF
DIODE

AN INTRODUCTION
TO COMPUTER PE-

RIPHERALS .... S6.50.

O

Describes and explains
tow to use a variety of
ddberenl computer equip
nt on as nontechnical
way as possible (shipping FREE)

for shipping)

103 PROJECTS FOR
ELECTRONICS EXPERIMENTERS From
TAB book ..... $11.50. by
Forrest M Mims More
than 100 protects poll
m to build (shipping
FREE)

LINEAR IC EQUIVALENTS AND PIN CONNECTIONS .... 012.50
(shipping free) 247
10 in shows
pages 7
ehuws 8 pli connections
for popular user oriented
IC s

30 SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD PROJECTS. Reg. $5.75. Now WOO.

30 SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD. Book 2. Rte 55.75. Now $5.00
ELEMENTS OF ELECTRONICS. AUDIO. Reg. $9.00. Now $7.50
MINI-MATRIX BOARD PROJECTS. Rag S5.00. Now $4.00

I

COMMODORE
600

eat

522310

power supply con
struchon into for amost
any application (WE PAY

65.00.I

ull ,men

d

diodes

changeadlity data and
characteristics tor thou

.

sands

(shipping FREE)

for shipping)
REMOTE CONTROL PROJECTS Reg 55.00. Now Se 50
PROJECTS USING SOLAR CELLS Reg. 55.00. Now Se 25
DIGITAL IC PROJECTS Rag. 55.00 Now 5425
ELECTRONICS PROJECTS FOR BEGINNERS. Reg. 55.00. Now $1.00
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w.....
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MIMMEEERNMEN.

t.i...eeer

e.r.

e
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32 ELECTRONIC
POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS ..... $10.95. From
TAB books Pnwaes

Save an extra $2.00. Order both IC EQUIVALENTS editions and pay
include shipping free. You get comlete 2-

only

rei.r

S.cnrs el IN

DIGITAL IC EQUIV.
ALERTS AND PIN
CONNECTIONS
$12.50 (shipping tree)
312 pages. 7
10 in
shows eguws 8 ten con
nectons for popuar user
wonted ICs

CHARACTERISTICS

THE PRE -BASIC
BOOK ..... 57.50 A book
on the BASIC program
nvng lot those who have
not yet bought a comput
er as well as those who
have trouble learn I
how toprogram (snip
ping FREE)

i

k5ti
114-

SECRETS OF THE
COMMODORE 64......
55.00. Masses of useful

b

INTRO TO PRO -

and
nmanyy
not found
.,set s manual

Period

MICRO INTERFAC.
ING CIRCUITS -BOOK
I ..... 55.00. Practical
aad'ons transform your
Computer into Control or
measurement equipment

MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS -BOOK
2
55.75. Interlacing
sound ara speech gener.
atom temperature and
optical sensors motor
controllers and more

Me AIan users manual
Even shows how to use
animated graphes

tops

bdwr
MN*
NMeeb
Mom to

50 FET PROJECTS
... 54.50.
s includs d a
8
converters lest equipment receiver aids.
tuners receivers and

ke

RON.
w

Mw

HOW TO DESIGN
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS ..... $5.75. How lo
use standard circuit elements lo make custom
ele&t,onO projects

MOM

ELECTRONIC SCIENCE PROJECTS .. -..
S5.75. Simple to comiex a group of podIcts
with a strongly scierulc

CRYSTAL SET CONSTRUCTION ..... 54.50.
A variety OI crystal rack/
recoiverS for the expo,
mente and hobbyist

Mayor
DO

INearews

4I.

ruhe 00.YM

INNtin

XK
4 sot XXeI

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY EXPLAINED
.. S5.00. Explanatans
IO, computer terms often
countered A dictionary

INTRO TO Z-00 MACHINE CODE ..... S5.75.
Speed up your programs
They may be harder to
write but its worth learn
rig how Some demo
programs am included

t

CRAMMING THE ATARI

10:

COmpuee' lingo

ANTENNA PROJECTS

ada

5500.

Pr at

dao

antenna

neskgns that aelteer 9000
performance and are reL
abvely single and
knexpanswe to build

WHITE'S RADIO
LOG ..... 54.95 An up n,
dale directory d AM f M
and TV stations inc lud
action ri n
worldwide
o
ide shortwave .tic
lions

CONFIDENTIAL
FREQUENCY UST, gilb
Latest into on usual and

exolh shortwave broad
ca.l stations

-

.

25 SIMPLE AMA-

TEUR BAND
ANTENNAS

Quality Paperbacks
Hem le

electronics
eimPiirlee

Cry..

Ypi.rúmeefOi.ee

HOW TO GET YOUR

a'

EASY ADO-ON
PROJECTS FOR COM-

55.00.
as

aros .,' ama.eur

RODUCTION TO
RADIO DOING
35.00
the 'Kaplan OI adistai'
snonwave broadcast
a a amateur
fanon,
IN

ar
'ado

MODORE 64, VIC -20.
BBC MICRO
ACORN

I

ecepnon

Picture digitizer light per
ender cOnumler and rmi

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC BUILDING

PRACTICAL ELEC
IRONIC BUILDING

.

e'ñór.

DES GN 8 MAKE
YOUR OWN PC

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS WORKING.....
$5.00. now to find the
faults m your protects re

BOARDS ..... $5.75. Ev
erything you need to

parr them and get them

pentad-circuit boards

working

your protects

know before you make

Ip

ELECTRONIC SECURITY DEVICES .....
S.5.00. Three bash sections Switch actiYaled
alarms infrared 8 uhrarec systems smoke
gas water detection

INTERNATIONAL
TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS
$7.50.
Locates possible sub.
blutes for a popular
user-wonted selechon et
modern ans,siots Japanose. European and
American types

rN<Iscae

s

Teaches all the

2 .....

55.75. Amplifiers of al.
lends to add to the cif
cults Iron Book t of this
series
HOW TO GET YOUR
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
RUNNING .... M.50. Have
you ever women your ow
Program, only to find Ina
they do not worht Help
nce ,th.,1e,fh this hp,.

'undamentals
C PeeNcl

br

in

chdce
MICROPROCESSING SYSTEMS AND
CIRCUITS .... $7.50.
Guide to the elements of
croprocessing sys

Affordable Prices

Sietne.w.
Prell.

BLOCKS. Book
$5.75. Build 'ne blocks
and lion combine nom
M form almost any
custom proleo! or your

ENe1'MwY

dew*
Agar

No

Me

NINO.
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Ai
20 PROGRAMS FOR
THE IX SPECTRUM 6
16K ZX61 ..... 55.00. All
programs run on both

machines Include lbw
charts and into on taw to
modify to run on other

MODERN OP-AMP
PROJECTS ..... 56.00.
idcIudeS it Slide Timer
AF Signal Gen Mare Pre
amp Scratch Fitter and
much more

ELECTRONIC SYN.
THESIZER PROJECTS
- 54.M. How to as
semble the elements m a
sy-,theSi¿er and then put
them all together

ELECTRONIC TIMER
PROJECTS
55.00.
Timing circuits to it lust
about every application
Required for every ex
perlmenter

SINGLE IC PROJECTS ..... M.25. Al
protects in mis boo are
based on one IC and are
simple lo construct Great
way to gel started with ICs

POPULAR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS .....
collection
54.75.
rangee

eonic

protects and crcuits for
the experimenter

orreulers
ELECTRONIC MUSIC AND CREATIVE
TAPE RECORDING ...
$5.00. Shows how you
make elerono
mu
c
sh nat home wan simple
and nexpensrve e0mp

COUNTER DRIVER
IPLAY
NUMERICAL DISPROJECTS
S4 50

indica

Numerocal

c, deuces make it easy
to count divide and dis
play

Book

I

S5 00

'.'
.,

h

POPULARELEC

-

TRONIC CIRCUITS
Book 2
55 75 !'

OL Step-by.slep OR'

poach includes practical
examples

these protect,
tM in Book t
series

s

.

HO-10
Number of books ordered l

l
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Sales Tax (NY State Residents)

Address

City

POPULAR ELEC
TRONIC CIRCUITS

databasebr (he Social,

Total Price of Books

Name

less experienced appas.
monter Compere pans
layeuts and wiring di
agrams

INTO THE OL ARCHIVE
56.50.
Presents the powerful

CHECK OFF
THE BOOKS YOU WANT

ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY TODAY INC.
P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762 -0240

IC PROJECTS FOR
B EGINNERS ..... 55.00.
Written especially too the

*Shipping in U.S- only
State

*Canadian Shipping ($1.50

Zip

1st two books 50c ea. additional)

($1.00 1st two books. 40c ea additional)
TOTAL ENCLOSED
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Check
Digital IC's
in-circuit
Fast!
In the field or

on the bench.
B &K- PRECISION

gives you the
answers for
TTL or CMOS

NEW PRODUCT SHOWCASE
(CnnNil ed /rum pu,t;c' 6)
probes in series. The probe can he
powered by either a 9 -volt transistor battery or an optional battery eliminator.
More information about the ID -4804
Byte Probe plus other quality test instruments can be found in Heathkit's free catalog. Write to Heath Company, Dept.
150 -587, Benton Harbor, MI 49022. In
Canada, write to Heath Company. 1020
Islington Ave., Dept. 3100, Toronto, Ontario. M8Z 5Z3.

Strip 'n Crimp Coaxial Tool Kit
Mouser's ME382- SNC859 Strip 'n
Crimp Coaxial Tool Kit eliminates most
of the problems of finding the correct dies
and fittings the next time you want to
install crimped connectors on coaxial cables. Packaged in a fitted carrying case.
each kit includes a dual crimping tool
having dual large diameter pivot rollers, a

CIRCLE 14 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

television audio and FM radio.)
The horizon to horizon tracking satellite dish is weatherproof. The system
"knows," through a built -in computer,
the horizontal and vertical polarity of each
C-band satellite currently in orbit and
those planned in the near future.
The receiver's display screen shows the
name of the satellite tuned in, its channel
and audio frequencies. Provision is made
for a remotely activated external descrambler unit.
The Realistic -2500 Home Satellite TV
System is priced at $1995. It is available
through Radio Shack Stores and participating dealers.

High Accuracy 41/2-Digit DMM

Model 550 (for TTL) $395
Model 552 (for CMOS) $395
New B &K- PRECISION IC Comparator
Testers /Logic Monitors put you on the fast
track to digital troubleshooting. IC's are
tested by comparison to a known good
device, allowing you to test hundreds

of types with one simple operation.
As logic monitors, they simultaneously
indicate the logic states of up to 20 IC
pins. No need to check pins singly
with a logic probe.
Tests most 14 to 20 pin, 54 and 74
Series TTL (Model 550) or 4000 and 74C
Series CMOS (Model 552) devices.
Convenient one button testing
Reverse polarity and overvoltage

protection
Uses power from equipment
under test
Memory stores short duration pulses
and intermittent events
Zero insertion force reference
IC socket
LED at each IC pin identifies
where fault exists
Includes 16 and 20 pin DIP clips
Compact hand -held size
Available from stock at your local
B &K- PRECISION distributor. For more
information contact your distributor or

DYNASCAN

CORPORATION
6460 West Cortland Street
Chicago, Illinois 60635.312/889 -9087
International Sales. 6460 W. Cortland St.. C114aO.
Canadan Sales. Atlas FIect,ee.Cc. ontano

8

R 60635
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The Mercer Model 9401 is a full function 41/2-digit DMM. Its many features
include both low and high energy fusing.
CIRCLE 23 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

controlled cycle mechanism. and

a

built -

in release catch.

The stripper is the Simplex coaxial
stripper, with a renewable three bladed
cassette that presets the stripping length.
The Strip 'n Crimp Coaxial Tool Kit is
priced at $185. Write for a catalog to

audible /visual continuity indication,
0.058% basic DC accuracy and data hold.
The Model 9401 measures up to 1000 VDC. 750 -VAC, I0 -A AC /DC and 20Megohms resistance. Resolution is 101.1,V,

Mouser Electronics, 11433 Woodside
Ave., Santree, CA 92071; or phone
619/449 -2222.

Do -It- Yourself Satellite TV
Designed specifcally as an install -ityourself home satellite system, the Real istic -2500 Home Satellite System is supplied complete with everything except the
simple hand tools and the sand cement to
anchor the dish. Supplied hardware even
includes color- coded, UL- approved direct- burial type wiring. The installation
takes only a few hours. because the assembly is aided by a 30- minute video cassette tape manual that is supplied in
addition to a 40 -page written guide..
The two main components of the Realistic -25(X) are an 8.5 -toot mesh dish and a
receiver with a hand -held remote control.
The receiver automatically switches to the
correct stereo format being used by each
satellite. (Three different stereo systems
are currently being used in broadcasting

CIRCLE 10 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

0.1µA, 0.01 -ohms. All voltage and resistance ranges are protected against transients up to 6 -kV and 50 µsec.
The meter is powered by a 9 -volt battery, which is supplied along with colorcoded test leads and an operator's manual.
It is priced at $129. For more information
write to Mercer Electronics, Division of
Simpson Electric Company. 859 Dundee
(Continued on page 121

SATELLITE
ELECTRONICS

Catch the Excitement!
Today, High -Tech Job
Opportunities are

mobile robot. You get professional
instruments and up- to-date training to
prepare you to handle the technology
that's changing the face of industry today.

Everywhere!

Install and 71-oubleshoot Your Own
Home Satellite TV Equipment as
You Learn Satellite Electronics.

Now you can take

control of your future
with NRI's newest hands-on
training and carve out your own
place in today's electronics world.
Select a new career field or start a
business of your own. Now the choice is
yours. And only NRI gets you where you're
going with the latest professional
instruments and test equipment you build
and keep as you learn at home.
No other school of its kind
has prepared so many people for
successful careers in electronics.
For over 70 years, NRI technical
engineers and educators have
demonstrated a unique ability to
spot and anticipate the important technological trends, then
develop state-of-the-art training
that's prepared over 1.3 million
ambitious people for successful
careers each

field
ow NRI presents three

You've seen them in backyards, beside
motels, atop office buildings, and in military in-

DIGITAL
ELECTRONICS SERVICING

()J%Jy

stallations- those sensitive dishes reaching out
for TV programs, computer transmissions, data
signals, and messages of all kinds from the
growing number of satellites stationed 22,300
miles above the earth. Now NRI training can
get you in on the ground floor of a new career
or even a business of your own in
this exciting new growth field.

trains you
or so m
careers
011 the lea
_e e
of today's electro

new state -of- the-art training
opportunities in today's fastest growing
electronics fields.

Build Your Own BM- Compatible
Computer as You Learn Digital
Electronics Servicing.
A brand new course for an exciting new
field ... servicing computer peripherals (disk
drives, printers, display terminals, modems,
etc.) and the latest digital equipment found in
industry today. Job opportunities for the
trained digital technician have never been
greater. It takes skilled personnel to keep
today's digitally automated production lines
and manufacturing equipment rolling. NRI
trains you to be a high -demand digital
technician or prepares you for your own
independent service business.
As you learn, you'll get practical hands-on
experience building your own 128K computer
and disk drive. You'll also build, and learn to
use and service, your own triggered -sweep
oscilloscope, digital logic probe, and digital
multimeter... instruments used by today's

revolution.

NRI trains you to service consumer TVRO systems, as well as
the larger commercial and military
equipment used to transmit and
receive worldwide communications:
news, weather, national security &
defense transmissions and all types
of voice, data and video signals.
Learn to install satellite
systems ... adjust, troubleshoot
and repair dishes, amplifiers,
converters, antennas and
receivers. And get "hands-on"
experience as you install your own satellite

TVRO system that will bring TV signals from
around the world into your home.

electronics professionals.
You'll receive and learn to use NRI's
specially developed diagnostic software programs that show you how to troubleshoot and
service today's peripheral and digital equipment... another NRI "hands -on" exclusive.
When you select NRI's training in Digital Electronics Servicing, you'll be preparing yourself
to move into one of today's hottest careers!

Send for Free Catalog of High -Tech
Career Opportunities.

Build an Operating Robot as You Learn
Robotics and Industrial Control.

ment that makes each opportunity come to life.
Send today and get your start on tomorrow.
If the card is missing, write to us.

Already, advanced robotics systems are
producing everything from electronic circuits
to automobiles. By 1990, over 100,000
"smart" robots will be in use, creating over
30,000 new technical jobs.
NRI trains you to operate, program, service
and troubleshoot industrial robots as you build
your own remote controlled, programmable

Now you, too, can catch the excitement

Just send for your free copy of the 100 -page NRI
High-Tech Electronics Careers catalog. See the
future open up for you as you explore exciting
new opportunities for higher pay, advancement
-even your own business. Review the complete
descriptions of the training you get the equip-

ArlINArSchool of Electronics
McGraw -Hill Continuing Education Center
3939 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington. DC 20016

We'll Main You For 7bmorrow.
11

New Product Showcase
I('maim/et/from prig(' NI
Avenue , Elgin. I L 60 120

Triple Output Power Supply
.

(

312

I

697 -2265.

LED Light Bars
The ME351 -1711. 1811, 1911 & 2011 series light bars from Mouser Electronics
feature solid state reliability that's cornpatihlc with most DTL and TTL circuits.

Characteristics include a nominal forward
voltage of 1.6 volts at 10 mA. reverse
current of 1(X) RA at 5- volts. and an oper
ating wavelength of 6550. The light bars
come in 5 and 10 light arrays. both in the
open and enclosed styles. They are available in red. green, yellow and orange in
any combination needed.
Write for a catalog to Mouser Elec.tropics, 11433 Woodside Ave., Santree,
CA 92071: or phone 619/449 -2222.

r
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For $149.95, the MFJ -4002 Triple Output Lab Power Supply offers two variable
1.5 to 20 -VDC outputs at 0.5 A and one
fixed 5 -VDC output at I A. The supply is
short- circuit protected. has excellent line
regulation (typically 0.1°ío /V) and load
regulation (typically 0.1 %), and has very

low ripple.
Separate transformers are used for

built with heavy guage aluminum. It uses
I10 -VAC with a 3 -wire safety power cord
and fast acting pop-out fuse.
To order, or for additional information,
call toll -free I- 800 -647 -1800; or write to
MFJ Enterprises, Inc., 921 Louisville
Road, Starkville. MS 39759.

Improved Tracking

-

A moderate -price straight -arm turntable that provides improved tracking
available
even for warped records
from Bang & Olufsen of Denmark.
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completely isolated Outputs: this allows
the outputs to be connected in series or
parallel for higher voltage or current.
Two lighted 3 -inch precision meters are
provided for monitoring voltage and current simultaneously. Multi -way binding
posts are used for all outputs. with a separate binding post used for chassis ground.
The circuit is designed for heavy -duty
commercial use in both analog and digital
circuits, so it will find application for education, circuit design, product development, testing and repair, quality control.
and production.
The MFJ -4002 is made in America and

\
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as the Beogram RX2, the turntable features a newly -developed tonearm
that also minimizes resonance and record
wear. In addition, the RX2 incorporates a
new pendulum suspended chassis with

Known

ATTENTION

Electronic Enthusiasts.
Digital Multimeter

Magic Mouse for C64

Pyle Woofer

3,, digit shock mounted display.
Four DCV ranges. Four DCA

Creates complicated graphics in
less than halt the time required
for conventional programming.

Superior quality Pyle drivers are
available from us at fantastic
prices Build your own speaker
system and save t0 ". 16 ounce
magnet. 75 watts.
#55-100
When you buy a pair $2380

ranges. Two ACV ranges. Four
ohm ranges Input impedance

12 Inch

593775

$4995

$2995

072-057

/y., Breadboard Module

Monitor

This green screen monitor is
compatible with NCR and IBM
PCs. Will not accept composite
video

$1995

Superior quality acetal plastic
Molds form and resists heat up to
90 °C. 630 tie points, 200 (list.
mts.

-

*772 -337

Heatsinks

Digital Capacitance Meter

Butane Soldering Iron

carry at sinks for TO -3.
TO -5, T0.220, transistors. Perfect
for kit building
20c,
As low as

Check tolerances. sort values.
measure unmarked capacitors
and more with this capacitance
meter. Nine ranges from tpF to

Go anywhere soldering iron No
cords. no charging. Refill quickly
with widely available butane

#72-040

Ì

10.

ICLM

FREE Electronic Devices Catalog filled with:

resistors, capacitors, transistors speakers,
transformers, switches, tubes, ICs, test
equipment, kits, fuses, connectors, wire and
more For further information about these
products and other exciting values, get a copy
of our new 64 page catalog.
12

121 -630

53995

35980

iIC DEVICES

-

We carry unique electronic kits for
the advanced and beginner

$995

19,98130

CLCL

Kits
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CALL TOLL FREE
1- 800 -551 -1522
eMCM ELECTRONICS
A DIVISION OF PREMIER INDUSTRIAL

CABLE -TV

greater mass that increases protection
from external vibrations. The new turntable, which uses the familiar elegant Bang
& Olufsen slim -line styling, is available
from quality audio outlets throughout
North America. The suggested retail price
is $199.

Computer Oscilloscope
Interface
Got a computer but not a storage
'scope? Then use Heath's new IC -4802
Computer Oscilloscope, which turns an
IBM -PC or a PC- compatible computer
into a dual- trace, 50 -MHz, digital storage
oscilloscope with a fast 7- nanosecond rise
time. Available as a kit or wired, the
IC -4802 Computer Oscilloscope adds
testing capabilities to any IBM PC -compatible computer. enhancing the computer's function above word-processing and
spreadsheet use at the engineering workstation.

CIRCLE 22 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Supplied software enables full programmability of the oscilloscope from the
keyboard of the computer. The computer
displays the dual traces, one for each
channel, on an 8- x 10- division graticule. There are three display modes: YI.
Y2 and Dual. All displays are chopped
except !Ur the highest time -base range that

BONANZA!

Heathkit Catalog
A wide variety of electronic products in
kit tìfrm and assembled versions are shoticased in the new Heathkit Catalog from
Heath Company of Benton Harbor. Michigan. A new 2 -Meter handheld -mobile
system is being offered featuring ease of
operation and greater flexibility. Also, a
low-cost user-installed satellite system is
being offered featuring the General Satellite Dish and the Norsat Satellite Receiver.
The HW-6502 2 -Meter hand -held

transceiver is complete with built -in
CTCSS encoder, S/B meter, squelch con (Continued on page 99)
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PRICE

-UNIT

PRICE

RCA 36 CHANNEL CONVERTER (CH. 3 OUTPUT ONLY)
18.00 ea.
29.95
PIONEER WIRELESS CONVERTER (OUR BEST BUY)
72.00 ea.
88.95
LCC -58 WIRELESS CONVERTER
76.00 ea.
92.95
JERROLD 450 WIRELESS CONVERTER (CH. 3 OUTPUT ONLY)
105.95
90.00 ea.
SB ADD -ON UNIT
109.95
58.00 ea.
BRAND NEW
TRIMODE UNIT FOR JERROLDS
Call for specifics
MINICODE (N -12)
109.95
58.00 ea.
MINICODE (N -12) VARISYNC
119.95
62.00 ea.
MINICODE VARISYNC W /AUTO ON -OFF
179.95
115.00 ea.
M -35 B (CH. 3 OUTPUT ONLY)
139.95
70.00 ea.
M -35 B W /AUTO ON -OFF (CALL FOR AVAILABILITY)
199.95
125.00 ea.
MLD- 1200 -3 (CALL IF CH. 2 OUTPUT)
109.95
58.00 ea.
INTERFERENCE FILTERS
CH. 3
24.95
14.00 ea.
JERROLD 400 OR 450 REMOTE CONTROLLER
18.00 ea.
29.95
ZENITH SSAVI CABLE READY (DEALER PRICE BASED ON 5 UNITS)
185.00 ea
225.00
SPECIFY CHANNEL 2 or 3 OUTPUT
Other products available
Please Call

-

-

-

Price

Output
Channel

Quantity

uses an alternate display. Wavetòrm displays can he stored on a floppy disk for
later use as a reference or for waveform

manipulation. such as signal averaging.
the Computer Oscilloscope is just one
of over 4(X) products in the new Heathkit
Catalog. To receive the catalog free, write
Heath Company. Department 150 -755.
Benton Harbor, MI 49022. In Canada
write to Heath company. 1020 Islington
Avenue. Dept. 3100. Toronto. Ontario.
Canada M8Z 5Z3.

SINGLE

ITEM

TOTAL
PRICE

Each

SUBTOTAL
Shipping Add
$3.00 per unit
COD 8 Credit
Add 5%
Cards
TOTAL

California Penal Code 5593 -D forb ds us
from shipping any cable descrambling and
to anyone residing in the state of California.
Prices subfect to change without notice
PLEASE PRINT
Name

Address
State
I

____ -_

City

Zip_-

-

Cashier's Check

Acct

I

1

.

_

Phone Number

Money Order

I

; COD

(

L: Visa

'

Mastercard

Exp Date

5

Signature
FOR OUR RECORDS.

-

DECLARATION OF AUTHORIZED USE
I. the undersigned. do hereby declare under
penalty of perjury that all products purchased. now and in the future. will only be used on cable
TV systems with proper authorization from local officials or cable company officials in
accordance with all applicable federal and state laws
Dated

Signed

Pacific Cable Company, Inc.
73251/2 RESEDA BLVD., DEPT.

#H6

RESEDA, CA 91335

(818) 716 -5914

No Collect Calls
(818) 716 -5140
IMPORTANT: WHEN CALLING FOR INFORMATION

Please have the make ánd model # of the equipment used in your area. Thank You
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Speaker Filters

CHANNEL

your otherwise noteworthy article
on speaker baffles, boffles, and other
speaker enclosures (May June, page
32), reference is made to the dynamic
speakers of the late 1920's. Maybe they
really existed, but I never saw one. The
only kind of speakers came across
were electro- dynamic, which, considering that several hundred volts of DC
passed through the speaker, is a far cry
from what's described in the article. Exactly what kind of speaker was the auIn

PREAMP
INPUT

R3

D.X.E- Mexican

Water, UT
The author was using the word "dynamic" as a generic term for speakers
having a paper cone and a voice coil. In

-4W-

Cl
0.1NF

R5

47K

the early days of radio, most speakers
were, in fact, "electro- dynamic, " meaning that the magnetic field for the voice
coil was created by passing the B +
(high voltage) from the power supply's
rectifier through a coil of wire that was
wrapped around the rear of the speaker:
It was the current through the coil that
created the magnetic field.
The reason for the electromagnet was
twofold: A) The coil functioned as the

CIRCLE 34 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

radio amplifier's filter choke, thereby
eliminating the need for a somewhat expensive and large dedicated filter choke:
B) Alnico -5 magnets were not yet developed, so the magnet needed to
create the magnetic field necessary for a
large speaker would be almost as large

Agoolog
Arg; of_<
/0950,PA'
4Alit

(Now!GET

IT

ie

More pages. more products -and it's
hot off the press! Get the new 1986/7
DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS Catalog
and find anything for the electronics
enthusiast The data section alone

-. ----,
is

worth the price of admission Send

for your

copy today

as the entire speaker. With the development of Alnico -5, a small magnet no
larger than a thumb provided the magnetic field needed by a large voice coil.
Almost simultaneously with the application of Alnico-5 to speakers, small B +
filter chokes were developed, as well as
high- voltage filter circuits that didn't require chokes, so the electromagnet was
no longer needed for either the speaker
or the power supply.
The magnet -powered speakers were
called "dynamic" speakers, to distinguish them from the electro- dynamic
models. Later on the magnet -powered
speakers were called PM (permanent -

magnet) speakers.

IPlease reserve my copy of the 1986 Dick Smith
1
Catalog. enclose S1 to cover shipping.

Stereo Preamp

I

I

Name

IAddress
ICity

16

I

Zip

'

DICK WITH ELECTRONICS INC
2249 Redwood City CA 91063
P O
EVERYTHING FOR THE ELECTRONICS ENTHUSIAST!

So

I
I
I
I

need a stereo preamp to go between
my turntable and my amplifier. I know
could buy one commercially, but I'd
rather roll my own. Any ideas? J.T.,
Waco, TX
The dandy little circuit shown here
I

I

--1MV -

CHANNEL
PREAMP
OUTPUT

R7

47K

CHANNEL
PREAMP
INPUT

+9-15V

41K

v+

I

thor writing about?

-

R1

2.2K

o

2

C15
R4

=

10014F

R10
1MEG

47K

+

r9_1-5-WV-1

C2

R6

0.1NF

47K

12

-1Nh
R2

2.2K

CHANNEL
PREAMP
OUTPUT

R8

#

47K

2

should do a job- and -a -half for you. You
can mount the whole thing on a piece of
PC board or perfboard. You should get
better than 20-dB gain in each channel.
We selected 741 op -amps, because
they are easy to get and inexpensive.
You may want to opt for a better op-amp
type that will give a better noise figure
and bandpass. In this circuit the roll -off is
acute at 20, 000 Hertz, but what recording or FM broadcast goes above 15,000
Hertz?

Getting Past The Barrier
From time to time see the word
breakover in an article on how to build
something, and it usually refers to the
reason why the builder can't make substitutions. Exactly what does breakover
mean? Y.F.- Bitter Wells, AZ
" Breakover" is often used as a synonym for the technically- correct term
"barrier voltage," meaning the voltage
difference at which electrons move
(flow) between two different semiconductor materials. In hobbyist projects, it
generally refers to the barrier voltage of
small signal diodes. For example, germanium diodes have a barrier voltage of
approximately 0.3 volts. meaning that
the anode to cathode voltage must be
0.3 volts or greater for the diode to conduct; and once conducting, the diode will
produce a voltage drop of 0.3 volts. Silicon, on the other hand, has a barrier
voltage of 0.5-0.7 volts, which means
I

the voltage drop across the silicon diode, when conducting, will also be
0.5-0.7 volts. (Controlled "doping "of the
semiconductor material can somewhat
vary the natural barrier voltage.)
Because of silicon's higher barrier
"breakover voltage, a circuit that calls
for a germanium diode might not work if
a silicon diode were substituted.

-or

"-

Power Supply
OK, I need a power supply that will
give me both nine -volts positive and
nine-volts negative. What do do? Wire
up two separate supplies? S.P. -San
Francisco, CA
C'mon! You know we've got the answer for you. Check out this schematic

Your Circuits Don't Work
Enclosed is the telephone tester built
from your plans. It doesn't work. I think
you should check to make sure that circuits work before you publish them. That
project cost me a lot of money. T.S.
Wellfleet, MA
At first we thought you were a putting
us on; then we realized you might be
serious. We don't know what you consider "a lot of money" but the project has
only two parts, plus some wire and inI

-

sulation, which should have cost you
less than $2- assuming that you didn't
have some of the materials lying around
the shop. Of the two components you
used, neither are correct. Instead of an
LED you used some kind of neon bulb,
and the resistor's value isn't even in the
same country, let alone the same ballpark as the value we specified. We believe you simply picked up two parts that
happened to be on your workbench. If
your letter is really serious, we suggest
you take up a different hobby.

I

Add a Little Technology
to Your Library

diagram. I'm sure it what you've been
looking for.
To keep the record straight, we'd like
everyone to know our policy regarding
117
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Understanding Data Communications
(2nd Ed.)

Understanding Automation Systems
(2nd Ed.)

hi Fike. Friend. Bellamy and Baker

M Farrell and Schmitt

-

Understand the codes used for data communications. the
types of messages, and the transmissions channels
including fiber optics and satellites.
ISBN: 0- 6"2- 2'019 -6, SI-1.95

Learn about programmable systems. how to use microcomputers and programmable controllers. types of robots
available and their applications.
ISBN 0.6"2. 2"titi -i. st 95

Understanding Digital Electronics
(2nd Ed.)

Understanding Automotive Electronics
(2nd Ed.)

In Gene W McWhorter
Learn why digital circuits are used. how digital circuits
make decisions, store information, and convert information into electronic language.
ISBN: 0 -6 "2. 2'013 -', SIi.95

Explains how bask electronic functions and microprocessors are applied for drive train control. motion control
and instrumenlatiun. ISBN. 11 -6 "2.1'01 " -X, SI -I

Understanding Digital Troubleshooting
(2nd Ed.)
by Don L

Cannon

This book presents the basic principles and troubleshoot-

circuit requests. We do not provide design services. When requests start to
pile up. we look to answer the requests
as best we can. Sometimes we place the
answer in this letter column. Other times
we develop a story through a free -lance
writer, thus providing the circuit to the
readers who requested it. The delay is
unfortunate, but we try to speed it up as
best we can.

Pacemaker Update
I'd like to add to your pacemaker letter
that appeared in the March /April 1986
issue. I have a pacemaker installed under my skin, good for 12 years, with a
battery that can be replaced in ten minutes.
I'd like to caution pacemaker users not
to work on a car's engine while it is running. You may become very dizzy, because RF energy from the spark- ignition
circuitry is too high and may interfere
with the pacemaker's operation.
Microwave ovens are no problem to
me. However, I found it best not to go
through metal detector at airports; have
the guards frisk you instead. R.J.M.
Lapine, OR
Thanks for keeping us informed.

-

ing techniques required to begin digital equipment repair
and maintenance. ISBN 0-6-2-2'01i-3, S 13.95

b

Rihhcns and Mansour

Understanding Communications
Systems (2nd Ed.)
by Cannon and Luecke

This book explores how information is converted into
electrical signals. transmitted to distant locations. and
convened hack to the original information

Understanding Microprocessors
(2nd Ed.)

i 95
Understanding Computer Science
(2nd Ed.)

by Cannon and Luecke

by Roger

Provides an individualized learning format for the
newcomer who wants to know what microprocessors
are. what they do, and how they work.

This book covers the fundamentals of hardware and
software. programs and languages. input and output.
data structures and more ISBN. 0.6"2 -2"0l I -0. SIi.95

ISBN:

0-6-2-2-010-2. SIi.95

Understanding Solid State Electronics
(4th Ed.)
by Haffnrd and

McWhorter

Explains complex concepts such as electricity, semiconductor theory, how electronic circuits make decisions,
and how integrated circuits are made
ISBN: 0- 6'2- 2'012 -9. SIi 95

Understanding Telephone Electronics
(2nd Ed.)
c

['Ike and Friend

Subjects include speech circuits, dialing. ringing. central

ISBN. 0 -6'2 -2 -016

S

I

$ l

.

Walker

Understanding Computer Science
Applications
by Roger

S

%%411w

Discusses how computers communicate with their input/
output units and with each other using parallel communications, serial communications, and computer

networking. ISBN: 0-6-2-2-020-X.
To

1.95

onl.'r by phone call

800 -428 -SAMS
Ask for operator 840
In Indiana call 317 -298 -5566

office electronics, microcomputers, digital transmission.
network transmission. modems, and new cellular
phones ISBN: 0-6'2 -2 "018 -8. SIi.95

Product No

Price

Quantity

Shipping

Understanding Artificial Intelligence

Address

by Henry C.

Mishkoif

Includes definitions, history, expert systems, natural
language processing. LISP machines, hardware requirements, and the thrust of Al research.
ISBN: 11'6"2

-1'021 -8. $14 95

S4MtS
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Name

City
State

Zrp

Signature
t
Check or money order enclosed
Bill my credit card
VISA
AE
-

:

!
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I

I

I
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Make checks payable to Howard W Sams Sr Co
Marl this form with payment to Howard W Sams & Co
4:00 West 62nd Street Dept DM8411 Indianapolis. IN

46268
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DEVICES

By Herb Friedman

PERSONAL DEFENSE AND PROPERTY PROTECTION
UTILIZE SPACE AGE TECHNOLOGY.

ON COMPUTERS

CAUTION THESE DEVICES CAN BE HAZARDOUS AND MAY SOON
BE ILLEGAL

POCKET PAIN FIELD GENERATOR
Assembled

IPGS

Plans

S8

00 IPG5K

-

IPG50

Kit/Plans

PHASOR PAIN FIELD CROWD CONTROLLER

$64
$44

-PPF10

Assembled

5250 00

PPF,
Plans
Kit/Plans
5175 00
51500 PPF1 K
BLASTER - Provides a plasma discharge capable of puncturing
can Produces a 100.000 WATT PULSE

a

BLSIO

S89 50

ASSEMBLED

PLANS
BLS1K KTI PLANS S69 50
$10 00
PLASMA STUN GUN - Very intimidating and affective 5 to 10

BLS1

feet 100.000 VOLTS

S99 50
..
ASSEMBLED
KIT PLANS
S69.50
..$10.00
ITM1K
RUBY LASER RAY GUN Intense visible red beam burns and
welds hardest of metals MAY BE HAZARDOUS.
RUB3Al1 Parts Available for Completing DeviceS15 00
CARBON DIOXIDE BURNING, CUTTING LASER Pro.
duces a continuous beam of high energy MAY BE HAZARDOUS.
LC5 All Parts Available for Completing perk* $15 00
VISIBLE LASER LIGHT GUN produces intense red beam for

ITM10

1TM1

.

PLANS

.

-

You Must Have

-

-

sighting. spotting. etc Hand held complete

LGU3 Plans $10 00 (Kit 8 Assembld Units Available)
Produces 15-30 watt infrared
IR PULSED LASER RIFLE

-

pulses at 200-2000 per sec

LRG3
All Parts 8 Diodes Available
BEGINNERS LOW POWER VISIBLE LASER
red. yellow. green

1

light

- provides

Plans
LHC2
SNOOPER PHONE
n

-

$10 00
Choice of

an excellent source of monochromatic

$5 00

LHC2K

Kit

- Allows user to call his premises

$34 50
and listen

without phone ever ringing

Assembled
$89 50
SNP20
Plans/Kit
Plans
$59 50
SNP2
$9 00 SNP2K
LONG RANGE WIRELESS MIKE Miniature device clearly

-

transmits well over one mile Super sensitive. powerful
Plans/Kit
$49.50
Plans
MFT1
$700 MFT1K
WIRELESS TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER Transmits both

-

sides of phone conversation over one mile shuts off automatically
Plans
$800 VWPMSK Plans/Kit $3950
TALK & TELL AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE RECORDING
for
monitoring
telephone use
Great
DEVICE
Assembled
$24 50
TAT20
Plans
Plans/Kit
$14 50
TAT2
55 00 TAT2K
Our phone is open tor orders anytime Technicians are available 9 -11
a m Mon -Thurs tor those needing assistance or information Send
S1 00 for catalog of hundreds more similar devices. Send check. cash.

VWPMS

-

.

MÓ. Visa
DEPT

RI)

P

0

INFORMATION UNLIMITED

OD to

MC
.

H

,

.,fnhcrst

N

H

03031 1,,

603 673 4730
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FREE!

GENERALLY SPEAKING, GETTING A l'l..R-

sonal computer on -line using a modem
should be a piece of cake: plug the modem
into the computer, run the communications software, and presto, the system is
instantly up and running. Unfortunately, it
often happens that modem communications becomes a head -splitting nightmare.
For example, the user who has absolutely
no trouble communicating with his or her
own remote lap computer might get only a
screen full of garbage when accessing a
local community bulletin board (BBS).
Then again, it might be the other way
around: The computer /modem might have
no problem reading a BBS, but gets totally wiped out when communicating with
another computer. And then there's the
problem where the user just can't seem to
raise anyone via a modem. No matter
what's tried, the screen shows garbage at
one or both ends of the communications

New Catalog of

circuit.
Assuming that there's no difficulty with

Hard-To-Find
Precision Tools

the hardware, problems in modem communications can generally be traced to the
software; in particular, the so- called "par-

ity

bit."

Everything The Same
P

=

In order for computers to communicate
via modems, the individual bit elements
that make up the electrical structure of
each character must be the same on both
ends of the circuit. In plain english that
means that both computers must use the
same baud rate, start bit, same number of
characters and stop bits, and if needed, a
of which must occur within
parity bit
a specified period of time.
Because virtually all character elements except parity are predetermined,
the real key to trouble -free modem communications is the parity bit. Assuming
all else is proper and the parity bit is incorrect, the screen will display garbage
rather than recognizable characters and
text.

-all

Jensen's new catalog is jam -packed
with more than 2,000 quality items.
Your single source for hard -to -find
precision tools used by electronic
technicians, scientists, engineers,
schools, instrument mechanics,
laboratories and government agencies. This popular catalog also contains Jensen's world-famous line of
more than 40 tool kits. Call or write
for your free copy today!

1

JENSEN
TOOLS INC.

18

7815 5. 46th Street
Phoenix. AZ 85044
16021968 -6241
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Blame The Machine
The problem comes about because our
modem ASCII terminal originated as a
mechanical device -what we call a tele-

Parity

typewriter or TTY. In order to maintain
system compatibility, the TTY's mechanical standards were used when electronic
terminals were introduced.
Figure I shows the data stream for a
single character used in the earliest ASCII
mechanical terminals. Note that it takes 11
bits (not 8) to represent a character. The
first bit (S) is the start bit, which starts and
synchronizes the mechanical system of
the TTY for each character. Next, there
are 7 bits that can represent the ASCII
codes 00 through 127 (the standard ASCII
character set), then a parity bit (P), and
finally, two stop bits (SP). The two stops
bit gave the mechanical device time to
print the character and settle down before
the start of the next character.
In later years, the mechanical TTY
needed only one stop bit settling time, and
so the second stop bit was eliminated for
baud rates of 300 and higher. The parity
bit got into the electrical structure of each
character because TTY communication
paths-particularly the wireless circuits- weren't all that good, and the parity bit provided a rough check on the
accuracy of the data exchange.

How Parity Works
The parity for the TTY equipment within the same communications circuit could
be set to be odd or even. A transmitting
TTY would literally count the number of
"high" bits used for the character bits,
and if the system parity were even and the
count odd, the TTY would set the parity
bit high so that the total number of high
bits was even. If the character's high bits
were even to start with, the TTY made the
parity bit low so that the total number of
high bits remained even. It was the same
for odd parity; the TTY made the parity bit
high or low as required to keep the total
number of characters and parity bits odd.
(Continued on page 93)
I
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ASCII terminal
uses 11 -bits per character at 110 baud:
10 bits at 300 baud and higher transmission rates. At a 300 baud rate (or more)
the second stop bit is eliminated.
Fig.

1

can even earn your Associate in
Applied Science Degree in Electronics Engineering Technology. Of
course, you set your own pace, and,
if you ever have questions or
problems, our instructors are only
a toll-free

eis

phone call away.

first step
yours.

out more, mail in the
coupon below. Or, if you prefer,
To find

call toll-free 1.800. 321.2155
1.800.523. 9109).
We'll send you a copy of CE's

(in Ohio,

school catalog and a complete
package of enrollment information.
For your convenience, we'll try to
have a representative contact you
to answer your questions.

CIE MAKES THE WORLD
OF ELECTRONICS YOURS.
Today's world is the world of electronics. But to be a part of it, you

need the right kind of training, the
kind you get from CIE, the kind that
can take you to a fast growing career
in business, medicine, science,
government, aerospace,
communications, and more.
St3cialized

taining.

You learn best from a specialist,
and that's CIE. We're the leader

in teaching electronics through
independent study, we teach only
electronics and we've been doing
it for over 50 years. You can put
that experience to work for you
just like more than 25,000 CIE
students are currently doing
all around the world.

actical
training.
You learn best with practical training,

so CIE's Auto -Programmed® lessons
are designed to take you step -by -step,
principle-by- principle. You also get
valuable hands-on experience at every
stage with sophisticated electronics
tools CE-designed for teaching. Our

4K RAM Microprocessor Training
Laboratory, for example, trains you to
work with a broad range of computers in a way that working with a
single, stock computer simply can't.

trsonalized
raining.
You learn best with flexible

training, so we let you choose from
a broad range of courses. You start
with what you know, a little or a
lot, and you go wherever you want,
as far as you want. With CIE, you

CIE

RP41

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th

St., Cleveland, Ohio 44114

YES' I want to get started. Send me my CIE school catalog including details about
the Associate Degree Program. I am most interested in:
computer repair
C television /high fidelity service
medical electronics
telecommunications
robotics /automation
broadcast engineering
other
Print Name

Apt.

Address

City
Age

Zip

State

Arca Code /Phone No.

Check box for G.I. Bulletin on Educational Benefits
I7 Active Duty
Veteran

OR CALL TOLL FREE

1- 800-321 -2155

MAIL TODAY!

(In Ohio, 1- 800 -523 -9109)
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By Barmard de Backus

Digital Logic Failed
No. this is no expose on some
exotic flip -flop. It's an admission of an
error! I reveiwed an excellent text.
Handbook qt. Digital Logic with
Practical Applications by Sam Cowan
in a previous issue and placed a photo
of another bookcover in the review. (I
said I was a good reviewer, not
coordinator!) So, if you were

CIRCLE 18 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

confused, please forgive me. I am
including the correct photo of the
bookcover with this comment and with
two hopes: The first is that I use the
correct photo in this issue; and the
second is that urge my readers, who
are inclined to experiment with digital
circuits, to circle the number below
the photo on the free literature postcard in this issue. If you want direct
action, write to Prentice -Hall, Inc.,
Dept. F. Roes, Englewood Cliffs, NJ
07632 for the catalog that includes the
above title
1

Getting To Know About Almost
Everything
By TPC Training Systems
Because electronics is presently so
significantly integrated with other
technologies, it's no longer possible to
get by with a working knowledge of
only electronics. Today, the electronics
technician-and even hobbyists -must
be able to understand the blueprints
and drawings used for other
technologies: You're not going to get
very far if you confuse, say. the
parallel -line symbol representing a

22
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relay contact in an electrical drawing
with the parallel -line symbol used to
represent a capacitor in an electronics
schematic diagram.
One way to get a handle on other
technologies is through a TechScan, a
volume (monograph) specifically
designed to cover the basics and

applications of particular technological
fields. Essentially, a TechScan is a
desktop guide for people who need to
know the basics of a particular
technology, but who don't have the
time to attend classes or seminars, or
who simply have no need for in -depth
knowledge.
The TechScan volumes are at entry
level, meaning that they are written in
a particularly clear and concise style
that explains and defines the
buzzwords indigenous to each
technology. Also. the volumes are
extensively illustrated with drawings.
pictorials, and schematic diagrams that
use the symbols and organization
native to each particular field. In that
way the reader not only learns how to
understand the blueprints and drawings
of other technologies, but also how to
express his or her own ideas in a way
that that others can understand.
TechScans are priced at $19.95.
There are presently I I volumes
available, covering a broad variety of
subjects. such as: Elements of
Drawing and Blueprint Reading.
Fundamentals of Air Conditioning.
Refrigeration, Electrical devices.
Mechanical Devices, Power Plants,
Instrumentation and Process Controls.
Industrial Materials, Automation in
Industry, and even Introduction to
Electronic Equipment.
For additional information on the
subjects available, quantity pricing, or
just general information, write or
phone the publisher, TPC Training
Systems. 1301 Grove Ave., Barrington,

IL 60010; Tel.

312/381 -1840.

Underground WordStar
By Ward Star and Mel Murch
WordStar was the first full -featured,
general- purpose word -processor to hit
the microcomputer market. It has gone
through several incarnations, and,
despite the difficulty people have in
learning how to use it. a devoted
following has eagerly learned how to
squeeze every last drop of performance
from WordStar.
Many tips on how to increase
WordStar's performance have been
printed in various publications. The
Hard/Soft press has collected many of
those tips. and others from out-of-print
MicroPro documents, as well as
numerous discoveries and hints of their
own, in an 80 -page + diskette package
called UnderGround Wordstar. The
information contained there is
specifically applicable to the IBM -PC
version of WordStar, but CP/M users
may learn a thing or two from it also.
Specifically. the package discusses
hasic uses of all the standard WordStar
commands, and it provides
information on how to use the dreaded
dot commands. The diskette includes
sample MailMerge templates that you
can adapt for uses such as variable file
printing. multiple-tile printing. etc.
If you're willing to learn to use
DEBUG, the MS -DOS system
debugger (and UnderGround WordStar
shows you how), you can customize

Underground' worAM.r
"
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WordStar to your heart's content. (The
diskette also includes a BASIC
program that allows you patch
WS.COM.) For example.
UnderGround WordStar includes
complete information on how to
eliminate WordStar's annoying delays;
change the meaning of the function
keys; add, change, or delete function
keys; change the number of lines and
columns per screen, foreground and
background colors, editing defaults
such as line spacing. justification. etc.
If you've kept up with the patches

MIN1=1
published in the popular press, and if
you have a copy of the out -of-print
WordStar Customization Notes, you
may not need a copy of UnderGround
WordStar. Otherwise, there's a good
chance you'll find at least one gene
that makes the package well worth its
meager cost of only $19.95 plus $2.00
for shippling and handling from Hard/
Soft Press, Box 1277 -E, Riverdale,

NY 10471.

All About Crystal Sets
By Charles Green
Although we live in an age when an
integrated circuit no larger than the
head of a pin can represent thousands
of transistors, and an entire radio
might consist of a single integrated
circuit, there is still something
thrilling and exciting about old fashioned ervstnl radios -the kind

all about
CRYSTAL SETS

The book is available at $7.75
(postpaid U.S.A) from All About
Books, Dept. B, Box 4155, Freemont.
CA 95439. 58 pages. Paperback comb
binding.

r ELECTRONIC
hCOMPONENTSJ

Symphony Tips, Tricks, and Traps
By Duane L. Feldman
Symphony, the popular integrated
program from Lotus Development
Corporation, has so many features and
little -known capabilities that much of
its power isn't realized by occasional.
and even frequent, users. Symphony
Tips, Tricks, and Traps untangles the
hassles and simplifies using the
program by demonstrating hundreds of
shortcuts, helping with problems, and
by suggesting many ways to use the
program's little -known capabilities
shortcuts that can save hours of work.
Each Tip, Trick, and Trap is a
concise. self-contained unit. The Tips
are suggestions for achieving
maximum productivity. The Tricks arc

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
BATTERY CLIPS
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CONNECTORS

CABLE SETS

CAPACITORS

JACKS it PLUGS
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SWITCHES
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WIRE 1 CABLE
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How-

How to service and repair
your television, VCR, and

TOe,.w Simpe

Crystal

Sat

Radlos

home computer
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grandpa used to build from scraps of
cardboard. old cereal boxes and
Grandma's breadboard (a real
breadboard).
Written especially for the electronics
hobbyist/experimenter, All About
Crystal Sets explains what the various
components that make up a crystal
radio do and how they work, and
provides schematics and constructions
details for seven simple and advanced
receiver projects for which the reader
makes his own coils, tuning devices.
even the tuning capacitor. Some
projects use such advanced hardware
as a IN34 germanium diode (and that's
about as sophisticated as they get).
others do it the oldfashioned way with
a spiderweb coil form cut from %x -inch
fiberboard, sheet plastic, or a couple
of shirt cardboards pasted together.
They are all fun projects. certain to
amaze and astound visitors to a
Science Fair. ( "My Heavens! Did
people really listen to music on that
contraption ?) While you probably
won't hear any rare DX using these
crystal sets, they'll give you many
evenings of entertainment just building
them.
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innovative ways of using Symphony's
features to achieve results usually not
thought possible. The Traps are
problems that might be encountered
when using the program.
The book explains how to use
Symphony's Command Language to
simplify data entry and create custom
menus: how to build macros; how to
control interaction with the worksheet:
how to move quickly between
windows. There are even instructions
on creating a desktop organizer,
printing documents in multi -column
formats.
If you need all the power you can
get from Symphony, this book will tell
you how to get it.
Que Corporation, 7999 Knue Road.
Suite 202. Indianapolis. IN 46250.
Softcover, 327 pages. $19.95

/f you're interested in a book on a
particular subject. write to the
publisher and ask for a general
catalog on that subject. Say Hands -on
I lectronics .sent you.

SAMS' PHOTOFACP and COMPUTERFACTSIM
provides all the information vuu need to service and
repair today's home entertainment equipment
If you have an understanding of electronics. you can
save time and money repairing your TV and VCR with
Sams PHOTOFACT or repair your computer and per
Iphetals with COMPUTERFACTS Sams service data Is
accurate. reliable. provided In a consistent format. and
available at a very reasonable price With coverage on
1511.1491 different models. you can depend on Sams to
have the data you need Do your repairs quickly. with
out quesmny by using these exclusive time saving
leatlu.
( ad -G
led Schematica give clear.
.lela In Sams Standard Notation format
( ,r id T race TM a "ruadmap" grid for easy parts
Identification
irL oil race
pinpoints circuit location to
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By Don Jensen

EII ON DX'ING
Pulling in the Filipino Hot Spots
The media called it a people's revolution that ousted the 20 -year regime of Philippine president Ferdinand Marcos in
late February. But it could, as easily, be
termed a radio revolution.
For without radio, the 54- million Filipinos in the archipelago of some 7,000
islands would have been out of touch with
the political situation in Manila. Radio
far more so than television, according to
observers- kept the people informed and
brought them into the streets to demonstrate, really making the popular revolt
possible.
The key broadcaster during those tense
days, The New York Times reported, was
an old friend to shortwave listeners, Radio
Veritas.
In the Philippines, Radio Veritasmeaning "truth" -has a reputation for
living up to its name. In time of trouble, it
is the station Filipinos turned to with confidence. Station director, the Rev. James
B. Reuter, an Elizabeth, New Jersey
native, made no bones about its anti -Marcos position.
With its four powerful transmitters
medium -wave outlet on 849 kHz and three
shortwave stations -Radio Veritas broadcast non -stop, 24- hours -a -day, during the
crisis, until finally, Marcos supporters
blasted them off the air.
As Times reporter, Francis X. Clines,
described it, gunmen invaded the Roman
Catholic Church's radio station and riddled its four transmitters with bullets. Station officials said the attackers had caused
$1.8- million damage. A local medium wave operation was patched together, al-

-

-a

Radio Veritas. which means "truth,
broadcasts in at least 14 languages. Its
transmitters were machine -gunned off the
air during the recent political strife,
Only its medium -wave braodcasting has
been restored -others to follow soon.
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lowing Radio Veritas to continue airing its
support for Marcos' opponent, Mrs. Corazon Aquino, who became the new Philippine leader. Although it was first reported that it could be from six months to
a year before overseas listeners would hear
the voice of Radio Veritas again, the station has returned to the air with a single
shortwave transmitter.
Up until a few months ago, SWL's
could find Radio Veritas programs in a
number of different Asian languages and
English on shortwave frequencies including 9,670 and 11,955 kHz.
An earlier problem for Radio Veritas
may, in the end, be a blessing in disguise,
allowing it to return to shortwave in full
voice earlier than expected.
Last year, the Catholic Church in West
Germany donated a new higher-powered
shortwave transmitter to Radio Veritas.
Marcos, however, decreed that the station
would have to pay a $900,000 import duty.
But the Federation of Asian Bishops'
Conferences, which controls the station,
lacked the funds for the entry tax. That
equipment, which had been impounded
by Philippine Customs before the Marcos
overthrow, has been released and should
soon be available to improve shortwave
reception throughout Asia.
For overseas listeners, there are several
other ways to hear the Philippines now.
One of the easiest is by tuning in the
Voice of America shortwave programs
which are relayed by transmitters at Poro
and Tinang in the Philippines.
The Poro site has a jumbo, one- millionwatt medium -wave transmitter, which can
reach listeners in much of Asia on 1143
kHz, plus a pair of 100- kilowatt, three 50kilowatt and two 35- kilowatt shortwave
stations. The facilities at the Tinang site
are more modern; a dozen 250- kilowatt
and three 50- kilowatt shortwave transmitters.
Not surprisingly, the VOA stations in
the Philippines use many languages and
many shortwave fequencies -9,575 kHz
at 1600 UTC; 9,770 kHz at 2200 UTC;
11,715 kHz at 1300 UTC; 11,775 and
15290 kHz at 2200 to 0100 UTC; 15,215
kHz at 0100 to 0400 UTC, or 15,445 kHz
at 1900 to 2300 UTC, are some to try. The
English programs of the American Forces
Radio TV Service, beamed to military
forces in Asia, are also carried by the
Philippine relay transmitters at times.

The VOA programs are, of course, the
same as are aired by stateside SW stations. The fact that the transmitters are in
the Philippines is not readily apparent.

except for announcements at beginning
and end of transmissions.
Nearly as extensive is the radio network
operated by a Protestant religious organization Far East Broadcasting Co. It has
medium -wave outlets throughout the islands, plus a number of 50- and 100-kilowatt shortwave transmitters not far from

Manila.
FEBC Radio International, its shortwave service, likewise used many frequencies from the 49- to the I9 -meter
band to reach its farflung audiences, programming in most of the major languages
of south and southeast Asia, and in English.
Some times and frequencies worth trying include: 9,670 kHz from 1400 to 1600
UTC; 11,850 kHz from 1300 to 1400 UTC,
and 15,310 kHz from 2300 to 0500 UTC.
Then there are the government's own
shortwave stations of the Maharlika
Broadcasting System (MBS).
It was Marcos himself, some years
back, who chose the Maharlika name for
the state -run radio. With nationalistic fervor, he pointed out that the name Philip pines-in honor of the discovering
conquistadores' soverign, King Philip of
Spain -had too many colonial overtones.
He prefered Maharlika, an indiginous
name for the island chain.

MBS' foreign broadcasting service,
called Radyo Pilipinas, the Voice of the
Philippines, operates on 9,580 kHz with a
50- kilowatt transmitter. It is scheduled in
English between approximately 0700 and
1900 UTC.
Tougher to hear for two reasons are the
MBS domestic shortwave stations, whose
programs are directed to the nation's outlying islands. They are DUB4, running
just 2.5 kilowats of power on 3,286 kHz,
and the wandering DUH2, nominally 10kilowatts strong on 6,170 kHz. It has been
heard, however, as high as 6,285 kHz.
If you tune in any of these Philippinebased SWB'ers, and want to send them
reports of your receptions, here are their
addresses:

Radio Veritas, Philippine Radio Educational and Information Center, P.O. Box
939, Manila,
Voice of America, Washington DC
20547.
Far East Broadcasting Co., Box I, Val enzuela, Metro -Manila.
Radyo Pilipinas, 15th Floor, Phi lcomcen Bldg., Ortigas Avenue, Pasig,
Metro- Manila.

Maharlika Broadcasting System,
Home Services, Media Center, Bohol Avenue, Cubao, Quezon city 3005.
(Continued on page 106)
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ELECTRONIC
PEDOMETER
If knowing just how far you've

walked or run is important to
you, then this little gadget
is just what you need.
By James Worzala

A3O'DD RUN

mine.

IS

GOOD FCR BOTH

THE

BODY AND TI-E

snowing how fa- one runs or wal <s is of
great importance. But hcw can you tell what distance you've traveled count the number cf
blocks? -not hardly. What you need is c peccmeter. Well, for cn investment of about $30.00
crd c few hours of your time, you can build a
small but accura'e pedometer that records the
aistance that you've waked or run up to 99.99
-lifer wi-h accuracy to a t 100th of a mile.
The circuit-bcsed on Intersil's ICM7217, 4 -digit
counter /display criver (which: greatly simplifies
and increases the reliability of the circuit) and an
ofdincry 555 oscillatoritirr.er- requires few additional components to build the complete .snit. A
block diagram cf -he two oh ps is shown it Fig.1.
(Note: Although the ICM7' 7 comes in both common cnode and common cathode versions, a
block diagram tor only the common cathode
Sc)

units s provided.)
Some of the outstanding features of the Intersil
cI ;p is its :ow power cons,mption (5 rnW). And all

terminals are fury protected against electrostct c cischarge. An i-temal Schmitt triggepermits operation even in noisiest environments,
and prevents mult'ple triggering, which may oc-

cur with clanging inputs. `'he 1CM7217 is an excellent c--oice for datterr :powered applications
and can be used cs the acsis `or an inexpensive
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2 -The schematic diagram of the
Electronic Pedometer reveals that
aside from the two integrated circuits,
little else is required to
complete the project.
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transitions. That reduces the need for large decoupling capacitors as would be needed by the 555. The stride- adjustment or
pulse- divider circuit allows
compensation and calibraDlst
DIS2
tion of stride variables. For
14
A
A
example, a seven -foot bas A
13
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ketball player's stride would
8
F
B
F
B
C
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G
G
be much longer than that of a
D
6
five -trot jockey.
E
E
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E
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DISCHARGE

adjustment circuit, built around a low -power CMOS
TLC555, UI (configured as a one shot multivibrator), which
exhibits greatly reduced supply- current spikes during output

B

E

D

R3

t8

12

the contacts as it moves back and forth. Thus, with each
swing of the pendulum (mercury switch), the pool of mercury
shorts and opens the switch's two inner contacts, producing a
pulse for each swing.
The pulse string (strides) is then fed into UI, the stride -
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wiring the circuit using point -to-point wiring or
wirewrapping techniques a snap to accomplish without error.
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Fig. 1 -The pinouts for the two integrated circuits used
in the Electronic Pedometer make breadboarding or hand -

Refer to the schematic diagram of the Electronic Pedometer shown in Ag. 2. The circuit is triggered into operation
by mercury switch S2. One leg of the switch is connected to
the supply voltage, and the other is connected to the trigger
input of the 555 oscillator /timer, UI. The mercury switch
contains a small pool of liquid mercury that opens and closes
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digital counter /display system.
Equally essential to the operation of the Electronic Pedometer is a mercury switch, which acts as a pendulum.
Normal walking or running causes the body to sway (rock)
back and forth. That rocking motion, in turn, produces a
swing in the pendulum. Each swing is then translated into a
finite distance or stride. The total distance covered can then
be found by counting the number of strides. But enough of
this general gibberish; let's get down to the ins and outs of the
circuit.
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3- Although the circuit is quite small,

the author
chose to use two printed- circuit boards -the template for
the counter display driver board is shown full -scale.

Reset

ON

Elf
Pedometer

4 -This full -scale template of the stride adjustment
circuit for the Electronic Pedometer can be copied (along with

Fig.

Fig. 3) from the page and used to produce your boards.

Input stride pulses that arrive during the timing cycle are
ignored. Careful adjustment of RI during calibration results
in an accurate output pulse at pin 3. After calibration, each
pulse equals a distance of about 52.8 feet (or one one hundredth of a mile): the lowest unit of measurement on the
counter. The pulses are then fed into U2. Circuitry within U2
counts the incoming pulses and routes the signal to U2's
internal decoder /driver circuits, which provide sufficient current to drive the display. SI. lil.st.T, is used to pull pin 14 to
ground. which zeros the fiver-digit display.

The Electronic Pedometer's two tiny printed- circuit boards can
easily be made to fit into an enclosure that's small enough
to go anywhere you go while attached to your clothing.

Construction
The author's prototype of the the Electronic Pedometer (see
photos) was built on two printed-circuit boards, about 21/2 x
I'/a- inches and l'/I< x 2'/s inches. Full -scale templates are
shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. After etching. you can populate
the boards guided by the parts -placement diagrams in Fig. 5
and Fig. 6. But, if you prefer. you can put the project together
using wirewrap techniques by following the schematic and
pin -out diagrams (Figs. I and 1 respectively). When drilling
the holes in the printed -circuit hoard, use a #57 drill bit.
A word o/'caution before drilling: Center punch and then
drill. Because of the small size and tight spacing of the
boards. it's easy to accidentally jump a pad and sever a signal
carrying trace. It would be a good idea also to wear a dust
mask while drilling to keep all the nasty fiberglass dust particles from getting into your lungs! Component values are

-The

parts -placement diagram for the Electronic
Pedometer's counter display driver board shows a jumper
connection that, if not included. prevents the entire project
from operating. The jumper provides a ground return path and
is connected to pin 19 of U2. Also. follow instructions when
installing R3 on the counter display driver board.
Fig.
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6- Although the parts -placement diagram for the stride
adjustment board (shown here) may differ slightly in appearance
from that shown in the photos, they are electrically (and
physically) identical: The only difference is that the circuit
was cut down to fit into the smallest enclosure possible.
Fig.

ELECTRONIC
PEDOMETER

S,

V

PIN
TO

112

PIN 24

uI

CI

r

R2

-AAti

S3

B1

i
GND
TO COUNTER DISPLAY DRIVER

not critical; however, care should be used in the placing and
soldering of the parts.
Note particularly. resistor R3 in Fig. 5: Although it appears
as an on -board component, one end is really tack -soldered to
pin 24 of U2 on the component side of the board and the other
end connected to a wire running to pin 9 of DIS3 (as shown in
the schematic diagram of Fig. 2). Jumper connections are
also needed between pin 4 and 12 of each display module.
Also. the + V tap on the stride adjustment hoard (Fig 6).
which beds power :o the counter/display driver hoard, can he
The Electronic Pedometer's two circuit boards, along with the
9 -volt battery power supply, can be housed in an enclosure
11/4 inches.
2'/e
measuring on y 31/4

BOARD

made at any point in the line after R2 or at an appropriate
point on the hoard itself and tack -soldered to pin 24 of U2 on
the copper side of the counter /display driver hoard. In addition. a jumper should he connected between pin 8 to pin 4 of

(Continued on page 95)

PARTS LIST FOR THE ELECTRONIC PEDOMETER

SEMICONDUCTORS
DIS1 DIS4-Radio Shack #2766 -075 (or equivalent),
seven -segment, common -cathode display
U1 -555 timer (Radio Shack 276 -1718 or equivalent),
integrated circuit
U2- Intersil ICM7217 4 -digit CMOS counter display
driver, integrated circuit
RESISTORS
R1- 500,000-ohm, 1/2-watt potentiometer (Radio Shack
271 -339 or equivalent)
R2- 0.38 -ohm, "2 -watt, fixed resistor
R3 -470- 500 -ohm. '/á -watt. fixed resistor

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIAL
B1
-volt transistor -type battery

-9

C1-100 -µF, 20 -WVDC, electrolytic capacitor
S1- Push -button switch (normally open)

S2- Mercury -bulb

switch (Radio Shack 275 -027 or
equivalent)
S3 -SPST, slide or miniature -toggle switch (Radio
Shack 275 -406 or equivalent)
Experimenters cabinet (Radio Shack 270 -230), 9 -volt
battery connector, wire, hardware, cement, red plastic
(to cover LED display) solder, etc.
Note: Intersil's ICM7217 can be obtained from Circuit
Specialists Co., PO Box 3047, Scottsdale, AZ 85257;
800./528 -1417.

AUTO IGNITION

SYSTEMS

44)4:

ANY OF THE EARLY SLAPSTICK- COMEDY MOVIES DEpended heavily on the automobile. Humor could be
found in almost everything about the horseless carriage; from the arm- busting whips of the crank needed to start
the car to the shakes, rattles, and rolls once the engine got
started. Many of the humorous problems of those early
autos -from simply starting the car to keeping it running
depended on the ignition system; and it wasn't until the
invention of the Kettering ignition system (better known as a
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breaker -point ignition) that the automobile with its gasoline
engine became a truly-reliable machine.
The Kettering, or breaker-point, ignition lasted from the
1920's until computerized ignitions were introduced in the
early 1970's. The first ignition computer was actually nothing
more than a solid -state switch (transistor) that substituted for
the breaker points. But we're getting ahead of ourselves.
Today, three generic ignition systems can be found in cars
zipping along the interstates.
The old breaker-point ignition is still to be found in the
older buckets of bolts not yet consigned to the junkyard.
Some more modern vehicles use solid -state (transistorswitch) ignitions, and the very latest wheels from both Detroit
and offshore actually use a computer (or to be more precise, a
microprocessor) to control the ignition. We'll take a look at
all three, so that you will have some idea of what trouble to
look for when your car's engine starts to shake, rattle, and
stop rolling.

Give Me A Zap!
The purpose of the ignition system is to produce a spark of
sufficient power to ignite the air/fuel mixture in the engine's
cylinders. For optimum power, and to prevent the engine from
literally destroying itself, the spark must be timed to fire when
a piston in a cylinder is at, or slightly before, top -dead center
(TDC), ready to be driven downwards on an exhaust stroke by
the burning air-fuel mixture. To those of you who've not yet
tangled with automotive -electric systems, creating a spark
might appear to be a simple enough task. But, contrary to
appearances, lots of hardware is needed to produce an efficient spark that occurs at precisely the right time.
The circuit that both generates and times the firing of the
spark is called the ignition system; although engineering
types also call it the Secondary Electrical System -the Primary Electrical System being the battery and its current charging system.

The Ignitor
The spark itself occurs in a device called a spark plug,
which is often called an ignitor when someone wants to
justify a substantially higher-than -usual replacement price.
The spark plug is a simple device with two contacts, and
threads into the top of an engine cylinder. One contact is its
metal shell, which is grounded through the engine. The other
contact is a center conductor insulated by a ceramic sleeve,

FROM POINTS
TO COMPUTERS
By Herb Friedman

Did you ever join

a clique of men standing

around the opened hood of
a stalled car and you couldn't
offer a credible suggestion
as to why the engine wouldn't run?
This article will take you
through ignition theory
from the battery posts
to the spark -plug electrodes
-in clear, concise steps!

-
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or TDC. (The compression stroke occurs when a selected
amount of air-fuel mixture is compressed by the upward
stroke of the piston in the cylinder.) A special kind of high voltage wire connects the distributor terminals to the spark
plugs. which are located in the engine's 'bur cylinders.

precisely spaced from the grounded terminal and connected
to an externally- switched high -voltage source of from 20.000
to 40,(X)0 volts. When high voltage is applied to the spark
plug's center conductor. it leaps across the gap between the
center conductor and ground in the volume enclosed above
the cylinder where the spark ignites the air-fuel mixture.
Figure I shows a simplified breaker-point ignition system
for a 4- cylinder engine. To keep things simple. well speak of
current flow, which is a flow of current from the positive to
negative terminals of the battery. rather than electron flcnr,
which is negative to positive. (The reason tilt that is that. back
in the early days. scientists made a guess on a 50-50 chance
and lost! They said that current flowed from positive to
negative. When that theory was proven to he incorrect. it was
easier to substitute something called electron flow than to rewrite the textbooks. And since automobile manuals still use
"current How." we'll follow suit.)
The device that actually controls the ignition system is the
distributor, which is driven directly by the engine so that it
remains in synchronization with the engine. The distributor
provides two independent electrical functions. Its first duty is
to open and close the breaker points, causing the generation
of some 20,000 to 40.000 volts. Its second job is the electrical distribution of the high voltage to the spark plugs
through a device called a distributor cap -which is nothing
more than an insulator that secures the contacts to which the
spark plugs connect, and a rotor, which is the switch's wiper
connection. (As indicated by the dotted line in Fig. IA. the
points and rotor are directly driven and synchronized.)
The rotor's mechanical drive by the engine is so arranged
that the rotor is opposite the corresponding distributor terminal when a piston is near the end of the compression stroke,

Generating the High Voltage
Current flows front the lead -arid battery. (Fig. I ) through
the ignition switch. through a current -limiting resistor called
a ballast. into the primary winding ( P) of ignition coil LI.
The other end of LI 's primary winding is switched to ground
through the breaker points. Normally, when no cylinder is
TDC, the breaker points are closed and current flows through
the ignition -coil's primary winding. At the instant the rotor is
opposite a distributor terminal. a cam within the distributor
forces the points to open.
Now, the magnetic field surrounding the primary winding
(P in Fig. I) of the ignition coil caused by the flow of current
in that coil collapses almost instantly, inducing a high voltage
in the secondary winding (S). (Maximum voltage is always
generated when a magnetic or current field is interrupted.)
The high voltage flows to the rotor, jumps the small air gap
between the larger round -end of the rotor and the distributor
terminal. flows through the terminal's connecting wire to the
spark plug, and then arcs across the gap in the spark plug,
firing the cylinder's air-fuel mixture. Yes, a small arc does
occur when the voltage leaps the rotor-terminal air gap, which
is what causes the rotor and distributor-cap terminals to
wear-actually pitting and appearing burned.
Because the coil's primary winding (P in Fig. I) is also
within the collapsing magnetic field, as you would expect, a
high voltage is similarly induced in the primary winding
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1 -The simplified diagram, shown in A, of a breaker point ignition is actually all there was in many vehicles
from the Model A Ford to the early 1960's. Normally, the
breaker points are closed. permitting current to build in
the ignition coil's primary winding, with the ballast
resistor limiting current through the primary winding to a
safe value. When the distributor opens the points. primary's
current is interrupted, causing approximately 20,000 volts
to be developed in the secondary winding. The capacitor
across the points protects them against arcing and is the
return path to ground for the secondary's voltage surge.
Without the capacitor there is no high -voltage output. As is
shown in Fig. 1B that one set of contact breaker points is stationary and the other is spring loaded. having an insulated
follower block that rides on the distributor's cam. As the cam
rotates. the points alternately open and close. The friction
between the follower block and cam causes wear on the block
so that adjustment is required from time to time.
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itself, which could possibly arc across the breaker points,
thereby burning the points. There's also a small arc generated
when the points interrupt the primary current flow. To reduce
the arcing and its associated damage to the points, a small
capacitor is connected directly across the points. (By quenching the arc, the capacitor also helps to reduce electrical
interference in the car radio.)
Normally the breaker-point system is simple and works
well at low to moderate engine speeds. Other than mechanical wear and tear, and electrical burning on the points themselves, the only problems with breaker points arise at the
higher speeds of the modern car. The faster the engine turns,
the faster the points open and close, and the smaller the
magnetic field created in the coil's primary belbre the points
open. Also, at the higher engine speeds the points tend to
float (intermittently opening when they're supposed to be
closed).
Reduced point contact lowers the magnetic field in the coil,

the relatively heavy current switched by the points when
directly controlling the ignition coil and the kick back (selfinduced arcing), the points now controlled only the minuscule current needed to cause the transistor to conduct and

saturate (pass large currents).
While that effectively eliminated the burning of the breaker points, the problem of mechanical wear was still left to
contend with. Also, as many car owners learned to their
horror on a dark and stormy night, engine vapors leaking into
the distributor caused an oily insulating film to build on the
breaker points; suddenly, the ignition would poop out because the points can no longer feed hase current to the
transistor. As it was to be discovered, the same electric
current that caused the point contacts to burn out also burned
off the oily insulating film.
The problems of both breaker-point mechanical wear and
vapor insulation was eliminated in the early 1970's by replacing the breaker points with a magnetic "pickup coil" in

4

40,000

TRANSISTOR SWITCHED IGNITION
30,000

2 -In a breaker -point ignition system, the ignition
coil's output voit3ge fells off as the engine speed
increases. Because transistor- switched ignition allows a
heavier current to flow through the coil (there are no points
to burn with a larger current or float at higher revoiutions), the voltage fall -off is sharply reduced.
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Fig.
Earliest solid -state switching used breaker points
to control the transistor. When the points were closed the
transistor base and collector were connected, causing the
transistor to conduct and "charge" the coil. When the points
opened the coil's primary current was interrupted, producing
a high voltage output from the secondary. The base (clamp)
resistor insures that the transistor's emitter -collector
opens, and prevents the the 12 -volt battery source from
being shorted to ground when the points are closed. The Zener
diode prevents the coil's self-induced (kick -bac! ) voltage

from exceeding the transistor's breakdown rating.

so that the voltage fed to the spark plug is similarly reduced.
The fall -off in ignition voltage caused by speed (engine rpm)
is shown in Fig. 2. In plain terms, one of the causes of
decreased engine efficiency as speed increases is the reduced
ignition voltage. What was needed for modern cars was an
ignition system that would be maintenance -free and relatively unaffected by engine speed. The first successful commercial device was a solid -state controller for the ignition

coil.

Computer Switching
The earliest attempt at reducing the failure of breaker
points (as shown in Fig. 3) replaced the points as the switching device for the ignition coil's primary winding (P). The
switching of the ignition coil to ground was now handled by a
solid -state (transistor) switch. The points, however, remained
as the triggering device for the solid -state switch. Instead of
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a current was generated by a magnetic assembly
mounted on the distributor cam. Now it was a wear -free
electric current that triggered the transistor. Although auto makers took slightly different approaches to eliminating
breaker points, all eventually came down to generating the
transistor's triggering current by varying the magnetic field
through a coil or semiconductor.
Figure 4 shows the distributor's pick -up -coil systems used
on Chrysler and Ford engines. Chrysler used a magnetic
triggering device called a reluctor (as shown in Fig. 4A),
which substituted for the cam that drove the points. As the
reluctor turns, it varies the magnetic lines of force flowing
through a small pick -up coil. At the instant the tips of the
reluctor are in alignment with the pick -up coil and magnet,
maximum current is induced in the pick -up coil (actually
when the tips move out of alignment causing the collapse of
the magnetic field). The current induced in the pick -up coil is
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5-In a Hall -effect distributor, the magnet and
semiconductor sensor are fixed. The magnetic field is
varied by rotating shutters that alternately open and
close the magnetic path to the semiconductor.
Fig.
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4- Instead of breaker points, Chrysler cars use a
reluctor device (shown in A) to vary the magnetic field
through a pick -up coil. The varying field induces a current
in the pick -up that's used to trigger the ignition coil's
solid -state switch. Ford cars use a similar device (shown
in B) to vary the magnetic field through the pick-up coil.

semiconductor material are fixed. The distributor drives a
shutter device (a metallic, slotted vane) that alternately
blocks and passes the magnetic field to the semiconductor,
thus changing the Hall voltage each time that the shutter
moves between the magnet and semiconductor. It is that
voltage change that's used to trigger the solid -state switch
controlling the ignition coil.
Figure 5 shows how a pick -up coil can develop a timed
signal that can control a semiconductor switch. As you can
see, there am no contacts to wear, burn, or insulate; the solid state switch is triggered by the voltage (current) induced in
the pickup coil.

Fig.

used to trigger the solid -state switch that interrupts the primary current in the ignition coil. The Ford system in Fig. 48
does essentially the same thing by substituting a magnetic
device they call an armature for the points.
Another substitute for breaker points is the Hall -effect
pi( kup shown in Fig. 5. In the late 1800's, Edward Hall
discovered that when a magnetic field passes through semi
conductor material in which current is flowing, a small voltgenerated across the
age- called the Hall voltage
semiconductor at right angles to the excitation current. As
Fig. 5 shows, in a Hall- effect distributor, the magnet and
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Computerized Ignition

Now there's nothing wrong with the pickup /transistorswitch ignition. If not for anti -pollution rules, its design
might have sufficed well into the next century. Unfortunately,
not everything can he improved; there is a limit to what can be
done with anything, particularly gasoline engines. The modifications to automobile engines needed to reduce pollution
sharply degraded the performance of the automobile. As a
result many people considered cars to he unsafe, because they
could not accelerate rapidly to reach highway speeds, nor get
out of the way of a developing ac 11 out of the way of
a developing accident.
It was the need to put safe engine performance
hack into family cars coincident with minimal
pollution that created the need for a truly computerized ignition. To keep things simple. early
THROTTLE
POSITION SENSOR
engines used a series of compromises in air-fuel
mixture and ignition timing. In fact, the engine
EGA VE
SOLENOID A N
SSURENT
PRE
SOLENOID ASSDEMBLY
has many different operating parameters that depend on external and internal temperatures,
THE RMACTOR AIR BYPASS
coolant temperature, exhaust, and just about evSOLENOID
erything you can think of.
When we didn't know any better and simply
polluted the atmosphere, engines were adjusted
to average all the problems and somehow start on
the coldest day, becoming most efficient at high DURA SPARK II

CRANKSHAFT
POSITION SENSOR

Diagram courtesy of the
Ford Motor Company
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(Continued on page 103)

Fig. 6- Functional diagram of an early Ford computer controlled engine. The computer not only measures
various parameters, it also directly controls various
valves, the throttle, and the engine ignition timing. In
recent vehicles, the computer measures and controls even
more functions in order to further increase pollution
control. while maintaining engine performance.

COUNTER
DEVELOPMENT
CENTER
By Mike McGlinchy

This dandy professional -quality instrument takes the hassle
out of building and testing binary and BCD counter circuits.
('DUNTERS ARE AMONG THE MOST COMMON OF DIGITAL
circuits. They can be used for an almost unlimited variety of
applications, among them. measuring frequency and counting pulses, people. things and events. Counters come in
many different configurations and designs, such as, divide by, down only, up -only. up -down, presettable, modulo, unit
cascadable, BCD (binary- coded -decimal). binary, and decade. Although counters are a very important part of digital
circuits, because of differing notations used to describe the
circuits, various operating techniques, and generally poor
application literature, counters can often be confusing to
understand, develop and use. However, use our Counter
Development Center to develop. breadboard and test your
BCD and binary (base 2) counter circuits, and the mystery
and mystique of counters vanishes in the glow of numeric
LED indicators that tell you most of what you need to know
about a particular counter circuit. In fact, the Counter Development Center is an excellent device for learning how
counters function.

testing device that indicates the count sequence of the counter(s). To keep things as simple as possible, the power source
used for the experimental counter circuit also powers the
testing device.
Conceivably, counter circuits could be tested by setting up
a row of discrete LED diodes individually connected to the Q
outputs of the counter and then decoding the LED's BCD or
binary count in your head. In fact. this is a good way to easily
learn how to count in binary. However. if you're testing a
counter with a large count length, or, say, a down counter. you
can quickly lose track of the count in the winks and blinks of
the LED's. Besides, in this day and age, you want something
easier so you don't spend all your time building a test jig or
mentally decoding a bunch of blinking LED's. What you
want is something that provides a direct decimal readout,
which is precisely what you'll get from the Counter Development Center. The block diagram for the Counter Development Center is given in Fig. !, and the complete schematic
diagram is given in Fig. 2.

On A Breadboard

Numeric Displays

Basically, the Counter Development Center consists of
solderless breadboard for assembling counter circuits and

---

a
a

The Counter Development Center displays the count in
decimal notation on three 7- segment, numeric -display de-
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BINARY
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DIS1
ONES

1 -As shown in this block diagram. there are
two independent entry paths: one for BCD
counters. the other for binary counters. Although
there are only three LED display devices, they
provide a four digit display for BCD values
representing up to 2 to the tenth power (1024).
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800
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PARTS LIST FOR
COUNTER DEVELOPMENT CENTER

SEMICONDUCTORS
U1 U5 -74185 binary -to -BCD converter integrated circuit
U6 U8-74LS157 quad 2 -line to 1line data selector /multiplexer integrated circuit

U9 U10- 74LS32

LINE BCD
INPUTS, 10K
PULL DOWN

80
40
20

12

RESISTORS
NOT SHOWN

1

10
8
4
2

LSO
MSB

quad 2 -input

--

-I
(NOTE 2)
R301355

16

7K

4

Y6

512

14

i10K

positive OR gate
U11- CD4049 hex inverting buffer integrating circuit
U12 U14- 74LS47 BCD -7 segment
LED decoder/driver integrated circuit
U15- 74LS00 quad 2 -input positive
NAND gate
segment LED disDIS1 DIS3
play, common -anode (Hewlett Packard 5082 -7650, or equivalent)

256

j

5
3

10K

Y4
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4

+5V

74185A

C
2

O

ilOK

-7-

16
3

64

Y5

4

jloK
Y2
32

RESISTORS
(All resistors 1/4- watt,5% fixed units,
unless otherwise noted.)
R1 R23- 10,000 -ohm
R24, R25 -1000 -ohm
R26R28 -270 -ohm
R29- 500,000 -ohm, linear-taper potentiometer
R30 R55-4700 -ohm

+5V

5V

jiOK

0

2

13

1

12

Y4

D

4

Y1

G
15

8

U2

74185A

10

LINE

Y3

BINARY
INPUTS
16

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND
MATERIALS
C1 -1 -µF, 16 -WVDC, non -polarized
tubular or disc capacitor

il

Y2
O

K

Y1
0

2 10K

G

Y15

S1 -SPDT miniature toggle switch
BP1, BP2- multi -way binding posts

Perfboard, standoffs, solderless
breadboard, wire, solder, wirewrap
wire, 18 16 -pin and 3 14 -pin wire wrap DIP sockets, headers, knob,
etc.

4

110K
2

vices; a more convenient way than
light- emitting diodes to display a counter's output. Occasionally, it is necessary to build a counter that, for
instance, counts from 7 to 13, or 349, or
894. (Try counting 349 LED blinks.)

1,OK

LSB

Four Digit Readout
The Counter Development Center can test BCD counters to
3 digits (0 -999) and binary counters up to 10 bits (0- 1023).
Since 3 -digit BCD has a maximum count length of 999 (Fig.
I), the three numeric display devices pose no problems,
because each device can display decimal values 0 through 9.
However, I0 -bit binary equals 2 to the tenth power (2 "'),
which is the same as 1024 unique states (equivalent decimal
value 0- 1023). This would seem to require four numeric
displays, the fourth being used to display counts above 999
(eg: 1021).
Fortunately, the integrated circuit(s) used to drive the display-the 74LS47 BCD 7- segment decoder /driver-provide
unique display patterns for BCD input counts above 9 to
34
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Fig. 2 -Both the binary and BCD inputs should originate at some kind of terminal block so they aren't damaged or disturbed
when making connections to the counter being tested. Note 1 refers to the wire that actually represents all 12 connections
for the BCD inputs. Make certain you install a 10,000 -ohm pull -down resistor from each input to ground. Note 2 refers to
the resistors labeled R30 -R55, which represents the 26 resistors required on those 74185 outputs (Y1 -Y6) that are used.
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The author wired his
Counter Development
Center using the wirewrap
technique. The design of a

Q

printed -circuit board
would have required at
least a double -foil layout
that would have made the
overall board larger than
necessary. The solderless
board used by the author
are three sections providing the necessary terminations. You may want to use
some other layout that
will be suitable for your
needs and available parts.

SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD

CD

SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD

®

SI

BINARY

and 2), a CMOS CD4049
hex inverting buffer, along with passive components CI,
R29, and R23 comprise a 3 -gate ring oscillator circuit, which
is used to clock the counter under test. The oscillator generates a squarewave whose frequency is inversely proportional
to the R-C time constant. This frequency can be varied with
R29, a 500K linear taper potentiometer; it is low enough to
allow the LED displays to cycle slow enough for the human
eye to observe the count sequence. The outputs of the counter
are connected to the appropriate input lines of the tester.
Twenty-two 10,000 -ohm pull -down resistors (Rl R22), are
used to insure that all inputs are at a low logic level until the Q
1

outputs of the counter under test pulls them high.
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P29

DIS1

SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD

authenticate the input conditions. In operation, when a counter under test is between 1000 and 1023, the 74LS47, which
determines the most significant digit display, will cause the
most significant display device to create a pattern that closely
resembles a lowercase letter "C" having squared corners,
which is understood to represent a decimal value of 10. For
example, a count of 1019 would be indicated as "c19." Since
you know that "c" represents 10, the entire count represents
1019. The use of a single symbol to represent 10 saves using a
fourth numeric display in order to cover the complete binary
range through 2 to the 10th power.

Circuit Description
Integrated circuit Ull (Figs.

DIS?

DIS3

8P2-RED

(1)

BCD

0+

Integrated circuits UI through U5 are 74185 binary-toBCD converters cascaded to handle 10 bits of binary information. In effect, these five chips can be looked at, as shown in
the block diagram of Fig. I, as a 10 -bit binary-to -BCD converter. The 74185's have open -collector outputs so 4,700ohm pull -up resistors are required on all 26 outputs that are
connected to other integrated circuits. Their BCD outputs are
accepted by U6 U8-74LSI57 quad 2 -input multiplexers.
When the BINARY mode is selected by SPDT toggle switch
SI, the BCD outputs of the 74185's are routed to U12 through
U14-74LS47 BCD -to- seven -segment display drivers. OR
gates U9 and U10 provide leading zero blanking. When BCD
counters are being checked, their outputs are fed to the
74LS47's via the 74LS157's when the BCD mode is selected
by SI U15, a 74LS00 quad 2 input NANI) gate. is simply used
to debounce SI.
.

Construction
The Counter Development Center is essentially a test instrument, therefore, cosmetic appeal is not of paramount
importance. The device may be assembled on a piece of
perforated- construction board. Be sure and get the periboard
with holes spaced .1 -inch apart. If you get perforated board
with a different hole spacing the IC sockets won't fit into the
holes. Parts layout is not critical, because low frequencies are
(Continued on page 39)
used.

Rl-R22
R30-R31
R32-R55

U1-U14

R

24-R 25

R26-R28
BP1

U11

BREADBOARD

R29

SOCKETS

DS1-DS3

Although the counter is assembled on the
breadboard socket, its connections are
brought out to the binary and BCD test
points on either side of the BINARY, BCD
selector switch on the center.

BINARY
TEST POINTS

The perfboard measures 6 inches square. The component
layout is shown in Fig. 3. Power and ground for both for the
circuit and the counter under test are obtained by connecting
to two multi -way binding posts: Red for +5 volts and black
for ground.
A total of 21 IC wire wrap sockets are required; 18 of them
have 16 pins, three are of the 14 -pin variety. The twenty-two
10,000 -ohm pull -down resistors (R1 R22), and the twentysix 4700 -ohm pull -up resistors (R30R55) are soldered (with
a very fine -tipped, low- wattage soldering iron) to component
carriers, otherwise known as DIP headers. After the resistors
are installed, the headers are plugged into their corresponding IC sockets.
Four I -inch, nylon standoffs under each corner of the
perfboard are used as legs to support the perfboard. Any
standoff of suitable height and composition may be used.

S1

BCD
TEST POINTS

three-gate ring oscillator, so three inputs are unused: Ground
these unused 4049 inputs to prevent logic malfunction and/or
excessive power dissipation -the three pins are U11 -9, I I and
14, as shown in Fig. 2.
The seven- segment LED's are Hewlett -Packard's common -anode devices. The 74LS47 has open- collector outputs
which will drive LED's directly. In addition, the 74LS47 has
active low outputs; that is why you must use common -anode
LED displays. A current limiting resistor is required for each
LED display. Three 270 -ohm resistors were chosen as a
nominal value for R26 through R28. The pins on the displays
are very fragile and care must be taken when soldering to
them.
That's about it. Build the Counter Development Center and
future projects using counter circuits can be developed with
ease and understanding.

Breadboarding Circuits
A solderless breadboard, sometimes called a protoboard is
used to wire the various connections of the counter under test.
This allows a great amount of flexibility since different types
of counters are obviously going to have disimilar functions
and pinouts. All you have to do is assemble your counter
design on the solderless breadboard, then connect #30 AWG
Kynar wirewrap wire from the counter's Q outputs to either
the binary or BCD input header. This will depend, of course,
on the type of counter you are testing. Solid hookup wire
( #26 AWG) is ideal for use with the protoboard. Do not use
heavier wire, because it can cause damage to the solderless
breadboard's internal connection strips. Refer to the parts
layout diagram in Fig. 3.
There are six inverters in a CD4049 IC package. UII is a

Although the wiring looks formidable, it is conventional
wirewrap, which is done one terminal at a time. While it
might prove to be tedious, it is really not difficult, and
it's less trouble than umpteen solder connections.
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car's stereo radio is an inexpensive way to
get an extra stereo system for your home
By Jack Cunkelman

OWE HAD ALWAYS WANTED A RADIO/CASSETTE PLAYER FOR
our den: something to use when we wanted to listen to some
quiet music or one of our favorite tapes while enjoying a good
book. But because we wanted the player for "background
music." it didn't make sense to invest in yet another hi -fi
receiver, cassette deck, amplifier, speakers, etc. But then I
thought of those newspaper advertisements that always catch

my attention:

"AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE AUTO RADIOS
FOR UNDER $20"

How could they offer all that at such a low price? Maybe that's
what I needed for our den: just an inexpensive car cassette
radio, so I decided to check out an advertisement for an
$18.95 auto stereo cassette radio.
When I got to the demo room. I zeroed in on the unit on
sale. turned it on and listened -not bad. The radio right
40

above it was also on sale, but for $24.95, so I checked that
one out too. Just to sort of calibrate things, I listened to a $150
radio, then back down to the $18.95 unit. To make a long
story short, I ended up walking out of the store with the

$24.95 model because I liked its features.
Now all I needed was a I17 -VAC to 12 -VDC power supply
and a cabinet to turn my auto radio into a hi -fi for my den.
(Naturally, a $25 dollar car radio isn't going to be any kind of
a match for a true hi -ti system, but the sound can be pretty
good; certainly enjoyable and pleasant. All it takes is a little
care in selecting the right equipment.)

Choosing Your Radio
The old adage that "You get what you pay for" still holds
true for many things, so I suggest that you purchase the best
radio you can squeeze into the budget. Most stores have

extensive demo facilities for car radios, so always listen
before you purchase. Pick a good set of speakers and listen to
all the radios on the same set of speakers. Turn up the volume
and listen at high levels for distortion. Most important, bring
your favorite tape along for checking out the tape player.
The power output ratings on many car radios often seem
too good to be true. This is because they are rated for peak
output power rather than rms power. (The rms power rating is
more indicative of the radio's performance when reproducing
sound rather than test tones.) The radio I purchased was rated
at 20 -watts per channel output, but it put out only 4 -watts rms
when on the test bench.

Sizing Up The Power Supply
Once you have purchased the radio you want to use, check
the size of the fuse in the hot lead, because it will determine
the capacity of the power supply you need to build. My radio
has a 3 -ampere fuse (which suspect is typical). The radio's
steady -state (continuous) demand will be about half that of
the fuse's rating. The power supply in my case had to supply
I.5-amperes.
The power supply schematic is shown in Fig. I. It uses a
full wave bridge rectifier and a 12 -volt stepdown transformer.
The current rating of the transformer should he:
1

1.8

x /nc

Just about anything that will keep the parts secure can
be used for a layout, even this "breadboard." The
plastic box labeled "Fuse Inside" covers the powerline
connections, protecting you from accidental shocks.

Capacitor CI 's voltage rating isn't critical, but it should be
which is 1.414 x V (the
secondary's output voltage). For example, if the transformer's
output is 12.6 volts, the minimum Cl voltage rating is 1.414
x 12.6 or 18 -WVDC. Note that 18 -WVDC is between the
"standard" capacitor voltage rating values of 16- and 20WVDC. Always go higher, not lower, so that voltage surges
don't cause the power supply to exceed CI 's voltage rating.
at least equal to the peak voltage,

where /7,e is the DC output current. In our example, for an
output current of 1.5 amperes we need a transformer with a
secondary rated for at least a 2.7 amperes. This is not a
critical value, but transformers with lower current ratings will
cause the output voltage to sag under heavy loads and possibly overheat.
Making CI an unusually large value will give the power
supply a needed "reserve" for musical peaks and loud passages. While 1000 -1F will provide the needed filtering and
usually prove adequate, a 10,000 -µF capacitor will squeeze
the last bit of peak power from the amplifier when it's pushed
to its limits.

The Regulator
Voltage regulation is provided by a three -terminal rega PNP power transistor. Three terminal regulator
U I supplies about 0.8 amperes. As the current demand for the
radio increases, the drop across RI increases and turns on QI,

ulator and

ut

U1

GND

INPUT

--

¡~

BASE

OUTPUT

GND (COMMON)

FI

COLLECTOR

/.1--

EMITTER

COLLECTOR

S1

0.5 ASB

Ti
01

SK3441/292
117V

Fig. 1- Although all bridge rectifiers mark the positive DC and
the AC terminals, some do not mark the negative DC terminal. If
the unit you use doesn't have a marked negative terminal it is
obviously the only one of the four terminals that is not marked.

/7777
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Assemble the complete unit, radio, front panel and power supply and check it out before installing in the enclosure.

which supplies the rest ut the current. This type of power
supply is not short- circuit proof, but since it is used in a
dedicated environment this should not be a concern. The inline fuse supplied with the radio will protect the power supply
if something should short out in the radio.
Both voltage regulator Ul and transistor QI should be
mounted on some sort of heatsink because the internal heating of the components will slightly exceed their normal heat dissipation rating. (The size of the heatsink isn't critical;
about four square inches or more will be sufficient.) Keep in
mind, however, that the transistor has to be insulated from the
heatsink with a mica insulator. Figure shows the pin -outs for
the regulator and the transistor.
1

Assembly
Any kind of assembly technique can be used for the power
supply. I chose to assemble mine on a piece of fiberboard,
enclosing the 117 -volt powerline connections inside a plastic
case for safety. The dropping resistor (R2) for the light emitting diode pilot lamp (LEDI) is mounted on a three terminal barrier strip that is also used as a junction point for
power going to the radio. The actual power supply components are mounted on both sides of a heatsink. Almost any
physical layout will work for the power supply components;
use whatever arrangement fits your needs and style.
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PARTS LIST FOR CAR STEREO IN YOUR HOME

SEMICONDUCTORS
U1- LM340 -12 12 -volt regulator
Q1- SK344/292 PNP power transistor
BR1 -Full -wave bridge rectifier, 100 -PIV. 4 -A
LED1- Light- emitting diode

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS

-3.6 -ohm, 1 -watt, 59,0 resistor
R2 -4700 -ohm, '/2-watt, 10% resistor
C1 -1000- 10,000 -11F, electrolytic capacitor (see text)
Fl-Fuse, 'h -A, slow -blow type
R1

-SPST toggle

switch
step -down transformer, 12.6 -volt secondary
(see text)
Fuseholder, line cord, 3- terminal barrier strip, heatsink
material, plastic box, hardware wire, solder, etc.

S1
T1 -Power

All that remains to be done is to mount everything in a
suitable enclosure. I used a cabinet purchased at a flea
market. Using the bezel supplied with the radio as a template,
mark and cut the front panel and install the radio on the panel.
Then connect the power supply so the whole assembly can be
installed in the enclosure as a single unit. If possible, before
installing the unit in its enclosure, check it out with the
loudspeakers you intend to use. If everything runs fora while
and nothing overheats, it's okay to install the radio.

HYBRID POWER

AMPLIFIER

When it comes to audio power, this circuit proves

.iii

that substance counts over size: Just one module and a
ElhaisidEosidertlyiedig up to 50 -watts of output poZer!
By Jack Cunkelman

IF YOU'RE AN AUDIO ENTHUSIAST

OR ELECTRONICS HOU-

byist, you're probably always on the lookout for an audio
amplifier that can be incorporated into your custom -built
projects. For example. I recently had need of an audio poweramplifier !Or a TV audio tuner I was building. With a similar
need, a friend asked my help in building a disco PA system.
Since, in the past, I'd experimented (with much success)
with hybrid -amplifier modules, that seemed the way to go.
The search for just the right module ended with my discovery of the STK084, a thick -film hybrid amplifier module
from Sanyo Semiconductors. Although there are many similar amplifier modules available, that unit proved to be the
most useful and versatile. Optimum specifications for the
STK084 amplifier module are given in Table I. By using a
minimum of external parts and operating from a bi -polar ( ± )
35 -volt power supply, the device is capable of 50 watts of
output power with only 0.05% distortion. Thus, our two
TABLE

1- SPECIFICATIONS

FOR THE STK084 POWER AMPLIFIER
Power supply voltage: ± 35 VDC
Power out: 50 -watts rms into Bits
Frequency response: -1.0 dB 10 -100 kHz
Harmonic Distortion: less than 0.06%
IM Distortion: less than 0.02%
Input Sensitivity: 1.0 -volts rms for full -rated output
Signal -to -Noise (S/N): 95 dB below full -rated output

problems were solved (as well as providing a circuit that
could handle any future needs) by the Hybrid 50 amplifier.

The

Circuit

The schematic diagram in Fig. I shows all the external
components that are needed to turn the STK084 module into
a functional audio power amplifier. The input (from whatever
source) to the Hybrid -50 is AC coupled to the amplifier
through C2, which blocks DC signals that might also be
present at the input. The RI /CI combination forms a lowpass
filter, which eliminates unwanted high -frequency signals by
bypassing them to ground when they appear at the circuit
input (which has an impedance of about 52K). The gain of the
amplifier is set at about 26 dB by resistors R3 and R4.
The R5 /C5 /C7 combination on the positive supply and its
counterpart (R6 /C6 /C8) on the negative supply provides
power-supply decoupling. R7 and C9 together prevent oscillation at the output of the amplifier. From that point, the
amplifier's output signal is direct coupled to the speaker
through a 3 -ampere fuse. FI.
The DC output of the amplifier at pin 7 is 0 volts, so no DC
current flows through the speaker. Should there be a catastrophic failure of the output stage, fuse FI, which should be
a fast -acting type, prevents DC from flowing through the
speaker.

Power Supply
The power supply for the amplifier (shown in Fig.

2)

is a
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1- Because the

schematic diagram of the Hybrid

50 shows an extremely low parts count, don't be lulled

into thinking that this is just another low -power audio
amplifier; far from it. In fact, using the component values
shown, the circuit can produce up to 50 -watts of output
power -how's that for substance over size?

F21.5A

GREEN

T1

CABINET
GROUND
G

+35VOC

WHITE

2 -The power-supply circuit for the Hybrid -50, audio
power -amplifier is a rather simple setup, wherein the output of
a 52 -volt, center-tapped, 2- ampere stepdown transformer (T1) is
fed to a 10- ampere bridge rectifier (BR1). The resulting DC output
of the bridge rectifier (positive and negative) is then treated as two
distinct voltage sources to produce a bi-polar 35-volt power supply.

-35VDC

Fig.

conventional full -wave bridge rectifier connected to the secondary of a center-tapped stepdown transformer, TI. Voltage
regulation is mainly determined by the resistance of the
transformer winding and the size of the filter capacitors. The
higher the current rating of the transformer's secondary, the
less power-supply voltage variation there will be. The minimum suggested rating of the transformer is around 2 amperes, but supply voltages are not particularly critical.
Table 2 lists various supply voltages (and the transformer
ratings which provide the voltages) along with the output
power that can be expected using those voltages. Also given
are the suggested voltage ratings for the filtering capacitors at
each voltage level. For instance, for a 50 -watt output, the
module should be powered from a bi -polar 35 -volt supply
(which would require a 52 -volt center-tapped, stepdown
transformer) filtered by 10,000 -µF/45 -volt capacitors (as per
Fig. 2). The filter capacitor should have a capacitance value
that is as large as possible. Although 10,000 -µF capacitors
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TABLE

Power Supply
Volts DC

.35
33

±30
± 27
24

,

C11

+

10,000

2- VSUPPLY Vs. POUT
Capacitor

Maximum
Power-out
(Watts)

Transformer
RMS Volts

50
40
34
28
20

52
48
45
40
36

WVDC

(Minimum)
45
41

39
34
31

are shown, any value between 40(X)- and 15,000 -1LF works

just fine.
Since the power supply is so loosely designed, junkbox
parts can play a major role in this section of the Hybrid Power
Amplifier. If you plan to run two amplifiers from the same
supply, increase the current rating of the power transformer
you choose.

Fig. 3 -The

full -scale template of the
Hybrid 50 serves to further illustrate the
small size of the Sanyo STK084 circuit.

4- Although shown as though
mounted from the component side of the
printed- circuit board, the module is actually
inserted through the pads from the copper
side, and secured with hardware.
Fig.
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Looking at the Hybrid 50's printed- circuit board, it appears
as though only the passive components are located there;
however, on closer inspection, we see the amplifier module
peering out from the underside (foil side) of the board.
The module is inserted through the mounting holes from
the foil side of the board, and secured in place with
only two screws inserted from the component side.

Construction
Although point -to -point wiring on perfboard can be used.
printed- circuit board is recommended. Figure 3 shows a
full -blown template of the Hybrid 50's printed -circuit board.
which may be lifted or copied from the page and used to etch
a

PARTS LIST FOR THE HYBRID -50 AMPLIFIER

SEMICONDUCTORS
BR1-Bridge rectifier, 10 -A, 200 -PIV
U1- STK084 Sanyo hybrid power amplifier module
RESISTORS
(All resistors'/4 -watt, 5 °%o fixed units)
R1 -1000 -ohm
R2, R4- 56,000 -ohm
R3 -2700 -ohm
R5, R6-100 -ohm
R7-4.7 -ohm

CAPACITORS
C1-470 -pF

C2-1.0 -µF, 25-WVDC, electrolytic
C3, C7, C8-47 -µF, 50-WVDC, electrolytic

-5 -pF

C4
C5,

C6-220 -RF,
C9-0.047-µF

50-WVDC, electrolytic

C10, C11 -4000 to 15000 -RF. electrolytic

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS

-Fuse, 3 -A, AGX -type
F2 -Fuse, 1.5 -A, slow-blow type
F1

-3 -wire,

molded power plug and line cord
power; 52 -volt CT,
2 -A secondary
Perfboard and/or printed- circuit materials, fuse clips.
fuse holder, chassis, heatsink, power supply, solder,
mounting hardware, hookup wire, etc.
P1

T1-Transformer, AC -line, stepdown

KIT AVAILABLE
The Sanyo STK084 power amplifier module- priced at
$11.60, plus $2.75 (UPS) or $1.75 (postal) shipping and
handling
available from MCM Electronics, 858 E.
Congress Park Drive, Centerville, Ohio 45459:
800/543-4330, Ohio 800/762 -4315; or FUJI -SVEA, PO
Box 3375, Torrance, CA 90510: 800.421 -2841, in California, 213'533 -1221

-is

The perfboard- mounted Hybrid 50 power amplifier is identical
in layout to that of the printed- circuit version, except here
the components are secured to a different mounting medium.

your own circuit hoard. Once done. the next step is to obtain
the parts. The amplifier module (alone). as well as a complete
kit of parts, is available from the supplier given in the Parts
List. The component layout diagram for the Hybrid 50's
printed -circuit board is shown in Fig. 4: It can also he used to
lay the circuit out on perfboard (see photos).
Be careful when mounting the hybrid module to the
printed -circuit board. The STK084 module is housed in a I0pin. single in -line package (SIP). with a dimple in the case
indicating pin I. Unlike other IC's. where pin numbers run
from one to whatever, here the tenth pin (going from left to
right) is designated "0" (zero). The module is inserted
through the pads on the board from the copper side (not the
component side) and secured with screws.
In order to prevent damage to the amplifier. the module
must be mounted to a heatsink of some kind. Thus. by
mounting the module as indicated in Fig. 4. with its back
pressed flat against the board. the foil traces serve as a
"limited" heatsink (capable of dispersing small amounts of
heat). To ensure that the tab on the module contacts the
heatsink, the pins are bent so that the package lies flat against
the copper side of the hoard.
However. if you expect to draw heavy audio power from the
module, a regular heatsink assembly should be used. If the
demands on the amplifier are expected to be more moderate,
you might consider using the chassis that the circuit is built
into as a heatsink. Be sure to use silicone heatsink compound
to ensure proper heat transfer between the module and the
heatsink. If the STK084 module case runs hot during normal
operation. more heatsinking is needed.
The power supply should he wired with heavy (18- gauge)
wire to avoid unnecessary voltage drops. The center tap on the
transformer and the ground leads to the capacitors should be
brought out to one point on the chassis and grounded. Speaker returns should be connected there as well, also using heavy
gauge wire. Resistors and small capacitors can be pulled from
defunct instruments, plucked from your junkbox, or purchased at most local parts stores. Once you've gathered all
the parts, the amplifier can he built in one evening. It provides
lots of good, clean audio power for a minimum outlay of
money. So put your favorite music into it. then, put your feet
up and enjoy.
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Build the...
Musical Madness Machine

Although there are many melodic electronic projects on the market,
few provide the visual effects of this one.
By C.R.

MUSICAL

CIRCUITS HAVE BEEN POPULAR WITH ELEC-

tronic hobbyists for many years. While such circuits are easy
to put together, the tones that they produce are much like
those put out by a toy organ. or they make sounds that are just
science -fiction special effects. It is much harder to build a
circuit that actually generates a changing pattern that sounds
like music to your ears.
Some popular gadgets use digital counting circuits to
select individual tuning potentiometers for a variable -frequency oscillator. Unfortunately, each step must be tediously
tuned by hand, and unless you're gifted with perfect pitch. it's
nearly impossible to tune the circuit without an oscilloscope.
Also, since such devices usually have 16 or fewer steps, they
have limited repetitive capability. Similar circuits use
sampled random voltage sources to generate tone sequences.
While that, at least in theory, gives an infinite variety of
patterns, it soon becomes obvious that the device does not
compose music, but instead grabs at random pitches that do
not conform to any musical scale. While such a circuit can be
great fun and provide a good simulation of "computer
noises," many listeners would be hard pressed to call the
results musical.
However, the Musical Madness Machine is designed to
avoid those pitfalls, while still being easy to assemble and
use. The circuit produces a variety of musical patterns using
only 4 controls. With light- emitting diodes (LED's) arranged
on a musical staff, the circuit shows the notes as they are
being played. That provides an eye -catching display that will
provide both the builder and the end user many hours of

Fischer
entertainment. What's more, it's capable of driving an external audio amplifier or a small, self-contained speaker.

How

It

Works

The operation of the Musical Madness Machine is made
easier to understand by breaking the circuit down into 4
distinct sections: the tone generator, the pitch selection
clocks. the analog switches. and the audio output stage. The
schematic diagram for the entire circuit is shown in Fig. I.
To generate the proper musical pitches for the project
without the use of precision resistors or lots of trimmer
potentiometers. a special purpose chip, an MK50240 topoctave generator (UI), is used. Although the chip was designed for use in electronic organs and synthesizers, its
relatively low cost and ease of use makes it suitable for this
application. It requires a high- frequency clock to operate.
That job is handled by U2. a 74C04 he inverter, half of
which is configured as an astable multivibrator. Although a

74C00- series inverter chip is shown. a CD4069B (which is
identical for our purposes) may be substituted. Trimmer
potentiometer RI allows the frequency of the multivibrator to
be adjusted for various instruments or different effects.
U3 and the remaining half of U2 form three additional
clocks, which are used for pitch selection. All three run at
subaudio frequencies and can be varied over a wide range by
using the RATE controls associated with each clock circuit.
Those oscillators can also drive LED's to give the user a
visual reference for setting the knobs. The output (U2. pin 5
and U3 pins 5 and 9) of each of the rate clocks is routed to
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1- Schematic diagram for the Musical Madness Machine. The circuit can be broken down into four distinct
sections: The tone generator; the pitch selection clocks; the analog switches, and the audio output stage.

Fig.

analog switches U4 and U5. which act as 8- position rotary
switches. The logic levels sensed at pins 9. IO. and 11 determine which switch is to be closed. U4 selects between 7
tones and a reset (silence): U5 lights one of seven light-
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emitting diodes to indicate which note is played. The note
selected depends on the rate of each clock and the difference
in frequencies between clocks. (See Fig. 2.)
The audio output circuit is based around transistor Ql. It
forms a simple amplifier that can drive a small speaker or
larger sound system: the output level is controlled by R 19. the
vcx.utitlt control. Because UI generates a raw squarewave

Fig. 2 -The notes generated by the Musical Madness
Machine depend on the rate of each clock and the
difference in output frequency between them.

PARTS LIST FOR
THE MUSICAL MADNESS MACHINE

SEMICONDUCTORS
LED1 LED10 -Jumbo red, light- emitting diode

Q1- 2N2222

or 2N3904, general -purpose NPN tran-

sistor

U1- MK50240

top-octave generator (Mostek) inte-

grated circuit
U2, U3 -74C04 or CD4069B hex inverter integrated

circuit

U5-CD4051 8- channel, analog, multiplexer /demultiplexer integrated circuit

U4,

RESISTORS
(All resistors Y4 -W, 10% fixed units unless otherwise
noted.)
R1- 100,000 -ohm, trimmer potentiometer
R2, R17, R18-3300 -ohm
R3, R4, R8, R12- 1- Megohm
R5, R9, R13 -4700 -ohm
R6, R10, R14- 1- Megohm, linear-taper potentiometer
R7, R11, R15, R16 -1000 -ohm
R19- 10,000 -ohm, audio -taper potentiometer
R20 -2000 -ohm
R21- 100 -ohm

There's plenty of room inside the cabinet so don't be afraid
to spread out. The power transformer can be mounted directly
in the base of the cabinet, along with a terminal strip to
which both the line cord and power switch are connected.

CAPACITORS

output, the bright harmonic content can be grating to some.
Optional capacitor C7 rolls off part of the treble content to
mellow the sound somewhat. Depending on your taste, you
might wish to change the value or even omit it all together.
Greater capacitance would reduce the treble even more.
The Musical Madness Machine requires a regulated power
supply of 12 to 15 volts and draws about 75 milliamperes.
Although Fig. I shows a battery as the voltage source, a
power-supply circuit might be more desirable. A suitable
power supply is shown in Fig. 3. Because the circuit uses 4
separate clocks that are set at different rates, slightly more
supply bypassing than usual is required. Note that CI in Fig.
is of the same value shown in Fig. 3, but that the capacitance

C1- 100 -p.F,

16 -WVDC, electrolytic or tantalum
C2 -0.01 -µF, ceramic disc
C3-47 -pF, mica or ceramic disc
C4, C5, C6, C8, C9- 4.7-µF, 16 -WVDC, tantalum or
low- leakage electrolytic
C7- 0.1 -muF, ceramic disc (optional, see text)

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
Perfboard or printed- circuit material, IC sockets, 8 -ohm
speaker or audio connector (see text), etc.
NOTE: The MK50240 top- octave generator is available
from PAIA Electronics, Inc. (1020 West Vilshire Blvd.,
Oklahoma City, OK 73116) for $5.95 and $1.00 for
postage and handling.
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of C2 in Fig. 3 has increased. Capacitor CI helps to filter out
60 -Hz hum and reduce the effects of the pitch selection
clocks on the power supply and the audio output. Capacitor
C2 performs a similar function for the tone generator clock.

RATE

Fig. 4 -The template-guide for the Musical Madness

Machine's front panel provides the locations for the
LED's and the oscillator RATE controls.

C

The Musical Madness Machine and its power supply can
be built on a printed- circuit board or a piece of pertboard. A
template -guide of the unit's front panel is shown in Fig. 4.
When laying out a board, there are a couple of fine points to
pay attention to for your Musical Madness Machine to he up
and running with a minimum amount of trouble.
All power supply runs should be kept as short as possible to
minimize the chance of noise popping up somewhere. Capacitors Cl- and C2 are helpful in preventing that particular
problem. A good location for Cl would be between UI and
the various clocks. Capacitor C2 should be installed as close
to UI as possible, preferably on the supply pin, as shown in
49

the schematic diagram of Fig. I. The use of sockets or Molex
Soldercons and standard CMOS handling procedures are
strongly advised for all of the integrated circuits. Remember
that the chips are static sensitive. Finally, when arranging the
off-board connections, you should keep the audio wiring (to
and from R19 and the output connector) separate from the
RATE controls and the LED wiring to keep pops and clic' s
from showing up in the audio path.

Packaging
The Musical Madness Machine can be installed into any
type of ordinary cabinet; but, because of its unusual appearance and function, you might want to be a little more
creative. The author's prototype was installed into a wooden
case available in hobby outlets for building wall clocks. After
staining and finishing the wooden portion, the glass panel
that came with the kit was replaced with a sheet of mirrored
plexiglass. The RATE controls and all of the light- emitting
diodes were then mounted on the mirrored panel and the
music staff was carefully drawn in with a permanent -type,
fine -tipped marker. A template-guide of the front panel is
shown in Fig. 4.
The VOLUME control was mounted on the right -hand side of
the case and the output connectors were located on the back
panel. (The prototype was equipped with a 1/4-inch phono jack
for connection to the speaker and an RCA jack for connection
to an amplifier system).

LED's indicate
the note playing. Standard phone
and phono jacks permit easy connection to either a speaker or an amplifier.

Use
As mentioned earlier, all of the tones put out by the
Musical Madness Machine are produced by UI, the topoctave generator. The chip actually generates all 13 pitches in
the traditional equal -tempered octave. which leads to an
interesting design problem. While we could use all 13 notes to
make music. most of the results would be quite dissonant and
unmusical unless we limited the possible patterns seriously.
Instead of that, we simply limit the melodic choices to a very
simple scale. as Fig. 5 shows.
The notes form an elementary minor scale. which is one of
Mankind's oldest melodic systems. That assures that no
matter how the clocks are set. we will almost always get a
plausible melody. Due to the way the analog switches are set
up, each clock has a different effect on the pattern. Rate clock
A determines if the note selected is in the higher or lower end
of the octave. If clock A is set to a fast rate. while the other
two clocks are set much slower, the Musical Madness Machine trills rapidly between two notes at a musical interval of
a perfect fifth or sixth. Clock B controls a smaller jump of
either a third or a fourth. And clock C controls the smallest
interval of all, that of a whole step (except for the half-step
between the E and F). That means that if you want traditional
melodies, you must set the tempo of the clocks to match
generally accepted tastes-i.e. smaller jumps will happen
much more often than larger intervals.
Furthermore, if the clocks are set so that there's no mathematical coherence between them the output tends to be irreg-

ular. If you take the time. say. to set the controls so that clock
C is four times faster than B. which in turn is twice as fast as
A. astonishingly natural melodies are produced. And because each clock is independent and not synchronized in any
way, they'll eventually drift no matter how carefully they are
set. That causes the Musical Madness Machine to go through
variations on its theme, and slowly return as the clocks drift in
and out of phase with each other.
The audio output works well with high -fidelity and musical
instrument amplifiers, and the basic tone can be enhanced by
many of the audio modifiers on the market. Echo and audio
delay lines, for instance, work especially well. If you intend
to use the Musical Madness Machine exclusively with external amplification devices, you might wish to omit C7 as
discussed earlier. That allows the frequency response to be
fully controlled by whatever external equalization you use.
The Musical Madness Machine has other uses aside from
being a classic do- nothing box. By itself or with slight
modifications it could serve as a musical alarm or horn, or as
an idea box for songwriters and composers. Due to the large
variety of patterns, it's safe to say
that most of the possibilities are still

undiscovered.

Fig. 5 -The front panel. based on a simple musical scale.
with LED's to indicate notes. provides an eye- catching display.
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STUD
FINDER
By Robert

F.

Scott

This ferrous locator can be of great value when it
comes to finding the elusive wall beam in your house.
LIMOS'!' OF I'S REALIZE !IOW I)IFPIC'['I l IF IS TO PINPOINT THE
exact location of a wall stud or ceiling joist that's needed as a
solid support for a heavy picture, mirror, or a ceiling fixture.
Usually. our effòrts consist of probing for the beam with a
small drill or icepick. Rarely do we strike the much soughtafter-beam on the first. second, or even the fifth try-by the
time it's finally located, the wall or ceiling surface usually
looks like a sponge.

A Look At the Circuit
The Stud Finder (see Fig. I). as described in a brief
application sheet from the Cherry Semiconductor Corp, can
be built as a pocket -size. hand -held device in a plastic or
other non -metallic case. The circuit is based on the CS209
monolithic integrated circuit, which is designed to detect the
presence or proximity of magnetic metals. It has an internal
oscillator that, along with its external LC resonant circuit,
provides oscillations whose amplitude is dependent upon the

PARTS LIST FOR THE STUD FINDER
B1

-9 -volt transistor-radio battery

C1- 0.0015-1F,

16 -WVDC, silver-mica or dipped -mica,
5% capacitor
C2-0.0022 -µF, 16 -WVDC ceramic -disc capacitor
16 -WVDC, ceramic -disc or dipped -mica
capacitor
L1- 100 -µH RF choke (Radio Shack 273 -102 or equivalent)
LED1 -Jumbo red light- emitting diode
R1- 220 -ohm, 1/4-watt or Y2 -watt, 5% (or better) fixed
resistor
R2- 720 -ohm, 1/4-watt or 1/2-watt, 5% (or better) fixed
resistor
R3-6,000 -ohm, multi -turn (preferably a 10 -turn type)

Q of the LC network. Bringing the circuit in close proximity
to magnetic material reduces the Q of the tuned circuit, thus
the oscillations tend to decrease in amplitude.
The decrease in amplitude is detected and used to turn on
the light- emitting diode (LEDI indicating the presence of a
magnetic material (i.e., nail or screw). That is. when the
search coil (LI) is passed over the surface of the ceiling or
wall LEDI lights, pinpointing the locations of nails and
screws. To set up the Stud Finder, place the search coil well
away from any magnetic metal, adjust the SENSITIVITY
control (RI) so that LEDI just comes on. Alen. carefully
back off the control until LEDI just goes out. Touch -up the
adjustments, repeating if necessary, until you reach a point
where the LED goes on and off as a small steel screwdriver or
a nail is moved close to and then away from the search coil.
)

Construction
The Stud Finder can he built using any convenient wiring
method, and the parts layout is not critical. The physical
design (illustrated in both the photo and Fig. 2) is laid out on
half of a Global Specialties Type 3(K) PC printed -circuit
hoard. You can cut the board with a fine -tooth saw -blade in a
(Continued on page 94)

R1
U1

CS209

trimmer potentiometer

S1- Single -pole, single -throw (SPST)

toggle switch
integrated circuit (Cherry Semiconductor Corp., 2000
South County Trail, Greenwich, RI, 02818.)
Printed -circuit materials, Global Specialties #300 -PC
experimenter board or Radio Shack 276 -170; battery
snap -on connector, enclosure, solder, hook -up wire,
hardware, etc.
U1

-CS209 electromagnetic proximity detector

Fig. 1 -As can be seen from the schematic diagram of the
Stud Finder, the circuit is little more than a single
integrated circuit (U1) and a couple of support components.
Although the Stud Finder is shown powered from a 9 -volt
battery supply, it might just as easily be powered from
the AC line using a home -brew power supply.
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WE WANT

tO kNOW

ABOUt YOU
keep bringing you the best in features and projects,
we've got to know about the kinds of things that interest you.
To

QSOMETHING FOR EVERYONE-THAT'S OUR MOTTO.

Each issue we come up with a broad selection of exciting
features and projects so that every reader finds several things
of interest; from new products, to book reviews, to feature
articles that tell you how -it- works, to build -it-yourself
projects.
And how do we know the kind of articles our readers want?
From the reader mail we receive. Most readers who have
occasion to write to us include a postscript on the kind of
articles they'd like to see, and we feel that we have done a
good job in keeping up with their interests.
But the electronics field is growing too fast and furious for
us to depend only on your cards and letters to keep us
informed about the kind of articles you would like to see. In
order to keep you up -to -date on the latest products, technologies. and construction projects, we have to anticipate the
kind of articles you want, and we can't anticipate your wants
and desires unless we know more about you.
So we're asking you to help us plan the upcoming issues of
Hand -On Electronics by using the tear-out Hands -on Electronics Reader Survey to tell us about yourself.

It's Secret.
First off, don't be afraid to tell us what you'd really like us
to know. We don't ask for your name, address, or anything
else that would identify you. We only want to know the city
and state in which you live so we can determine regional
interests. For example, while we receive many requests from
readers in the Sun Belt for a treasure-finder project that will
find coins lost in the sand, readers in the Snow Belt often
request features on energy- saving devices so they can lower
their heating and electric bills during the bitter days of winter.
Another purpose of the survey is to determine how much a
project should cost. Should we compromise the features and
performance of a project in order to keep construction costs at
rock bottom, or should we go all out for the most features at
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maximum performance regardless of cost? We really can't
decide if we have no idea of what you believe a reasonable
cost should be; and so our survey asks for some information
that will help us determine reasonable and acceptable costs
for projects and equipment.
We've also got to plan ahead to the immediate future if
we're to keep you up to date on emerging technologies. No
one magazine is large enough to cover all the fast -breaking
developments in electronics, so we want to be certain we
specifically cover those subjects in your interest area. For
example: We know you're not interested in 300 -pound
klystrons used in betatrons. but that you would be interested
in an inexpensive chip that'll protect your car from forced
entry. Your answers to our survey will help us do that by
telling us what you're into now, and what you expect be into
in the immediate future. We will know what you want if you
tell us the way things really are, not how you would like them
to be. For example, if you currently participate in electronics
experimentation and think that some day you might be into
video photography don't check off video photography
you're not doing it yet. On the other hand, when we do ask
what you think you might get involved in some time during
the next three years, tell us about it if you're not doing it
now -we want to plan ahead so we can meet your needs as
they arise a few months or a year or two down the road.

-

Write

It In.
Where we couldn't fit in all possible choices, we've left
room for your own entry (labeled "Other "). Please try to
answer all the questions, because the more we know about
you the better we can cover your individual interests. Mail the
questionnaire to:

Hands -On Electronics
500 -B Bi -County Boulevard
Farmingdale, New York 11735

HANDS-ON ELECTRONICS READER STUDY
ABOUT YOUR READERSHIP
1.

How long have you been a reader of HANDS -ON ELECTRONICS?
Years and /or

Months

,5 :

2.

Are you a subscriber?

3.

On the average, about how much time do you spend reading an issue of HANDS -ON ELECTRONICS?

8

1

Yes

-2

No

Hours and /or
4.

Save the entire issue
2

3

Clip items of interest for future reference

-4

Discard issue

,,3-14)

Where do you usually read your copies of HANDS -ON ELECTRONICS?
,5 -i

7.

Pass the issue on to someone else

How many people, other than yourself, usually read your copy of HANDS -ON ELECTRONICS?
Other Readers

6.

i9.11)

What do you usually do with your copies of HANDS -ON ELECTRONICS when you are finished reading them?
(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY.)
12

5.

Minutes

At home

2

D At work

Both at home and at work

3

In the past 12 months have you used the reader service card bound into the magazine (the card on which you circle
numbers to get information from manufacturers) to request additional information about products or services
appearing in the magazine?

,DYes

-No

ABOUT YOUR INTEREST IN ELECTRONICS
8.

Listed below are several different electronics activities. Please check off EACH ONE in which you currently participate.
Audio, Stereo
8
Satellite TV
Building Electronic Projects
-9
Scanners
CB Radio
0
Short -Wave Listening
Electronic Experimentation
Tape Recording (Hi -Fi)
Ham Radio
.
Video Photography
D Hobby Computers
,. -1
Video Recording
Kit Building
-2
Other
(please specify)
For about how many years have you been participating in electronics activities?
3
4

9.

Years
10.

119 -20i

What electronics activities do you think you will be involved with in the future? Please indicate...
(a) How likely it is that you will be involved in EACH of the areas listed below during the NEXT 12 MONTHS?
(b) Which activities you think you might get involved in sometime during the NEXT THREE YEARS.
(a)
(b)
During Next 12 Months

Might

Audio, Stereo
Building Electronic Projects
CB Radio
Ham Radio

Very

Somewhat

Not

Likely

Likely

Likely

2,_1
_

21

D

,

2

,
4

_..

,

Be Involved
In Next 3
Years

,

4

,

,

,

53

(b)

(a)

During Next 12 Months

Might
Very
Likely

Hobby Computers
Kit Building
Satellite TV
Scanners
Short -Wave Listening
Tape Recording (Hi -Fi)
Video Photography
Video Recording

Somewhat
Likely

Not
Likely

s

-5

s

5

-6

-6

7

0

-

Years

0

s

6

-7

-7

-6

-8

-8

-7
-e

9

-9

-9

-9

-o

-o

D

0

d7

-o

0

-`

O

Other

Be Involved
In Next 3

24 -1

0 26

-y

D

-1

0 26.1

.y

(please specify)
11.

Listed below are

a

number of items of electronic equipment and components. Please review the list and indicate.

which items you now own;
item);
which items you purchased within the past 12 months (regardless of whether or not you still own the
12
months;
c. the amount spent for each item within the past
of whether or not you
d. and, finally, which items you are likely to purchase in the next 12 months (regardless
currently own the item).
d.
c.
b.
a.
Likely To
Have
Purchase
Cost of Items
Purchased
In Next
Purchased In
In Past
Now
Months
12
Months
12
Past
Own Item 12 Months
Test Equipment
41a.
b.

Analog multimeter
Digital multimeter
Oscilloscope, single trace
Oscilloscope, dual trace
Digital logic probe
Frequency counters
Transistor testers
RF signal generator
Function generator
Color bar /dot generator
Power supplies

0 291
D

0
0

0
0
0

35,1

1

$

4445-

$

4e-

491
2

4952535657-

O

3

$

4

4

$

5

5

$

5

$

7

$

6

$

9

9

$

76-

u?

-o

$

e-

0

$

12

0

0
0
0

H

0

O

0

606164656869-

D

rn

7273

-.

13

Other
(please specify)
None of these

$

I

y

30 ^

0 36-

6

5

0
0

D

16

4

0

-y

0 so-4

Communications Equipment
17

CB Mobile transceiver
CB base station

031 -1
O

(f)

SWL receiver
Ham equipment

ix

Scanner
Antenna

W

Other

U

0

2

0

3

D

0

a

37 -1

$

-2

$

3

$

4

zo
v
o
z
-r

54

s1 -1

0

2932-

0

-e

0

$

-6

$

.

36-

0

(please specify)
None of these

0

^

0

'

$

-4
.5
5

io41-

-

7

-2
-3

28.

$

5

1-

-J

20212425-

44

0

b.

a.

c.

d.

Cost of Items
Purchased In
Past 12 Months

Likely To
Purchase
In Next
12 Months

Have

Purchased
Now
Own Item

In Past
12 Months

Satellite TV Equipment

0

0 321

Receiver
LNA
LNB
Dish (Antenna)

Positioner
Remote Control
Other

454e-

36 -1

$

.2

-2

$

-3

-3

$

-4

-4

$

6ó-

-5

-5

$

6e-

-s

-6

.6

$

68-

-6

-7

-7

$

72

(please specify)
None of these

21

5253-

-2
-3
.4

n

-

Microcomputer Equipment
All -in -one, Monitor -Keyboard-Computer,
Single Board

..

-.

5

33-1

39-1

$

e-

53-1

-2

-2

$

12

-2

-3

-3

$

16-

-3

-4

-4

$

2017

-4

Other

-.

-.

$

2t
24-

-s

(please specify)
None of these

-.

-.

34 -1

4o-i

$

28-

54.1

-2

-2

$

24
32-

-2

-3

-3

$

3336-

-3

-4

$

440-

-4

-5

$

4144-

-5

$

454e-

-6

Memory
Peripherals
Software

-4

Miscellaneous
Hand tools
Power tools
Wire wrap tools

Soldering /desoldering equipment
Security alarm

p

4

-5

Other

-6

-6

(please specify)
None of these

-.

.

D.

ABOUT MAGAZINES
12.
Please indicate which, if any, of the magazines listed below you read regularly -that is, at least three out of every four
issues. Then, please tell us how you usually obtain your copies of those magazines you do read regularly.
Read

Regularly
(At least 3
out of
4 Issues)

Audio
Byte
CB
Ham Radio

High Fidelity
Mechanix Illustrated
Modern Electronics
Personal Computing

0 ss

HOW COPIES ARE OBTAINED
Buy On
Someone Else's
Subscribe Newsstand
Copy

0

Other

57 -1

0 59-1

-2

-2

-2

-2

-3

-3

-3

-3

3

-4

-4

-4

-4

-4

-5

-s

-s

-s

-s

-6

-6

-s

-7

-2

-7

-7

-7

-8

-e

-e

-8

-e

-1

0

61 -1

0 63

-1

-2

-6

55

Read

Regularly
(At least 3
out of
4 issues)

Popular Mechanics
Popular Science
QST
Radio -Electronics

HOW COPIES ARE OBTAINED
Someone Else's
Buy On

Subscribe Newsstand

Other

Copy

-9

o

O
v

Scientific American
Stereo Review

.

..

v

v

S8

56-1

S-9

-o

,

o

-.
-v

60.1

62 -1

64 -1

_1

1

-2

-2

-2

3

-3

3

-3

-3

4

4

-4

-4

Other
(please describe)
None of the above

to this questionnaire are confidential and will be
FOR CLASSIFICATION PURPOSES. May we remind you that all answers
analysis.
a
composite
develop
to
used only in combination with those of other respondents
A.

What is your age? (PLEASE CHECK ONE.)
66

Under 18

1

-4

2

18 -24

5

3

25 -29

6

30 -34
35 -39
40-44

-7

-9

45-54
55 -64
65 or older

Male

-2

Female

6

B.

Are you male or female?

C.

What is the highest level of school that you attained? (PLEASE CHECK ONE.)
67

Grade school
Attended high school
Graduated high school
Attended college
Attending college

1

2
3

4

-5

D.

8

-9

Graduated college
Post graduate study
Masters Degree
Doctorate

2

electronics or in an area where
work that best describes your job.
If you are employed in

2

-3
.4

a

No (PLEASE SKIP TO 0.G)

knowledge of electronics is essential, check the one type of

Management
Installation and maintenance
Engineering
Technician

5

-6

Education /Teaching
Other (PLEASE WRITE IN)

components?
Do you get involved in your company's purchase of electronic equipment and
7o

G.

7

Yes (GO TO Q.E)

69-1

F.

-6

of electronics is
Are you employed (FULL OR PART -TIME) in the electronics field, or in an area where a knowledge
essential?
68

E.

66 -1

1

-2

Yes

No

ENGINEER, FOREMAN, CLERK,
What is your job title or position? (OWNER, VICE PRESIDENT, MANAGER,
SALESMAN, STUDENT, ETC.)
(71 -721

H.
U)

(Please include Income from yourself
Please check the box that best describes your total annual household income.
dividends, or interest, etc.)
profits,
bonuses,
wages,
as
and all other household members from all sources such

Z

73-1

¢

-2

-3

Jw

zO
d)

0

zQ

_
56

-4

YOUR CITY:

Less than $10,000
$10,000 - $14,999
$15,000 - $19,999
$20,000 - $24,999

5

-6
7

,¡

$25,000
$35,000
$50,000
$75,000

- $34,999

9

- $49,999

0

- $74,999
- $99,999

.
Y

YOUR STATE:

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

$100,000
$150,000
$175,000
$200,000

- $149,999
- $174,999

- $199,999

or more

The ClockBox
A low-cost

precision clock generator you can build today!
By J. Daniel Gifford

IAN INDISPENSABLE ITEM TO HAVE ON YOUR TESTHIiNC'II
when you're working with digital circuits is a source of
squarewave frequencies
digital parlance. a clock generator. While it's possible to cobble up a clock source in one
corner of each test or experimental circuit, assembling a
clock every time you need one quickly becomes a tedious
chore. and the need for a dedicated clock generator becomes
apparent.
There are two basic approaches to building a clock generator. The first is to build a variable oscillator, either from
inverters or from an integrated- circuit tinier such as the 555.
where the frequency is set by means of a potentiometer and a
timing capacitor- switching between selected capacitor values provides several frequency ranges. The advantage to this
kind of design is that any frequency in any of the ranges can
be dialed up and set precisely -the output frequency is
continuously variable within each range. On the other hand.
a frequency meter is needed to make fine adjustments. and
unless an expensive and complex circuit is used, drift will be
a problem.
The second approach is to use a high -frequency, crystal controlled oscillator to provide a reference frequency, and to
use counters to divide the reference frequency down into
useful ranges. This gives outstanding precision and stability.
but at the loss of both adjustability and continuously- variable
output frequencies. For general use, the variable type is

-in

satisfactory, but for even semi- precision needs a crystal controlled type, such as The ClockBox, should be used.
The ClockBox is a crystal -controlled clock generator with
twelve switch -selectable output frequencies and one dedicated output frequency. An additional band of six frequencies
can be added, giving a total of 19 frequencies from I Hz to I
MHz -more than enough 14 almost all testbench purposes.
And despite the fact that the ClockBox can be built for about
$15, it gets some fancy frills and features from only five
integrated circuits.

The Circuit
The heart of the ClockBox, like most clock generators of
this type, is a string of synchronous decade counters used to
divide the main frequency down in multiples of 10. As shown
in Fig. I. six counters -and thus six decades of counters

-

are used, the six counters being provided by three 4518 dual
synchronous BCD up counters. Most such generators use a 1MHz oscillator frequency and divide it down to produce 100
kHz, 10 kHz, and so on down to or 0.1 Hz. The problem
with this is that few counters have 50% duty cycle outputs.
which are desirable in general and required for some circuits.
So. the ClockBox uses a 2 MHz oscillator frequency and
adds an extra division stage
see why shortly.
The oscillator is a standard CMOS design. using one
inverter section of a 4069 as the active element (UI -e). with
1

-we'll
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If more frequencies are desired, a third set of " x 2.5"
outputs can be added by using a three -pole, 6 -throw (3P6T)
switch for SI and a one -pole, 3- position (SP3T) switch for
S2. The six positions of the third pole are connected to the Q2
outputs of the six counters (U2 -a through U4 -b), which
results in the frequency range 2.5 Hz to 250 kHz at the
outputs. Light-emitting diode, LEDI, indicates the phase of
the Q output. Of course, individual states are only discernible
at frequencies of IO Hz and below, but the LED indicator is
useful at all frequencies as a power-on signal. A Fresnel -lens
LED is suggested because of its wide viewing angle and high
visibility, even at low supply voltages.
In addition to the complementary, switch -selected, variable outputs, the ClockBox has a second set of complementary
outputs driven by U5 -a, the other JK-type flip -flop, which
receives its signal directly from the main oscillator's output
buffer. Those outputs from BPI and BP2 deliver a two -phase
the experiI MHz signal, which is particularly valuable to
cirmicroprocessor
with
breadboarded
works
menter who
cuits.
In addition to the four output terminals, note that the
ClockBox also has a front -panel ground terminal, BP3 (see
Fig. 1). Since the ClockBox is meant to be powered from the

the 2-MHz crystal and tank circuit components in parallel. To
avoid loading problems, a second inverter is used as an output
buffer (UI -d). (Make certain you disable UI -a, UI -b and UI -c
as shown in the schematic.)

Four Outputs
Binary coded decimal (BCD) counters like the 4518 have
four outputs, which are designated as QI, Q2, Q3, and Q4.
QI divides the counter's input frequency by 2; Q2, divides the
input by 4; and Q3 and Q4, both of which divide the input
frequency by IO-Q3 with a 40% duty cycle, Q4 with a 20%
duty cycle.
The 2 -MHz output from the crystal oscillator is routed to
the first counter's (U2 -a) clock input. Its outputs are thus
MHz at the Ql output, 500 kHz at Q2, and 200 kHz at Q3 and
Q4. The Q3 output is used to clock the next stage, as it is on
down the line to the last counter (U4 -b), which has output
frequencies of 10 Hz at its QI, 5 Hz at its Q2, and 2 Hz at its
1

Q3 and Q4.
The six Q4 outputs from the counters are connected to the
six positions of one pole of SI (Sla), a DP6T rotary switch,
and the output of the switch is routed (via S2) to the clock
input of a 4027 CMOS dual JK flip -flop U5 -b. The frequency
selected by SI appears at the flip -flop's Q output: divided by
two and with a perfect 50% duty cycle. With the final division
of the flip -flop, the six output frequencies are now I Hz to
output gives a very
100k -Hz. As a bonus, the flip -flop's
useful complementary signal.

0

U1

4069B

More Frequencies

lo

11

The ClockBox also has a range
switch (S2) that is used to select a
x 5 multiplier. When set to the

AAA-

x position the output is from
switch Sla and the output frequencies are the ones listed
above. When S2 is set to the x 5
position, output is taken from
1

switch S Ib, which connects to the
counter's QI outputs. Hence, the
output frequencies are multiplied
by 5, covering the range of 5 Hz
to 500 kHz. This gives the
ClockBox 12 output frequencies
from I Hz to 500 kHz at terminals
BPI and BP2, all with crystal precision and stability, all with 50%
duty cycles, and all with a complementary output.

R1

10MEG
R2

4.7K

XTAL
1n11

'UI
2

MHz

_Cl

C2

`56pF

56pF

R3
D

n1
1N34Á

L

5

K

U5a
40278

1

-The ClockBox

Mh

00
BP2

is a high -

-

precision clock generator with
a range of thirteen -or nineteen
output frequencies. Like logic
probes and pulsers, it draws its power
directly from the circuit
to which it connects through the test leads.

5

GROUND
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MHz

R4

1K

1

00

J1/46

1

7

Fig.

BPI

1K

v. 0

15 VDC

-

C3

O1

I

-0GROUND
BP3

circuit it is clocking, it already

has a common ground;

2200 -ohm pull -down resistor might be needed. pan
with standard 7400 -series TTL.
a

however, when supplying frequencies of 100 kHz and up a
separate ground connection to this terminal should he
provided to ensure a clean signal.
As seen in the first photograph, alligator clips on the power
supply leads are used to connect the ClockBox to the circuit it
is providing with a clock signal. This is similar to the way a
logic probe or pulser is used, and for the same reason
simplifies the use of the device since the output level is
inherently matched to the circuit. If desired, a light -duty
variable power supply could be added to the ClockBox, also
an external level control, but this complicates both the circuit
and its use, and introduces the possibility of damage from a
level mismatch.
Since all of the IC's used in the ClockBox are CMOS, the
device can be used with a wide range of supply voltages. The
usual range quoted for CMOS is 5 to 15 volts. B- series
CMOS integrated circuits can be used with voltages up to 18
volts), but the unit shown functioned down to 3.8 volts. It is
preferred that B- series CMOS chips be used, but it is not
mandatory. The ClockBox's outputs are TTL compatible
with a 5 -volt supply as long as only one TTL input is driven
from each of the ClockBox's four outputs. In some instances

Polarity Protection
Note that diode DI is inserted into the ClockBox's positive
supply lead to prevent damage to the circuitry in the event the
supply clips are accidentally reversed. Because germanium
has a lower breakover voltage than silicon, a germanium
IN34A diode is used for DI rather than an equivalent silicon
device so that the diode's voltage drop will not interfere with
output levels at the lower supply voltages. Capacitor C30. l -µF
used to filter transients from the power supply, but
note that no overvoltage protection is provided. If there is any
chance of more than 18 volts being connected to the
ClockBox some form of overvoltage limiting, such as a 10watt, 18 -volt Zener diode "crowbar," should be added to the

-it
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U3a
45188

EN

U2-b
15

45188
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7

R

Q4
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circuit.
The ClockBox is economical in its use of current, drawing
about 4 -mA at 5 volts and a maximum of 35 -mA at 15 volts.
Although crystal oscillators are inherently high in precision, it might be desirable to be able to tune the oscillator to
run at exactly 2,000 MHz. This can be done by replacing CI
with a 0- 100 -pE variable capacitor. With a frequency meter
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PARTS LIST FOR THE CLOCKBOX

SEMICONDUCTORS
DI -IN34A germanium diode
LED1- Light- emitting diode with Fresnel lens (lens optional)
UI- CD4069UB, CMOS hex inverter integrated circuit
U2 U4-CD4518B CMOS dual synchronous BCD up
counter integrated circuit
U5- CD4027B, CMOS dual JK-type flip-flop integrated
circuit
RESISTORS
(All resistors 1/4-watt, 10% fixed units)
R1- 10- Megohm
R2 -4700 -ohm
R3R6 -1000 -ohm
CAPACITORS

Cl,

C2-56 -pF, disc

(see text)

Mylar

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
BP1 BP5-Multi -way binding posts; one black, 4 red
(optional)
-pole, 6- position rotary switch (see text)
SI

-2

S2-SPDT slide switch (see text)

XTAL- 2.000 -MHz crystal

Case, perfboard, one 14 -pin IC socket, four 16-pin IC
sockets, 2- conductor cable, alligator clips or test hooks,
switch knob, hardware, wire, solder, etc.

attached to pin 8 of UI, adjust the capacitor until the meter
reads as close to 2,000.000 Hz as its resolution allows. (The
unit shown used an unpicked fixed capacitor for CI; a check
with a meter showed an output of 2,000,168 Hz: an error of
0.0084 %. Actually, frequency adjustment should only be
necessary for very high- precision uses.)

Construction
The only tricky part about building the
ClockBox is keeping the wiring between
the circuit board and the switches neat
particularly if you opt for the extra band of
frequencies. Other than that detail, construction is straightforward. The unit
shown was built in a Unibox case, but other
suitable enclosures include Radio Shack's
270-286 and 270 -264. All three of these
cases will allow for sufficient space without crowding.
For ease of construction, the ClockBox
should be assembled on a section of perfboard using the layout shown in the photographs. Note particularly, the way the
switch wiring is handled; the leads are
brought from the switches to the edge of
the perfboard where they connect with
leads from the integrated circuits-this
provides secure, intermittent -free connections.
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provide a secure installation to the switch
leads, they are brought to holes along the
edge of the perfboard where they connect to
the wires coming from the integrated circuits.

To

Be certain to use sockets for all of the integrated circuits,
because it's very easy to damage CMOS components with a
soldering iron -either with heat or static electricity. The
integrated circuits should be kept in antistatic Loam until
ready for insertion, and the use of a DIP inserter is recom-

mended.
The power- supply leads can he any light- gauge, two -conductor cable about 18 inches long. Although mini -alligator
clips are used on the prototype, they can be replaced with
mini -test hooks: clips can be hooked to oddly -shaped points.
but test hooks are more suitable for crowded printed- circuit
boards. Whichever type is used should be color-coded red and
black for an easy, error-free hookup.

The Panel Components
The switches, binding posts. and the LED are mounted in
the top part of the case to line up with the panel label shown in
the lead photo. Make your own label to use as a template
when working on the project.
The template should be lightly tacked in place on the case,
and the appropriate drilling and cutting done. When all the
work is completed the template should be removed. the case
cleaned, and a perfect label applied with rubber cement or
artists's adhesive. The paper label should be protected with
either a sheet of clear laminating film (from a photographic
supply store) or several thin coats of clear acrylic spray.
The multi -way binding posts, BPI BP5. and rotary
switch. SI, are self-mounting, but other means must be used
to mount slide switch S2 and light- emitting diode LED2. The
switch can be epoxied into place, using care to keep the glue
out of the switch's working parts, or more conventional
screws and standoffs can be used. The LED can also be
epoxied in position. but if a plastic case is used the LED. can
be tacked in place with several light touches of a soldering
iron.

FUNCTION GENERATOR
OAS ANY ELECTRONICS HOBBYIST

OR

PROFESSIONAL

knows, a function generator is almost indispensable when it
comes to the design and repair of electronic gadgets. Design
engineers use them to feed a specific frequency and voltage
level to a circuit to see how it will react, so that the circuit can
be modified to conform to design criteria. Similarly, the
hobbyist might use such an instrument to troubleshoot and
repair a project, by feeding the circuit a known frequency and
tracing it through the labyrinth of foils, wires, and components.
So- called "lab- quality" function generators can cost hundreds of dollars and yet have a noise figure (total harmonic
distortion or THD) up around l %-not bad until you consider
that you can build Hands -on Electronics .01% THD Function Generator that includes a tuneable filter, using trashed
out, cannibalized, cheap parts at a fraction of the cost. Its
.01% THD specification over the audio band is amplitude
stabilized to within ± I dB in an easy to tune format that beats
the socks off the commercial stuff, like Hewlett Packard's
Wein Bridge 200 series (with its I% THD), by a factor of 100.
It's THD is 400 times, or more, better than untrimmed
monolithic function generator chips, which can have a maximum THD of 4% or worse. In terms of THD, it outperforms
commercial lab -grade instruments (costing thousands of dollars) over the audio band. And if the basic circuit were to be
trimmed and optimized (as must be done with circuits based
on monolithic function generator chips to get sine outputs in
the .1% to I% range) we could push THD clear out of sight,
into the .002% to .005% range at a given frequency.

Why the .01% THD Spec?
Now, the question that's probably foremost in your mind is

"Who needs this little ditty with it's ultra -low distortion
figure?" Well that's a question that we'll let you answer for
yourself-we just provide some of the particulars. First,
consider that a few years ago an audio amplifier with a
preamplifier rate for I% THD might have been considered
good. But, when's the last time you checked the spec sheet of
even some cheap audio amplifiers? Things have changed
dramatically. It's a whole new ball game, baby!
For starters, an el cheepo integrated dual -channel preamplifier can be had for under a buck with THD ratings
typically in the I% range. And higher-grade preamplifiers,
such as National Semiconductor's LM38IN, LM382N,
LM38IN, and LM1303N, for example (with typical THD's
of 0.1% at I kHz), can be had for just over a dollar.
Now, suppose you want to measure THD in one of those
babies while in a given circuit. What are you going to use for
a sinewave input? The biggest unnoticed hangup about monolithic function -generator chips is the poor quality of sinewave
output, especially when it comes to audio work. Look around

your service bench. You'll find that even what has become an
industry standard has a THD specified in the I% range. The
THD of the sinewave source should be 'Au of the THD rating
of the circuit under test (CUT).
Many a published project purporting to be lab -quality
audio equipment has been based on monolithic integrated
circuits. But what those articles have failed to mention is that
those circuits are virtually worthless for distortion analysis
and other tests when pushing their sinewave outputs directly
into audio -preamplifiers. Some projects have taken an untrimmed function -generator IC (with a THD starting in the
4% range), amplified its output, ending up with THD's in the
5% to 10% range. Even trimming those beasts at one frequency and getting the distortion figure down to .1% doesn't mean
that the specification will be constant over the entire audio
range. And you'll never see a .01% THD spec from those or
other inexpensive service grade function generators, either
at least not without some fancy post- output filtering.
But, what about Wein Bridge oscillators?

-

Wein Bridge Oscillators
Wein bridge oscillators are only as good as their AGC
feedback loops and matched components. A wein -bridge
network provides positive feedback to make the circuit oscillate and AGC negative feedback provides control. When the
positive from the network equals the negative feedback from
the AGC loop, you get unity gain and minimum distortion.
However, even using fancy AGC FET-loops operating at a
single frequency, optimizing everything in sight (including
matched capacitors and resistors, etc.), you can only get a
practical THD of around .01% at best.
But, that doesn't hold for continuous tuning, which requires premium matched dual tracking potentiometers and/or
capacitors. The match is never that great even with expensive
premium parts, so its unlikely that you'll ever see anything
close to a .01% THD.

Going Further
Most cheap function generators have some inherent distortion (in the 1% range) in their triangle -to- sinewave conversion
schemes. A typical cheap function -generator scheme might
integrate a squarewave into a triangle and use piecewise
approximation in a triangle -to- sinewave converter. That's
good as far as it goes; only thing, it doesn't go far enough.
But, if we add a state variable or some other high Q
tracking bandpass filter, then things change dramatically. In
fact, pushing a triangle wave through a bandpass filter with a
Q of around 50, gives output distortion levels in the under
.05% range. A Q of 50 is just about the practical limit in an
easily tuned active bandpass filter; generally, the higher the Q
the slower the filter will settle out when tuned, which presents

By D.E. Patrick

Check out this junkbox function generator.

It has a TIM specification of .O1 percent that

out-performs commercial lab- quality instruments!
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new sets of other problems (that we
won't go into). But, using the above

scenario, let's throw some trashed out
parts together and see what we come up
with.

How The Circuit Works
The circuit in Figure may be built
with individual op -amps like LM318's
for operation over 100 kHz or the
TL084's or TL074's quad op-amps for
decent operation up to around 40 kHz.
Virtually any junk box op -amp can handle the task, but the LM318 offers the
highest slew rates and bandwidths available in cheap surplus stuff. They can
cost from 25 to 50 cents, depending on
where you shop. Quad op -amps, with
slew rates in the 13V /µs region are generally pushed pretty hard when called
on to provide a fast rise -time squarewave output. However, the LM318,
with its 50 to 70V /µs slew rate is an
excellent choice for operation at higher
frequencies.
The circuit may be broken down into
five sections; a squarewave generator
(U1), a triangle -wave generator (U2), a
triangle -to- sinewave converter (U3 and
U4), an active filter (U5 thru U7), and
an output driver circuit. The squarewave
output of UI is fed to the inverting input
of U2, producing a triangular waveform
at its output. That signal is then fed to
S1 -a and routed through a selected capacitor to the triangle -to- sinewave converter. With S2 in the position shown,
the output of the triangle -to- sinewave
converter is coupled to the active filter
(U5 -U7). When S2 is transferred, the
filter may be used in a stand-alone format through its input at J6. The sine wave converter and other individual
capabilities may optionally be used via
J1 thru J10. The output of the filter at U7
is coupled back to Ul, completing the
loop necessary to make the circuit oscillate.
UI acts as a comparator: When its
input goes positive, its output swings
negative: conversely, when its input
1

goes negative, its output swings

positive. UI's output is limited by D1
and D2 and is applied to the integrator,
U2. The integral of a squarewave is a
triangle, which is what we get at the
output of U2. The output of U2 could be
directly applied to the filter (U5 thru
U7) for THD specs in the .05% range
up to 10 kHz, and .08% in the 10 kHz to
20 kHz range. But, let's go a step further.
A triangle is rich in harmonics and
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many function generator chips will do.
Diodes D3 thru D9 provide a transfer
function that decreases amplifier gain
as the output increases, generating a
piecewise linear approximation of the
applied triangle input. The voltage at
which the diodes conduct is determined
by associated resistors. Thus, a mason-

may be thought of as a distorted sine wave as far as the filter is concerned, we
can improve things via the triangle to
sinewave converter. The sinewave converter reduces the possible distortion
out from the triangle input to something
less than I% before being applied to the
filter, which, in itself, is better than

Fig. 1 -The Function Generator circuit is arranged
so that by making use of the various switches in conjunction
with the assorted input and output jacks, an alternate
signal source may be fed to the circuit, or the desired
signal routed to the output driver circuit.
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ably good approximation is provided.
That process can be extended for a
closer approximation and lower distortion with the use of low- tolerance components. In any case, we continue
around the filter loop to where we began
completing the oscillator configuration.

O

filter sections. Continuous tuning is
performed by R2, i.e., three variable
resistors (ganged potentiometers) on a
common shaft. R2a -R2c can track

cellent results. The closer the tracking,
the better. However, you can even get
away with using two cheap dual -ganged, 41- position, detented potentiometers, although more expensive versions
can probably be found at your local
surplus dealer.

within 5% to 10% and still provide ex-

(Continued on page 92)

The frequency -range bands are determined by switch SI and associated capacitors in the function generator and
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Dolby NR Works Well
If It's Correctly Adjusted!
level could then be adjusted to peak at 0 dB, so that the replay
Dolby could track properly.
Agreed, additional level controls (perhaps presets) would
be needed to set output levels to the amplifier or headphones,
but this arrangement would at least ensure that the Dolby
circuitry worked as intended. I do wonder whether it may,
perhaps, have been dismissed too lightly by the domestic

LITHE DOLBY -B NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM IS ONE OF THE
factors responsible for the compact audio cassette winning
acceptance as a high -fidelity medium. But, say many readers,
they often find it necessary to switch the Dolby off during
replay in order to retain reasonable high-frequency response.
Possibly you have heard a comment like this before:
"There is no doubt that the treble has more presence in my
audio system than with the Dolby off, especially with poorer
quality tapes." If that observation sounds familiar, it's possibly because you may have played back Dolbyized cassettes to
advantage with the Dolby compensation switched off-particularly in a car sound system.
Many critics of the Dolby NR System state that they

RECORDING

CIO

DOLBY

INPUT-. AMPLIFIER

RECORDING
CIRCUIT

SIGNAL

high -fidelity industry; a case of "She'll be alright, mate!"
There has been a tendency to brush it aside, however, on the
grounds that their ears are being tickled by the touch of treble
boost, which non -Dolby playback provides.
Undoubtedly, Dolby tracking has been examined and reported upon many times in engineering circles, as evidenced
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Fig. 1- Reproduced by courtesy of Technics, this diagram illustrates the effect on audio signals
by the operation of the Dolby -B noise reduction system in a typical domestic cassette recorder.

believe that the design of many cassette recorders actually
hinders the correct operation of Dolby noise reduction.
In my own cassette deck (and, I think, many others)
signals from the left and right tape heads pass through pmamplifiers, thence through the Dolby processor to level
meters, and on to a volume control, which governs the signal
to a power amplifier and headphones.
I make all recordings with the VU meters peaking at 0 dB.
Depending on the kind and brand of tape, the indicated level
on playback (which does not depend on the setting of the
playback volume control) can peak anywhere between +3
dB and -7 dB. Tapes giving lower output levels must have the
Dolby turned off to obtain acceptable treble.
Given the known fact that different tapes have different
input/output characteristics, it seems to me that it would be
sensible to design cassette decks so that, in playback, the
volume control would operate before the Dolby circuit. The
'Original article was published in ELECTRONICS AUSTRALIA, July, 1985
issue and apprears here (in modified form) with permission.
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by the following passage from John Earl's book on Cassette
Tape Recorders (Fountain Press, 1977):
"lt will be appreciated that when a tape of different sensitivity from that on which the Dolby circuits were initially
adjusted is used, it may be necessary to readjust the circuits
for optimum signal integrity. Failure to do this could result in
an overall frequency response which deteriorates from the
ideal with reducing signal level."
That quote contains at least one vital clue to the mystery.

Getting to Know Dolby
Figure

1,

reproduced from a Technics booklet, illustrates

the basic principle of the Dolby NR (noise reduction) system,
as incorporated in most good quality compact cassette decks.
Its function is to raise the wanted signals-particularly lowlevel signals-above the so- called noise floor of the tape

system, thereby improving the overall signal /noise ratio.
Referring to the diagram, a typical audio signal, as fed to
the first amplifier, contains high-level segments or passages

recorder having a built -in Dolby calibration
signal generator and a calibration control can deliver superb sound.
Unfortunately, lower-cost recorders often lack the calibration
features, and then the Dolby tends to do it own thing.
Here's how to get the most from low -cost cassette recorders
having factory-set Dolby calibration.
A Dolby cassette

By Neville Williams*
(A) which pose no real problem, because they

are loud
enough to override (or mask) the tape noise, anyway. It is the
low-level segments or passages (B) which are at risk.
From the first amplifier (again to Fig. I), the audio signal
passes to a Dolby recording circuit (noise -reduction processing stage) which, without modifying the higher-level segments, senses and progressively boosts the level of weaker
segments by as much as IO dB-from B to B'. In so doing,
the Dolby recording circuit effectively compresses the dynamic range by that amount.
The processed (or Dolbyized) signal is then passed to the
cassette record /replay section (symbolized as a cassette deck
in Fig. 1), which characteristically introduces a noise component (or tape hiss) typically
about 45 to 50 dB unweighted below the nominal
30
maximum recording level.
Hopefully, the noise will
also be below the level of the
20

weaker (now artificially
boosted) segments of the audio signal.
During playback, the audio signal from the tape -head
circuitry contained within

The Dolby -B System
The Dolby system most commonly used in domestic cassette recorders processes signals-and noise-mainly in the
region above kHz, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (lower curve).
Referred to as Dolby-B, it is now a relatively inexpensive
inclusion to quality cassette decks, thanks to modern IC
technology. It offers a potential improvement in signal /noise
figure that, historically,
ratio of about 10 dB above 5 kHz
has proved commercially acceptable.
For the Dolby-B system to operate as intended, each and
every Dolby- equipped deck should track and play back accurately all Dolby recorded cassettes, the accentuated lowamplitude, high -freuency components being suitably restored to their original level.
To this end, an official
Dolby reference level was
nominated (200 nWb /m, 333
Hz = 0 VU) and calibration
tapes produced so that, in the
CTYPE NR
1

-a

U
B

10

TYPE NR

factory, or on the service
bench, replay head /preamplifier sensitivity could be
preset accurately.

As well, Dolby-equipped
cassette decks are normally

the cassette player in Fig. I
o
provided with manual re100
1K
50
10K
20
20K
passes to a Dolby playback
cording- level controls and
HF RTZ
circuit, which has de -procalibrated level meters so
Fig. 2- Dolby -B noise -reduction system (lower curve) operates
cessing characteristics exactthat, hopefully, even unmainly over the frequency range above 1 kHz. Dolby -C is
ly opposite to those of the
skilled home recordists can,
generally not available in low-cost electronic products and
Dolby processor. (Often, its
is not discussed in this article: however, the same
with practice. get the signal
considerations would apply in respect to tracking.
the same one as used for relevel on their Dolbyized cascording, but now switched
settes at least in the ball
into the playback mode.)
park.
As before, it senses the weaker audio segments but. this
Many of our readers could scarcely be grouped with the
time, automatically drops them back to their original level
unskilled. but even the neophyte audiophile who is reading
(from B' to B) effectively restoring the dynamic range to
this page can adjust a gain or volume control knob so that the
what it was originally.
peaks just hit 0 dB on the level meter when he makes a
In so de-emphasizing the lower-level audio segments. the
recording. Not unreasonably, he expects it to read the same
system also attenuates the tape noise so that, as implied by
peak levels on playback but. depending on the tape in use. the
the diagram in Fig. I, the audio signal ultimately fed to the
peak level can finish up anywhere between + 3 dB and -7 dB!
power amplifier has a considerably reduced noise content and
Tracking Problem?
hence an improved signal /noise ratio.
An advantage claimed for the Dolby system is that it does
That's hardly reassuring. With the whole dynamic window
not attempt to process high -level signals and therefore minidisplaced downwards by 7 dB, the treble playback de- emphamizes potentially audible pumping, or other undesirable prosis would be affecting a larger slice of the lower-level high
cessing effects. Whatever happens occurs at lower and less
frequencies than it should. possibly resulting in a loss of
obvious levels.
treble and an urge to switch out the Dolby playback compenDolby NR systems in professional equipment normally
sation to restore it.
process signals over the entire audio spectrum hut, while very
So. as a quick check, and using a -kHz. left- and -right
effective, they are also relatively complex and expensive.
track on a CD test recording as a signal source. I fed it
1
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through to a relatively late model stereo
casette deck. This done, I picked out
seven different cassettes, ranging from
an ancient bargain store ferric tape
through chrome and ferrichrome to pure
metal, and proceeded to record a test
segment on each one, at 0 dB level.
On playback, two of the cassettes returned 0 dB, two more -1.0 dB, the
other three reading -4.0 to -4.5 dB. On
an aging Sony deck, the same pattern
was evident except that the readings
ranged from -1.0 dB to -6.5 dB. The
latter readings were repeated when the
Sony recordings were played back on
the late model deck.
While the spread was small, the figures left open the likelihood that, given
a wider selection of cassettes, and input
signals less predictable than a kHz
sinewave, more serious tracking discrepancies would have become evident.
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flect the frequency distribution of the
meter drive signal and the influence of
Fig. 3- Illustrating the connection between program
supersonic bias level.
waveform. level -meter readings. and subjective loundness,
as discussed in the text. (From a White Paper by TEAC).
A mid -frequency sinewave test is singularly unrevealing in that it involves
only one frequency, with no conflict
causing them to sound subjectively much louder than other
between rms, average, and peak values and only moderate
material.
sensitivity to bias level.
While it is possible, particularly with LED and bargraph
When attempting to measure the amplitude of an audio
to convey information about both average and
in
indicators,
illustrated
as
different,
program signal, things are quite
peak amplitude, cassette deck manufacturers have to consider
Fig. 3, reproduced from a TEAC White Paper (1975).
cost and the need to present non -technical users with a non A program signal may contain very high amplitude peaks
than
confusing (even if compromised) readout.
(or transients) without sounding subjectively louder
They may also need to decide, rather arbitrarily, how best
a
conMoreover,
such
peaks.
without
another program
to compensate the frequency response of the metering circuit
ventional VU meter may give little hint of the peaks which, in
to take account of the anticipated frequency law of the signal
extreme cases, could extend into the tape overload region,
being monitored.
resulting in signal crushing and distortion.
In my own case, the analog meters on the aging Sony deck
meter
reading
peakhand,
a
predominantly
On the other
would appear to be reading about 1.5 dB higher in record
may induce the operator to raise the level of non -peak signals,
mode with a -kHz sinewave than the bargraphs in the late
model deck; in consequence, the flux level on an ex -Sony
tape is down by that amount. But how the respective meters
LF1333Hz1 0
would react or be interpreted with program input would be
DISTORTION
anybody's guess.
SIGNAL
On playback, to the extent that high- frequency energy
OUTPUT
contributes to the meter reading, it must be influenced by the
high -frequency response of the tape, head and preamplifier.
HF
But high- frequency response, in turn, is linked intimately
with bias level, probably to a greater degree than is corn monly allowed for.
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Fig. 4 -Mid- and high- frequency signal level, noise,
and distortion are plotted against bias current. An
acceptable or "optimum" bias level is indicated.

Figure 4 shows mid- and high -frequency response, noise
and distortion plotted against the level of supersonic bias. The
coordinates will vary from tape to tape, but the shape of the
curves remains substantially the same.
(Continued on page 96)

DIGITAL
FUNDAMENTALS
We

get into the heart of a microcomputer
to discover what makes it tick

LESSON 8:

Introduction to Microprocessors
By Louis E. Frenzel, Jr.

AS

you

HAVE SEEN IN PREVIOUS LESSONS, DIGITAL CIR-

cuits are a collection of gates and flip -flops wired together to
accept binary inputs from some source, process them, and
generate one or more new outputs that will perform some
useful function. There is nearly an infinite variety of ways that
the various logic elements can be interconnected to process
the inputs. The process itself may be nothing more than
simple decoding or multiplexing performed by a combinational circuit. Or the circuit may be of the more complex
sequential type that performs various timing and sequencing
operations. In either case, as shown in Fig. I, we can represent the circuit with a "black box."
The inputs can come from a variety of sources: From a
keyboard, switches of one type or another, transducers that
sense various physical values, or binary information from
some other piece of equipment that may be under test,
evaluation, or analysis. The outputs may operate displays
such as LED's, LCD's or CRT's; or drive actuators such as
relays, solenoids or motors. Or they may simply be binary
words that will be transferred to another piece of equipment
for storage or further manipulation.
So far, we have assumed that the digital circuits would be
made up of individual integrated circuits: gates and flip -flops,

functional MSI circuits, PLA's or other LSI or VLSI circuits.
The circuit may be combinational, sequential, or a mix of the
two. However, there is an option to using conventional logic
circuits, and that option is called a microcomputer. In this
lesson, we are going to discuss microcomputers and show
how they can be used to replace large collections of more
conventional digital IC's connected to form a custom circuit
for some dedicated application. In subsequent lessons, we
will cover microcomputer input/output techniques and programming.

represent numbers to be used in calculations or information
that must be stored or retrieved, such as ASCII text. Or the
data may be simply random collections of binary signals that
represent input information that must be processed in some
way.

Processing refers to the way the data is manipulated. In its
simplest form, processing may simply refer to the storage and
retrieval of the data. Other kinds of processing might be
mathematical operations, like addition or subtraction, or
logical operations such as AND, OR, XOR, and inversion.
Processing may also mean operations such as searching,
sorting, editing, or pattern matching.
Digital circuits, as we have defined them in this series,
meet this definition because they process data, and they may
be designed to perform any of the above mentioned functions. Although a digital computer can perform the same
functions, it does so in a somewhat different way. The key
element in the definition of a digital computer is that the
processing or manipulation takes place automatically. The
digital computer is set up ahead of time by programming,
which specifies the way in which the data is going to be
processed. We can accomplish our processing objective by
replacing the black box in Fig. I with a digital computer. The
processing is automatic and preprogrammed.

Classifying Digital Computers
There are three basic types of digital computers: mainframes, minicomputers, and microcomputers. Mainframes,
of course, are the large computers used in business and
government for large data processing tasks: they are used for
financial and accounting systems, storage, retrieval and manipulation of customer credit files, airline reservations, and

What is a Microcomputer?
A microcomputer is a miniature digital computer made
with an LSI integrated circuit, which contains most of the
circuitry ordinarily associated with a digital computer. This
special LSI circuit is known as a microprocessor. We will
speak more about microprocessors in just a minute, but first,
let's talk about digital computers in general.
A digital computer is an electronic device that processes
data. Data, of course, refers to binary words or numbers that

DIGITAL
DIGITAL

OUTPUTS

INPUTS

Fig.1 -When we are interested primarily in input and
ouput signals, we can use a "black box" to represent some

kind of digital circuit, combinational or sequential,
that processes the inputs to generate new outputs.
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the like. Mainframes are super fast in their processing and
store enormous amounts of data.
Minicomputers are smaller than mainframes but still very
large and powerful. Because of their very high speed, they are
generally associated with problem -solving in scientific and
engineering applications. However, they are also used for

business data processing and other functions.
Microcomputers are the smallest classification of digital
computers. These are low in cost and small in size. The most
visible type is the personal computer, which is used for a wide
variety of data processing operations.
The type of microcomputer we are most interested in, at
least for this series, is a special version usually referred to as a
dedicated controller: a microcomputer that is designed to
perform a specific function; usually preprogrammed to take
care of a very definite processing function. This type of
microcomputer is not general purpose in nature like a personal computer and cannot be used with a variety of software
packages. Instead, this kind of microcomputer is built into a
piece of equipment and difficult to distinguish from the
hardware itself. It is simply the control circuitry for the
equipment that happens to be implemented by the microcomputer. In other words, the microcomputer replaces more
conventional digital logic circuitry that in previous years
might have been implemented with individual gates, flip flops, and MSI circuits. Dedicated microcomputer controllers
are found in all kinds of equipment, such as TV sets, stereo
hi -fi systems, auto dashboards and emission control systems,
photocopiers, and so on.
In any case, the key distinguishing characteristic of a
microcomputer is that it is implemented with a special LSI
device known as a microprocessor.

Digital Computer Organization
As shown in Fig. 2, a digital computer is made up of four
basic sections: the memory, the control section, the arithmetic/logic unit, and the input /output unit. Let's take a brief
look at each of these sections.

Memory
The memory in a microcomputer is usually a combination
of both RAM and ROM. The semiconductor memory devices
described in a previous lesson are those used with microcomputers.
The memory is used to store two types of information: data
and instructions.

Data represents those binary numbers or words that are to
ASCII codes
for the text of a written document, or simply random collections of binary signals that represent inputs or outputs that are
collected and organized as binary words. In any case, it is the
data words stored in the memory that will be manipulated by
the computer.
Instructions, which are stored in either RAM or ROM, are
unique to computers. They are special binary codes that tell
the computer how to manipulate the data. For example, an
instruction may be an 8-bit binary number. With 8 -bits, 256
be processed. They may be numerical values,

different instructions could be represented, which might
specify arithmetic operations such as addition and subtraction, a logical operation such ati AND or xotc, or data movement operations that cause binary words to be moved into or
out of memory or cause transfers between registers. All
computers have a special repertoire of these special codes
known as an instruction set. They define the architecture of
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2- Regardless of its type, mini, micro, or whatever.
computer is made up of four sections: the memory, a
control section, an arithmetic logic unit, and an
input output unit. The control section can be a
central processing unit (CPU), or a microprocessor.
Fig.
a

the computer and provide a wide range of ways in which the
data can be manipulated.
To process data, a number of instructions are written
sequentially and stored away in memory. Such a sequential

list of instructions is called a program. A program defines a
specific sequence of operations that process the data in some
way. The purpose of the computer is to sequentially interpret
and execute these instructions stored in memory and this, in
turn, accomplishes the processing.
This approach to digital processing is generally known as
the stored program concept. It was invented by a mathematician, John Von Neumann, and is the basis of operation for all
digital computers.

Control
The control section of the digital computer fetches the
instructions stored in memory one at a time, interprets them,
and executes them in sequence. The control unit gets one
instruction from memory, decodes it and determines which
function is to be performed. It then issues control signals to
the other sections of the computer so that the specified
operations are carried out.

Arithmetic -Logic
The arithmetic /logic section is the section of the digital
computer that generally carries out most processing operations. It is usually made up of a set of registers where the data
to be manipulated is temporarily stored. In turn, these registers drive an arithmetic /logic unit (ALU), which is a collection of logical circuits that perform mathematical and logical
operations. Serial shift and rotate operations can also be
performed. It is usually the ALU that receives signals from
the control unit to perform the operation specified by the
instruction.
As shown in Fig. 2, the control and ALU's are closely
related and interconnected. For the most part, they can be
treated as a single block or section. The combination is
usually called a central processing unit. or CPU. A micro-

processor is simply a single chip LSI integrated circuit CPU,
which is sometimes referred to as a microprocessing unit, or
MPU.
I/O
The input/output section of a digital computer is used to
communicate with external circuits and equipment. Inputs to
be processed are fed to the I/O section and either stored in
memory or processed directly by the CPU. Binary words that
are to be transferred to some external circuit or device are
transferred from the memory or the CPU to the external
equipment via the I/O section. The I/O section is, of course,
controlled by the CPU by way of special input/output instructions.
A Typical Micro

The typical microcomputer consists of a single chip microprocessor, a set of RAM chips, and one or more ROM's that
contain a dedicated control program. The input/output section is usually implemented with multiple integrated circuits
specifically designed to interface the microcomputer to the
external circuits or equipment involved in the application.
Most microcomputers, therefore, are made up of multiple
integrated circuits mounted on a printed -circuit board which
is part of the equipment being controlled. Usually there are
no floppies, CRTs, or the like.
For small, dedicated applications, special single -chip microcomputers can be used. These single chip LSI devices
contain not only the CPU, but also ROM where the dedicated
control program is stored, a small amount of RAM where
data can be stored temporarily, and a variety of input/output
circuits, which attach to the equipment being controlled. A
good example of an application is the microcomputer used in
most printers.

Most arithmetic and logic operations involve two operands. (Operand is just the name of a number to be involved in
an arithmetic or logic computation.) For example, an add
operation involves the two numbers to be summed. One of
the two operands is stored in the accumulator while the other
is stored in memory. The two operands are then used in the
desired operation. The result of the operation, in this case the
sum, is stored back in the accumulator. The operand previously stored in the accumulator is lost.
The ALU in most microprocessors is capable of carrying
out addition and subtraction as well as the basic logic operations AND, OR, XOR, and complement. Other computer instructions are used to manipulate data in the accumulator. For
example, the accumulator can be cleared (set to zero), incremented, or decremented. Also, data can be transferred from a
desired memory location to the accumulator or taken from the
accumulator and stored in a desired memory location.
The arithmetic /logic section also permits data in the accumulator to be shifted or rotated to the right or to the left of a
given number of bit positions.
DATA /INSTRUCTIONS
TO /FROM MEMORY

INSTRUCTION
REGISTER

-1

PROGRAM COUNTER

INSTRUCTION
DECODER

co

How a Microprocessor Works
Figure 3 shows a block diagram of a generic microprocessor, or central processing unit (CPU). The microprocessor has been divided into its two primary sections: the
arithmetic/logic section and the control section.
The control section of the CPU contains the instruction
register and the program counter. The program counter holds
the address of the memory location where an instruction is
stored. To execute a program, the program counter is set to
the address that designates the location of the first instruction
in the program. The contents of the program counter is then
transferred to an address register in memory. The address is
decoded, usually on the RAM or ROM chips, and that
location in memory is enabled. The instruction stored there is
transferred over the data bus into the instruction register. The
instruction decoder looks at the instruction word and identifies the function to be performed. The timing and control
circuits in the control section then generate the appropriate
control pulses that cause the desired action to be carried out.
Once the instruction has been executed, the program counter
is incremented so that the next instruction in sequence is
fetched, then executed. This process continues until the program is fully executed.
The arithmetic /logic section of the computer consists of a
main working register called the accumulator and the arithmetic /logic unit (ALU). The arithmetic/logic section carries
out most of the operations designated by the computer's
instruction set. All data transfers and arithmetic /logic operations take place in the accumulator.

ADDRESS TO MEMORY

TIMING &
CONTROL CKTS

!!!li

CONTROL SIGNALS
TO ALL OTHER
SECTIONS

CONTROL
SECTION

ACCUMULATOR
REGISTER

ARITHMETIC-LOGIC SECTION

J

3-A CPU generally provides two independent functions:
control section and an arithmetic logic unit which
are interconnected through an external data bus.
Fig.
a

Typical Microprocessors
Now let's take a look at a real microprocessor: in fact, we
will examine two units which are similar in architecture and
design. The first is the 6800. (Although introduced in the
mid- I970's, it is still in use today.) The 6800 was used in
some of the earlier personal computers, among them the
MITS Altair 680, Southwest Technical Products SWTP
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6800, and the Wavemate, but it has virtually disappeared in
this application. One of its successors, the 6809, is used in
some of Radio Shack's less expensive personal computers
(e.g. Color Computer). However, the 6800 is widely used as a
dedicated controller.
The other microprocessor we will look at is the 6502. This
CPU was designed by the same group who created the 6800.
They left Motorola and developed the 6502 for MOS Technology. The 6502 is an improved or optimized version of the
6800. It, too, was widely used in early personal computers,
among others the KIM -I, Apple I, Commodore PET, and
Atari 400/600. It, or one of its variations, is still used in
personal computers such as the Apple Ile /c and Commodore
64/128.
Both the 6800 and 6502 have an architecture and operation
that is simple and straightforward. In fact, it is essentially the
same as the generic CPU described earlier, which makes it
easy to understand and use.
The 6800 and 6502 are 8 -bit microprocessors. (All microprocessors are rated or ranked by the basic number of bits
they process simultaneously.) That is, data transfers and
arithmetic or logic operations are made on parallel 8-bit
binary numbers or words. The 6800 and 6502 have 8 -bit
internal registers, an 8 -bit ALU and an 8 -bit data bus over
which all data transfers between CPU, memory and I/O take
place. (There are also 16 and 32 -bit microprocessors.)
A general block diagram of each of these microprocessors
is shown in Fig. 4. Note that only the main registers are
shown. These will be explained next.

CPU Registers
The most predominant circuit in a microprocessor is the
register, which is capable of storing one binary word. Some
registers can also perform auxiliary operations such as counting or shifting. The register is the main processing element in
a CPU. As the various data and instruction words are moved
from one place to another they are typically passed through or
temporarily stored in the various registers. As data is processed, words are transferred into and out of these registers
from external sources such as the memory and I/O devices. In
addition, interregister transfers in the CPU also occur during
processing. The registers make up a major portion of any
CPU and, therefore, set its architecture.
All microprocessors have three basic registers: the program
counter (PC); the instruction register (IR); and the accumulator (ACC). Figure 4 shows the register structure for the
6800 and 6502. Let's look at each.

Program Counter
The program counter (PC) contains the address of the next
instruction to be fetched. As each instruction in a program is
fetched and executed, the program counter is incremented so
that it points to the next instruction in sequence. The program
counter also specifies how many bytes of RAM and ROM a
CPU can address. The PC's output is sent to the memory
where it selects a desired word. In the 6800 and 6502, the PC
holds a I6 -bit word, therefore, 2 raised to the the 16th power,
or 65,536 (64K) words of RAM and/or ROM can be addressed.

Instruction Register
When the CPU fetches an instruction word from memory
to be executed, that word is stored in the instruction register
(IR). The word is then decoded to determine which operation
is to be performed. In the 6800/6502 the instruction register
holds an 8 -bit instruction word or op code as it is called.

Accumulator
he accumulator

is the basic processing register of the
microcomputer. Words to be used in arithmetic or logic
operations are stored in the accumulator. Data transfers to or
from memory and input /output devices are also passed
through the accumulator. The accumulator size in the 6800
and 6502 is 8 -bits.
While all microcomputers contain at least one accumulator
register, some contain multiple accumulators. By using more
than one accumulator significant increases in computer speed
can be achieved. Also, programs written for multiple accumulator machines typically involve fewer instructions and
less programming effort, which significantly improves utilization of available memory space. The 6800 has two accumulators, the 6502 has one. Some CPU's have sets of 8 or
16 accumulators usually called general- purpose registers.
All microcomputers feature these basic registers or some
combination of them. However, all modern microprocessors
feature additional registers, which further improve operations. Let's look at some of these additional registers that
improve efficiency and performance.

Index Register
An index register stores a binary word that is used in
address-modification operations. Typically, the contents of
the index register is added to or subtracted from the address
associated with an instruction. The index register contents
can be loaded from memory, stored in memory, incremented,
6502
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or decremented with special index register instructions. This
process of using an index register for address modification
operations is called indexing. By using an index register, the
number of instructions used in some programs can be significantly reduced. This is particularly true where sequential
operations on a list or table of data are to be performed. The
6800 has one 16 -bit index register, the 6502 has two.

Status Register
The status or condition -code register is a group of flip -flops
that are either set or reset-depending upon the outcome of
processing operations in the ALU. As arithmetic, logic or
shift operations are performed, the various status flip -flops
are set or reset to indicate a specific machine state. The status
word may be monitored and stored so that the condition of the
computer at a given time can be determined.
The various flip -flops in that status word can also be tested
under program control so that the program being executed
can be modified. Jump or branch conditions that change the
program sequence are usually determined by the information
stored in the status register. Some of the conditions monitored
by the condition -code register are arithmetic operations, such
as: accumulator equals zero, carry out of most significant bit
of the accumulator, accumulator overflow, and accumulator
negative. In the 6800 and 6502, the status or condition code
register contains 8 -bits.

Stack Pointer
The stack pointer is a 16 -bit address register that is used to
reference some particular part of the microcomputer's random- access memory. The stack itself is a specific portion of
memory set aside to temporarily store data in a particular
sequence. The stack pointer is used to address this data when
it is being stored or retrieved.
The stack is set aside especially for stack operations and is
not used to store ordinary sequences of instructions or data.
The stack itself has no fixed size. The number of memory
locations used by the stack depends upon how it is used.
The stack is a last -in, first -out (LIFO) memory. The data
words to be stored in the stack are written and retrieved
sequentially so that the last item stored is the first item to be
retrieved; the first data item stored will be the last retrieved.
The stack pointer register is used to determine the limits of
the stack and to identify specific word locations in the stack.
In the 6800 and 6502 microprocessors, the stack pointer
register is I6 -bits, and can point to any one of 65,536 different memory locations. This means that the stack can be
located anywhere within the maximum addressing range of
the microprocessor. To set up the boundaries of the stack, the
stack pointer register is usually loaded under program control
with special instructions used for this purpose. Once the
stack pointer has been initialized, it is then incremented or
decremented to access sequential memory locations. Stack
store and retrieve operations are called push and pull (or pop)
respectively.

The Instruction Set
The instruction set is the complete list of instructions that a
microcomputer is capable of executing. Ea'h instruction
defines a unique set of operations that takes plàce each time
the instruction is executed. The programmer uses the instruction set to develop complete programs that perform a desired
process, calculation, or control function.
It is the instruction set that really defines the architecture of

microcomputer. It determines the number and types of
registers and the logic circuits and how they are all interconnected. The instruction set for each microcomputer is fixed
and is unique to that device.
a

Types of Instructions
There are two basic types of instructions used in microcomputers: memory reference and non -memory reference. A
memory- reference instruction identifies some particular
memory location where the operand to be used by that
instruction is stored. The instruction usually contains an
address that designates the location of the operand. For
example, an ADD instruction contains an address that points
to one of the operands to be added. The other operand is
usually in the accumulator. A non -memory reference instruction does not have an address associated with it. This type of
instruction simply defines a type of operation to be performed
somewhere in the computer. The location of any data to be
used, if any, is usually in a CPU register.
Instructions are further classified by the types of operations
that they perform. Some of the specific types of instructions
are listed below.
Data Movement Instructions-specify data transfers from
one location to another. The transfers can take place between
internal registers or between the internal registers and the
computer's memory.
Arithmetic/Logic Instructions-identify unique arithmetic
and logic operations such as add, subtract, logical AND,
compare, or other operations. Data shift and rotate operations
are usually included in this class of instructions.
Decision -Making Instructions -test for certain conditions
in the machine and cause the sequence of the program to be
modified. If the test condition is met-the operation specified by the instruction is performed, otherwise, the next
instruction in sequence is executed. Usually, the operation is
a jump or branch operation that causes the microcomputer to
begin executing a sequence of instructions different from the
normal sequence specified by the program. Such instructions
give the computer intelligence by allowing it to make decisions based on conditions that exist in the CPU or external

circuits.
Input /Output Instructions -cause data transfers to take
place between the CPU and the I/O interface. 'instructions for
handling interrupts are usually included in this instruction
class. Not all microprocessors have I/O instructions. For
example, the 6800 and 6502 do not have I/O instructions as
such; they simply use the data movement instructions to
implement data transfers to external devices and circuits.
Instruction -Word Formats
microcomputers have a
basic fixed word length. The 6800 and 6502 microprocessors
feature an 8 -bit word. The memory is organized as many
sequential storage locations for 8 -bit words. These words
(bytes) may be data or instructions. Usually data words are 8
bits or less in length. However, this limits the number size to a
maximum of 255; additional memory locations may be allocated if greater number sizes are required. For example, two
sequential memory locations can be used to store a I6 -bit
word, thereby increasing the number size up to 32,767.
(One -half of the word would be stored in each of the two
adjacent memory locations.) However, keep in mind that the
microcomputer will only process 8 bits of data at a time.
Instruction words are similar. Some instructions can be
defined by a single 8-bit word. Others require two or three
sequential 8 -bit words. Figure 5 shows the three most com-
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monly used instruction word formats. In Fig. 5A, a single 8bit word defines an instruction. This byte usually contains the
specific bit pattern that causes some unique
op code
to
take place. Such single -word instructions are
operation
usually non -memory reference instructions since they do not
contain an address. Figure 5B shows a two -byte instruction.
The first 8 bits define the op code. The second 8 -bit word in
an adjacent memory location usually contains an address or
the operand to be processed. When the instruction is executed, the operand stored in the second word location is
used. If the second word is an address, it references some
location in memory where the operand is stored. Figure 5C
shows a three -byte instruction. As usual, the first 8 -bit word
contains the op code. The next two 8 -bit words contain a 16bit address. This I6 -bit address identifies the memory location where the operand is stored.

the maximum number of memory locations that can be referenced. In the 6800 and 6502, the address word size is 16 bits,
thereby permitting a total of 65,536 words (64K bytes) to be
addressed. Direct addressing is sometimes referred to as
absolute addressing.

Addressing Modes

In the relative addressing mode, the effective address of the
operand to be used by the instruction is computed by adding
the direct address in the instruction word itself to the contents
of the program counter. The address in the instruction word is
used to specify a displacement from the address of the instruction currently being executed. This address, of course, is
contained in the program counter. The position of the operand
is located with respect to the instructions being executed by
the amount of the displacement of the instruction word. This
method of addressing permits the program and the associated
data to be relocated anywhere in memory without changing
the direct addresses in the program. The relocation of the
program is simply a matter of adjusting the value of the
program counter.

-a

Another important part of the architecture of a microcomputer is the way that it addresses data or instruction words.
The more different ways that memory words can be referenced, the more powerful and flexible the computer is. Many
of the addressing modes greatly speed up and simplify the
processing operations. The following is a description of the
addressing modes used in most microcomputers including
the 6800 and 6502.

Implied
No specific address is used with implied addressing, instead, the location of the operand to be used in the processing
is implied by the instruction itself. Implied addressing is used
with non -memory reference instructions. With these instructions, the operand is usually already stored in a register that is
the subject of the given instruction. For example, ac-

cumulator increment, decrement, or shift instructions imply
that the operation is to take place on the operand stored in the
accumulator.

Immediate
Immediate addressing assumes that the operand is contained within the instruction itself, usually as the second byte
of a two -byte instruction word. With this arrangement, the
operand is available immediately for processing, thereby
eliminating the need to address memory and to perform a read
operation prior to executing the instruction. Immediate instructions speed up computation.

Direct
When the direct addressing mode is used, the address bits
of the instruction word. The address may be simply
the second 8-bit byte of a two-byte instruction, or the address
may be defined as the second and third bytes of a three -byte
instruction. Direct addressing is the simplest and most intuitive of all the address modes, and it is the one most often
used. Remember, the total number of address bits determines
are a part
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5 -The number of 8 -bit (byte) instruction words
depends on the particular computer. A one byte word
provides only the op code. A two byte word provides
the op code and an address or operand to be
processed. A three byte word provides both
the op code and a 16 -bit address.

Fig.

Register
In register addressing, the op code specifies
where the operand is stored.

a

register

Register Indirect
In this address mode, the instruction op code specifies a
register that contains the address of the operand. This register
must be loaded with the proper memory address prior to
executing the instruction.

Relative

Indexing
Indexing or indexed addressing was discussed earlier in
connection with the index register. As you recall, the effective address designating the storage location of the operand is
formed by adding the address in the instruction word to the
contents of the index register. Index registers can be loaded,
stored, incremented, or decremented-by using special index register instructions. In addition, the contents of the index
register may also be tested by decision- making instructions.

Making a Microcomputer With a Microprocessor
The microprocessor, or MPU, is just a CPU. To form a
complete computer, memory, I/O and other circuits must be
added.
The MPU is usually indicated as a single box, as shown in
Fig. 6. The MPU communicates with the other circuits by
way of many input and output lines. These lines are typically
organized as buses. For example, all 8 -bit data transfers into
and out of the MPU take place over the data bus. (The data
bus is 8 lines over which data can travel in either direction.)
Another group of 16 lines on the MPU forms the address
bus. An address from the program counter or other source in
the MPU is put on the bus and sent to RAM, ROM, or an I/O

4

Fig. 6 -The microprocessor communicates
with the memory and input output functions
through a data bus, an address bus,
and a control bus. The control bus
provides the functions other than data
transfers and memory addressing.
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7- Program

instructions for the computer are stored

in memory in sequential order. An individual address
might contain an op code, a data value, or another
65535

address where the program stores or retrieves data.

77 (SUM)

device. The address identifies and enables a memory location
or I/O circuit, which will accept data from or send data to the

MPU.
The remaining lines of the MPU are collectively known as
the control bus. These input and output signals are used to

control MPU operation.

Executing

a

Program

To complete our discussion of microprocessor operation,
let's take a look at how a 6800 or 6502 would execute a simple
program. Refer to Fig. 7. This shows several bytes of RAM
where the program is stored. In memory locations 0 and 1, a
load accumulator (LDA) instruction is stored. The first byte
contains the op code, the second contains the data value (14)
to be transferred to the accumulator. This instruction uses
immediate addressing.
Locations 2 and 3 hold an add (ADD) instruction. Byte 2 is
the op code, byte 3 is the data word (63) to be added to the
value in the accumulator.
Locations 4, 5, and 6 hold a store (STA) instruction. Byte
4 is the op code, while bytes 5 and 6 form a I6 -bit address that
tells where in RAM the contents of the accumulator will be
stored.

-is

To start the program, the program counter-the PC
loaded with 0 so that it will access the first instruction in the
program. Byte 0 is loaded into the instruction register and
decoded. The PC is incremented and the data in byte is
loaded into the accumulator.
The PC is incremented again. The ADD instruction is
fetched from byte 2 and put into the instruction register. After
decoding, the PC is incremented and the data in byte 3 is
accessed, then added by the ALU to the data word in the
accumulator. The sum 77 appears in the accumulator.
The PC is incremented again to fetch the STA instruction in
byte 4. The op code is loaded into the instruction register.
Next, the PC is incremented twice to bring in bytes 5 and 6.
Together they form a I6-bit address (65,535) that is sent to the
RAM instead of the PC content. This enables the selected
RAM location. The sum in the accumulator is sent via the
data bus to this location. The program ends at this point.
1

The Next Lesson
In the next lesson we will cover I/O operations. Then, in
the final lesson, we will examine other 6800 and 6502 instructions and show you the processes used to create pro-

grams that perform a variety of functions.

SHORT QUIZ ON DIGITAL FUNDAMENTALS -LESSON 8: INTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCESSORS
1.

A microprocessor is an LSI

2. The four major parts of a digital computer are:
a.

b

c.

d

3. A CPU is made up of the

section and
section.
4. The two kinds of information stored in a computer
memory are
and
words.
the

5. A program is a sequential list of
that
performs a specific function.
6. The main processing register in a CPU is the
7. The register that points to the next instruction to be
fetched and also determines maximum memory size is

called the

(Continued on page 99)
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Wirewrap

For designing, prototyping, and
components, the wirewrap approach

Your

¡HERE'S NOTHING THAT INSURES THE RELIABILITY AND
integrity of solid -state projects as well as printed- circuit
construction. However, there are times when making a
printed- circuit board simply isn't worth the time and effort;
for instance, when building a prototype of your design.
If you only want to experiment with a small part of a
project in an entirely different circuit, or you want to fiddle
with and tweak various circuit values and parameters before
you lock in a design on a printed -circuit board, you'll probably find that it's faster and more convenient to use wirewrap
connections.

Projects
By Herb Friedman

Wirewrap Technique
Wirewrap is a wiring system in which the various circuit
components are interconnected by literally wrapping (see
photos) exceptionally-thin, solid, insulated wires around individual components and terminals. Several wrapped connections can be stacked on each terminal. Since the
interconnections are generally unsoldered, they can be readily changed, or even opened, so that additional components
can be easily added to the circuit. If you think you'll have
need to remove a connection, make certain it's on top of the
stack because it's difficult to unwrap connections from the
bottom. The connections are so reliable and so convenient to
modify that it is usually the method by which most electronic
projects are originally prototyped by their designers.
Unfortunately, wirewrap connections cannot be made to
conventional terminals and leads, which are primarily intended for soldering; the technique requires sockets and
terminal pins specifically intended for wrapped connections.
Although the socket leads and terminals appear similar to
conventional hardware meant for soldering, on close inspec-

Several wrapped connections can be stacked on each
terminal. If you :hink you'll need to remove a connection,
make certain it's on top of the stack; its difficult
to unwrap connections from the bottom.

Except for the relatively long terminals having square
corners. which bite into the tightly wrapped wire. wirewrap
IC sockets are similar to conventional sockets.

If you're using non -foil perfboard, place a drop of adhesive
in the center of the socket and "squish" the socket onto the
board. When the adhesive dries the socket will be secure.
1
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Although somewhat expensive, automated tools are used for
commercial wirewrap connections. But, hobbyists can do an
equally good job with a simple (manual) hand tool. The
longer end wraps the connection. the shorter end unwraps.
A small stripper in the center of the wirewrap tool is
used to safely remove the Kynar insulation.

building circuits containing only a few
to circuit construction is hard to beat.
tion, you'll find that wirewrap leads and terminals are relatively long and square (having four sharp corners that bite
into the wrapped wire connection).
The wire used for the wirewrap connections is usually solid
#30 wire covered with Kynar
thin, unusually rugged,
plastic insulation that must be removed with a special tool
because it's so tough. Trying to strip Kynar insulation from
#30 wire with conventional diagonal cutters or a wire stripper, you are almost guaranteed to cut through the wire every
time. While a high-speed, automatic wrapping tool is usually
used by engineers when prototyping, the wire can be manually wrapped on terminals using an inexpensive tool, like
that shown, which is available from local electronic parts
distributors and Radio Shack.

-a

Wirewrap wire can de purchased on rotas (with or without
a plastic case. containing a cutte- and stripper) or
in packs of pre-cut and pre -stripped lengths. which
come in vssorted co ors.

1,:
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Tools and Materials
Although automated tools used for commercial wirewrap
connections are somewhat expensive, hobbyists can do an
equally good job with a manual wirewrap tool. One side of
the tool (the longer end) is used to wrap the wire, the other
side (the short end) is for unwrapping. (It's very difficult to
unwrap a wire without causing damage if you don't have an
"unwrap" tool.) In the center of the tool is a small wire
stripper specifically designed to remove the Kynar insulation
without damaging the wire. To make a wirewrap connection,
the wire is first inserted in the tool, then the tool is slipped
over the terminal, spun a few times, and then removed,
leaving behind a tightly wrapped wire connection that's
every-bit as reliable as a solder connection.
Oh yes, when you're planning your wirewrap project, keep
in mind that you can't pass heavy current through #30 wire;
(Continued on page 93)

-

kids of "pass -thru" terminals are commonly available,
both o' which are intended fcr PC wiring boards and must be
soldered in positio t. One kind permits wirewrap connections
on boll ends, hence. both sides of the board. The other kind
has a U -clamp on cne end. which cal be used to support small
soldered components I ke resistors, or connections to external
equipment. The opoosi:e enc is for conventional wirewrap.
Two

To make a

wirewrap connection, the wire is first insertec

in the tool, then the tool is slipped over the terminal,
spun a few times, and then removed. What remains is
tightly wrapped wire connection that's every -bit as
reliable as a solder connection.

a

While you can install wirewrap sockets on conventional
perforated wiring board, it's a lot easier and more
convenient if you use a special Universal Pattern PC
Board, which has many different patterns of printed circuit
foils connecting limited groups of holes. The foils provide
bus connections and solder pads for small components such
as resistors, capacitors, etc.
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VIDEO
SWITCH
tired of the irritation usually
encountered when switching
one video source for another, try this
automatic video switch on for size.
If you're

By John and Gail Keker
['ANYONE WITH

A VIDEOGAME, HOME COMPUTER, OR ANY-

thing that uses one's television set as the monitor is familiar
with the standard slide- switch that is used to disconnect the
antenna when connecting the TV's RF input to a game or
computer output. Taped to the back of the television set, the
switch is often difficult to get at. Other types of switching
units have multiple inputs and outputs, but they can be
confusing to someone who is not familiar with what input
corresponds to which position on the control panel. Well, if
that little scenario sounds familiar to you, then you'll probably be interested in the Video Switch.
With the Video Switch, no longer is it necessary to dig
through a rat's nest of wires (behind the TV set) to find the
switcher that pulls your video system together. Nor do you
have to remember (or figure out) the switch settings on
commercial gadgets in order to use your system. The Video
Switch automatically does it for you; whenever you turn on
your game, computer, videodisc player, or whatever, its output takes priority over the antenna-derived signal (i.e., the
antenna is disconnected and the alternate source is fed to the
monitor). And when the alternate video source is no longer
detected, this little gizmo disconnects your video gizmo and
reconnects the antenna.

About The Circuit
Figure
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I

shows a schematic diagram of the Video Switch

circuit. At the heart of the circuit is a MC3356 FSK receiver
from Motorola. Although the unit is capable of many other
functions, in this application, it is used only to detect the
presence of a channel 3 carrier signal at the GAME IN input
(J3). The operation of the unit is simple: When the RF carrier
is detected, a high logic output appears at pin 15 of UI
(Squelch Status). The signal is then buffered to the VMOS
FET, QI, which can drive the CMOS inverter/buffer (U2), or
can be used as an "open- drain" output to drive a relay, or can
convert to a 5 -volt logic level.
When pin 15 of UI goes high, QI turns on, pulling pin 11 of
U2 -e low; in turn, pin 12 goes high. The output of U2 -e is fed
to U2 -f, forcing its output at pin 15 low. When U2 pin 12 is
high, DI is biased on, allowing the signal at J3 to flow
through C14, Dl, and out to J2 through C13. But when the
signal at J3 is removed, UI pin 15 goes low. That causes U2
pin 12 to go low and U2 pin 15 to go high. When U2 pin 15 is
high, it biases D2 on, allowing the signals at JI to flow
through C12, D2 and out to J2 through C13.

Construction
The circuit board should be mounted in a metal case and all
RF inputs and outputs must be standard F-type connectors.
The case can be grounded to the circuit through the connectors, and the mounting screw by using a conductive metal
standoff. The circuit grounding and the proper placement of
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-The schematic diagram of

IN

the Video Switch shows how truly simple the circuit really is. Contrary to
what you might have expected, the circuit uses very few parts, making it economical as well as convenient.
1

PARTS LIST FOR THE
SEMICONDUCTORS
D1, D2- 5082 -2835 (Radio Shack #276 -1124) Schottky
diodes H.P.
Q1- VN1OKM N- channel VMOS FET
U1- MC3356P wideband FSK reciever, integrated circuit
U2- MC4049UBCP hex inverter /buffer, integrated circuit
RESISTORS
(All resistors Y4 -watt, 5% fixed units, unless otherwise
noted.)
R1, R9, R10-470 -ohm
R2, R3, R11- 330-ohm
R4- 5000 -ohm, linear-taper potentiometer (Bourns
type 3299W)
R5- 47,000 -ohm
R8- 100,000 -ohm
R7- 1- Megohm

CAPACITORS

C1- 1000-p.F,
C2,

35-WVDC, aluminum electrolytic
35 -WVDC, tantalum

C15- 2.2-µF,

all RF lines and components are critical. which makes point to-point wiring of the circuit difficult.
Figure 2 shows an example of an acceptable printed -circuit
board, with a parts- placement diagram for the board appearing in Fig. 3. Capacitor CI is an aluminum electrolytic unit
that should remove (filter) any 60 -Hz ripple from the power
supply. C2 and CI5 are tantalum units. which are used tòr
decoupling power-line spikes and high -frequency noise.
These three capacitors must he installed with the correct
polarity. C3 and C4 should be NPO (temperature stable) type
capacitors for stability.
The values of R4 and R6 are chosen using the following

VIDEO SWITCH
C3- 22 -pF, NPO, ceramic disc
C4- 10-pF, NPO, ceramic disc
C5-C10, C12-C14- 0.01 -µF (Z5U) ceramic disc
C11- 0.1 -p.F, monolithic
ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
L1- #L33 -10 Amidon coil -form and #26 gauge magnet
wire
X1- SFE10.7MAS -Z 272 -1301 Maurata Erie ceramic filter
J1 J3-F -type connectors, PC -mount (or Panel mount)
Printed- circuit materials, metal cabinet (Radio Shack
#270 -251), 9 -volt battery -eliminator (power supply),
coax power jack, hook -up wire, hardware, solder, etc.
The following is available from Electronics Parts Outlets,
2815 Fondren, Houston, Texas, 77063:
Etched, drilled, and silkscreened printed -circuit board
for $8.00; MC3356P wideband receiver for $4.00; complete kit, containing all parts, except the case, power
supply, and power jack for $24.00. Texas resident please
add 5% sales tax. Please allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery.

criteria: As the amplitude of the RF input signal at J3 increases. the current out of UI pin 14 increases. The circuit
will actually switch (UI pin 15 going high) when the voltage
at UI pin 14 equals approximately 800 mV. When R6 equals
1200 ohms and R4 is a 50(X) -ohm potentiometer. switching
sensitivity can be set anywhere from 25 RV rms to 300 mV
rms. Resistor R5 provides a small amount of hysteresis to the
switching action.
F -type connectors JI J3 are printed- circuit board mountable in the author's prototype. which. when attached to the
case. provide all the support needed to hold the printed circuit board in place. You can use regular panel -mount
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2 -The printed- circuit board for the Video Switch
project is shown here full -scale for photocopying.

Fig.

3-The parts layout for the Video Switch. when used
conjunction with the photos, is extremely simple to
follow. Just make sure that the polaric components
(capacitors, diodes, etc.) are properly oriented.
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connectors instead, as long as you keep the wires as short as
possible and connect all the coax shields to ground. The extra
holes on the board for the F connectors can then be used for
mounting the board. If you would like to use an LED as a
switching- action indicator, you can connect it between U2
pin 10 and the + 9V supply (as shown in Fig. I). Remember to
use a current- limiting resistor or an LED with built -in current

limiting.
The VMOS FET (QI) can be replaced by an NPN
Darlington transistor with similar results. Inductor LI is an
Amidon type L33 -10 and should be wound with 5 -2/7 turns of
#26 gauge wire to produce an inductance of about .152 Rh.
That value along with C3 (a 22 -pF unit) and CS (10 pF) causes
the oscillator to operate at 71.95 MHz, which is equal to the
channel 3 carrier of 61.25 MHz, plus the 10.7 MHz IF. The
ceramic filter (XI) has a frequency stability between that of an
LC circuit and a crystal filter, but has an advantage over a
crystal in this application due to its lower input and output
impedances.

Calibration
Since there are only two adjustments to make, calibration
If you have an oscilloscope, place your probe
on UI pin 7 and, with the power on and the signal source
connected to J3, adjust LI for a peak in the 10.7 -MHz IF
signal. Then simply adjust R4 for good, positive switching
action when you turn the signal source (game, computer,
etc.) on and off. If no scope is available, remove R5 and set
R4 to its middle point. Now with the signal applied at 13, tune
LI for a peak in the DC voltage at UI, pin 14. If no discernible
peak is present, raise the resistance of R4 and try again. Then
install R5 and adjust R4 to switch when you turn the source

board for solder bridges, shorts, and cold- solder joints. Then
with all the RF lines disconnected, apply power, and check
for the supply voltage at U I, pins 4 and pin 6, and U2, pin I . If
there is no voltage present, check your power supply and reinspect your solder job. If the voltage is low, be sure that CI,
C2, C15, and the IC's are installed with the correct polarity. If
the power looks good, then determine whether U2, pin 12 or
pin 15 is high. If pin 12 is high (and pin 11 is low), set R4 to
zero ohms. If U2, pin 12 is still high, see if UI, pin IS is high,
if it isn't, check R7, R8, CII, and QI. If it is, check R4 and

off and on.

R6.

is very simple.

Troubleshooting
If the circuit does not work, first check the printed- circuit
80

The use of bracketed. printed- circuit -mounted connectors
allows the circuit to be easily mounted in its enclosure.
When the barrel of the connector is inserted through the
front -panel mounting hole and secured. the board is held
stationary and no additional mounting hardware is needed.

is high, then connect your game (computer,
etc.) to J3 and apply power. If U2, pin 15 stays high, check

If UI,

pin

15

(Continued on page 94)

3- CHANNEL
APPLIANCE
By Jim Stephens
e

CONTROLLER

Make your personal computer earn its keep
by programming it to do repetitive tasks

around the home, office, and workshop!

LITHE ABILITY OF A PERSONAL COMPUTER TO CRUNCH NUM bers and dazzle you with colorful game animations is fascinating indeed. However, have to admit that although I was
impressed for a while (as were so many others). I soon tired of
the beeps. chirps. and the endless space (Titters scurrying
across the screen. Surely. I thought, there was more to this
magic box than games and blinking lights. Then it dawned on
me: "Why not have the personal computer do its mechanical
share around the house?"
Placing household appliances under computer guidance is
not as difficult as you might think. With the right electronics.
all it took was a little imagination and a few hours of tinkering
to produce The 3- Channel Appliance Controller. The Controller. designed for use with the Commodore 64, is activated
by positive signals from the output port, and can easily be
used with most any home computer with the proper connections and program changes. The real problem is finding
things that easily lend themselves to computer control.
Since I hate mowing the lawn, that job headed the list of
tasks to be delegated to computer control. But, I soon realized that there had to be much simpler tasks (like making
coffee, turning on the radio or television, home -security
control. or the control of home lighting) that were just as
important and could be accomplished with less difficulty. If I
could get the computer could do that (I thought), other more
complicated tasks. like warming the auto engine on cold
Winter mornings. had to be only a few solder joints away.
1

My Plan of Attack
"11ík main task of the computer in this control scheme is to
control. through external hardware. the 117 -volt AC line
voltage. allowing many appliances to be started and stopped
according to the user's needs. The final project. a three channel control circuit, is connected as an interface between
the appliance and the host computer, which is programmed to
perform many of the constant repetitive tasks around the
home. With the ability to control three separate appliances at
once, things such as lights, recorders, and a television set
might be used as a simple home security (scare- alarm) sys-

tem. Additionally, a radio, coffee pot. and overhead light
could sound the morning wakeup call or start breakfast.
But, I must admit that the thought of trying to control 117
volts with a Commodore did give me some concern -after
all, I was asking a lot of a little five -volt computer. Since IO
amperes at 117 volts could fry the computer. it needed some
sort of protection scheme; not to mention that user safety is
also a prime consideration.

A Look at the

Circuit

of the 3- Channel
Controller circuit. Note the simplicity of the circuit. Since the
bits on the user port of the Commodore 64 are normally at
ground potential, and the optoisolator /couplers are connected
Figure

1

is a complete schematic diagram

such that a low is needed at pin 2 to turn them on, the output
of the computer is inverted before being fed to optoisolator/
couplers. The optoisolator/couplers are used to separate the
user port from the high voltage; thereby insuring that no high
voltage ever reaches the port if a short occurs in one of the

components.
Signals from the computer's output port are routed to
individual gates of a 4049 hex inverter buffer (UI). The
buffers (depending on which one is activated), in turn, output
a complementary signal that's fed to an MOC30I0 optoisolator /coupler. Within each MOC3010 optoisolator/cou pler is a light- emitting diode (LED) input and a light sensitive bilateral switch (diac) output. There are no physical
connections between the input and the output devices. The
output device is turned on by light radiation falling on the
light- sensitive area of the bilateral switch. By connecting the
computer to the triac only by a light beam, the computer is
completely isolated from the AC line voltage.
Let's analyze one channel. since all three are identical.
With the PBO's normally-low output applied to the input of
the inverter (Ula) at pin 3. its output is forced high. That
high. which is tied to pin 2 of U2. acts as a blocking voltage
and the optoisolator/coupler's internal LED remains off. But
when the incoming logic level goes high, the output of the
inverter is forced low, forward biasing the internal LED. With
81
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schematic diagram of the
Three -Channel Appliance Controller
shows an extremely simple circuit.
Nothing about it is critical. and part
substitutions can be made with little
or no trouble.
Fig.
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the LED turned on. radiation falls on the light- sensitive area
of the bilateral switch. causing it to conduct. With the optoisolator /coupler now conducting. a trigger is applied to the
gate of triac TRI. That causes the triac to turn on. applying
AC power to the appliance connected to SOI.
Although heavy-duty relays seemed the logical route to
take. the expense of units capable of the power- handling
capacity necessary convinced me that triacs with a rating of
6- amperes at 200 -volts (more than enough power for most
home appliance) had to be a cheaper way to go. Triacs are
solid -state devices that, effectively. perform like relays. in
that they can be used to cut power on and off.
The neon lamp. NEI, is used to indicate that AC power
(which is controlled by SI) is being fed to the circuit. The
small 180 -ohm resistors (R4-R6) are placed between pin 6
and the AC line to limit current to the optoisolator /coupler.
More channels could easily be added by repeating the
same pattern shown in Fig. I and using the remaining bits of
the output port along with the left over gates from UI.

Construction
The final circuit is hard -wired on heavy pertboard. Since
S03

S01

+VIN

there are so few connections, this type of point -to -point
wiring is a natural. The component layout on the perfboard is
not critical and can be done to suit the user. The optoisolator/
couplers and inverting buffers can be mounted in wirewrap
sockets and all of the low- voltage connections can be made
using wirewrapped techniques. Since the wires connected to
MTl and MT2 of the triac are expected to carry a good deal of
current, the use of heavy, stranded wire (AWG #I6 is recommended) is a necessity. And because the triac can get very
warm when heavy current is drawn, it's a good idea to use
heatsinks; we don't want your circuit to go into thermal
meltdown, now, do we? Silicon grease should be used between the heatsink and triac for better heat transfer.
Figure 2 shows pinout diagrams of the semiconductor
devices used in the project, as well as those of the Commodore 64's user port. Note that only three of the port bits are
used for control signals. The other bits of the port could be
used later as inputs sensors in more elaborate applications.
The only other connections required at the port are the + 5
volt and ground for the buffers and optoisolator/couplers. A
total of five wires are required from the computer to the
Appliance Controller in order to use all three channels.
The connector for the user port can be a standard 44 -pin
edge connector cut down to 24 pins, saving considerably on
the expense of buying a special 24-pin connector. Caution:
Always be certain that the connector is properly oriented and
double -check your wiring betbre applying power to the Controller. A shorted wire from the triac to the output port can
damage the computer no matter how many buffers you in-

clude.

INPUTS
FROM
USER PORT
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The Three -Channel Appliance Controller fits neatly into
almost any type enclosure. All inputs and outputs. the
power switch. and indicator mount to the walls of the
enclosure. Phone jacks are mounted on the rear panel.
through which power and input signals feed to the Controller.

TRI -TR3
WITH
HEAT SINKS

PARTS LIST FOR THE
3- CHANNEL APPLIANCE CONTROLLER

J1J4-Subminiature 3/32 -inch, phono jack

(optional)
(RS

NE1- Amber, neon panel lamp assembly
P1

#272 -707)
-3-conductor AC power plug with line cord

R1R3-330 -ohm,

'/4 -watt,

5% fixed resistor

R4 R6-180 -ohm, 1/4-watt, 5% fixed resistor
S1- Single -pole, single -throw 6 -A, 125 -volt switch
TR1 TR3 -4- ampere, 200 -PIV (Radio Shack
#276 -1001 or similar) triac
U1

-4049

CMOS hex inverter/buffer, integrated circuit
output, optoisolator/cou -

U2 U4- MOC3010 bilateral
pler

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
Perfboard or printed- circuit materials, enclosure, electrical cord (for high -voltage connections), wirewrap wire,
solder, hardware, etc.
1

OF 4

PLASTIC
STANDOFFS

The Enclosure
The finished board must be mounted inside an enclosure.
Although the author used an aluminum utility box, the heavy plastic type is probably the best way to go (non -conductive
material and all that). Since some of the wiring carries 117 volts AC, it's extremely important that the components and
solder connections not be allowed to contact the enclosure.
To reduce the hazard, connections to the triacs should have
lengths of heat -shrinkable tubing covering them, and all
conducting surfaces should be isolated from the walls of
metal cabinets by the use of insulating standoffs.
The appliance outlets, as well as the neon lamp and on /off
switch (SI) are mounted through the front panel of the enclosure, with the outlets attached directly to the triacs' MTI
and MT2 terminals. The connections at the outlets should be
covered liberally with clear, silicon- rubber compound. (Never remove the cover of the enclosure while the Controller is

plugged into an electrical outlet.)
The signals from the user port are provided through the
enclosure by means of three small earphone jacks on the back
panel of the enclosure, and is the same method used to get

The Controller's circuit board should be mounted on
standoffs, and all wiring insulated and kept away from
the enclosure walls to prevent shock hazard. Although
not necessary in all cases, it a good idea to mount
you
the triacs (TR1 -TR3) in heatsinks as shown
don't, you could be inviting thermal breakdown.

-if

+ 5-volt supply to the Controller's circuitry. Simply solder
four small phono plugs at the end of the ribbon cable running
from the port connector.

Testing The Controller
Once the Controller is completely wired and in its case, it
should be tested before being connected to the computer. If a
wiring error does exist you can correct it before it causes any
harm. With the Controller unplugged from the wall outlet and
the computer, turn power switch SI on, and with a VOM (set
to the R X 100 scale) connected across the terminals of PLI,
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Fig. 2 -These pinout diagrams, when used along with the
schematic diagram in Fig. 1, make the construction of the
Three-Channel Appliance Controller both fast and simple.
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TABLE

1- PROGRAM FOR

3- CHANNEL APPLIANCE CONTROLLER

100 REM THREE -CHANNEL APPLIANCE CONTROLLER
110 REM JIM STEPHENS - 1985
115 POKE 56579 ,255:POKE 56577 ,0
120 PRINT "ENTER PRESENT TIME - HR,MIN,SECS - 6 DIGITS ":INPUT Tit
130 GOSUB 620 :GOSUB 640: PRINT "RESTART IF TIME IS INCORRECT"
FOR CHANNEL ACTIVATION"
140 PRINT "(CURS DWN 3) ":PRINT "ENTER
150 PRINT "ENTER 0 FOR NO ACTIVATION"
160 PRINT "O.HANNEL A- ":INPUT A:PRINT "CHANNEL B- ":INPUT B
170 PRINT "CHANNEL C- ":INPUT C
180 GOTO 510
190 PRINT "ENTER NUMBER OF DAYS UNTIL ACTIVATION ": GOSUB 580
1

U
z
O
w
w

p

c
z.<
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200
210
220
225
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
500
510
530
550
560
570
580
590
600
605
610
620
630
640
650
660
700
710
720
730
740
750
760

GOSUB 620: GOSUB 710
PRINT "PLEASE READ CAREFULLY -ENTER S FOR START ": INPUT XS
"ENTER S OR BREAK ": GOTO 210
IF Xi = "S" THEN GOTO 310:PRINT
IF TIS= "235959" THEN GOTO 325
REM ACTIVATION CHECK ROUTINE
GET XS:IF XS = "R" THEN GOSUB 620: GOSUB 720
IF TIS= "235959" THEN P= P- 1:0= 0- 1:R =R -1
IF A =1 AND D =0 AND P =0 AND D<3 AND TIS> =GS THEN GOSUB 480:GOSUB 410
IF TIS> =JS AND D =1 THEN GOSUB 480:GOSUB 450:
D =3
IF B =1 -AND E =0 AND 0 =0 AND E<3 AND TIS> =HS THEN GOSUB 480:GOSUB 420
IF TIS> =KS AND E =1 THEN GOSUB 480:GOSUB 460:
E =3
IF C =1
AND F =0 AND R =0 AND F <3 AND TIS =IS THEN GOSUB 480:GOSUB 430
F =3
IF TIS> =LS AND F =1 THEN GOSUB 480:GOSUB 470:
GOSUB 640: GOTO 310
REM CHANNEL ACTIVATION
LET X= X +I:POKE 56577 ,X:D= I:PRINT "A ON ":RETURN
LET X= X +2:POKE 56577 ,X:E= 1:PRINT "B ON ":RETURN
LET X= X +4:POKE 56577 ,X:F= I:PRINT "C ON ":RETURN
REM CHANNEL DE- ACTIVATION
LET X= X- 1:POKE 56577 ,X:PRINT "A OFF ":RETURN
LET X= X- 2:POKE 56577 ,X:PRINT "B OFF ":RETURN
X:PRINT "C OFF ":RETURN
LET X= X- 4:POKE 56577
POKE 56579 ,255:LET X= PEEK(56577 ):RETURN
REM INPUT ON /OFF TIMES
INPUT JS
IF A =1 THEN PRINT "CH -A ON TIME ":INPUT GS:PRINT. "CH -A OFF TIME ":
"CH -B OFF TIME ": INPUT KS
IF B =1 THEN PRINT "CH -B ON TIME ":INPUT Hi:PRINT
THEN PRINT "CH -C ON TIME" INPUT IS:PRINT "CH -C OFF TIME ": INPUT LS
IF C =1
GOTO 190
REM CHANNEL ADVANCE DAYS
IF
A =1
THEN PRINT "CHANNEL A- ":INPUT P
IF B =1
THEN PRINT "CHANNEL B- ":INPUT O
IF C =1
THEN PRINT "CHANNEL C- ":INPUT R
RETURN
REM CLEAR SCREEN
FOR X =1 TO 22:PRINT CHRi(17): NEXT X: RETURN
REM PRINT TIME
PRINT "(CLEAR HOME)"
AS= RIGHTS( TIS, 2): Bi= MIDS(TIi,3,2):CS= LEFTi(TIi,2)
PRINT Ci; ": ";BS; ": ";AS:RETURN
GOSUB 610:GOSUB 640
REM PRINT REPORT
DAYS
STOP
AC
START
OFF
PRINT "(CURS DWN 3) ":PRINT "CH
" ;D
";A;" ";GS;"
";P ;"
";JS;"
PRINT "A
" ;E
";O;"
";KS;"
PRINT "B
"IBC.
;HS;"
";F
";L$;"
"iR ;"
PRINT "C
";C;" " ;IS;"
PRINT "(CURS DWN 3) ":PRINT "ENTER R FOR CURRENT REPORT ":RETURN
>

,

"

measure the resistance. It should he sery high (infinite). If a
resistance is read, you probably have a wiring error or short.
Check the wiring again until an infinite reading is obtained.
If the Controller passes the resistance check, leave it disconnected from the computer and wall outlet, and tent porarily insert a small phone plug into one channel of the

Controller. The phone jack should have only one wire attached to it, which connects to the control input (pin 2) of the
optocoupler. Now insert a phone plug into the phone jack
going to the 5 -volt and ground connections on the Controller.
The two wires from the plug can be temporarily attached to a
(Continued on page /0/)

By Marc Saxon

ON SCANNERS
USI.b'TRAI" RI-.AUI.RS RECENTLY WRO rli
to ask me to give them information on how
they could hear the marine band. I must
admit that my natural inclination was to
suggest that they visit the parade grounds
at Camp Pendleton or Parris Island any
Sunday afternoon. As I recall from the
days when I was there, the Marine Band
helped to entertain us while we marched.
On second thought, however. I guessed
that readers would probably like some
information on how to scan the activities

taking place between 156.275 and
157.375 MHz. commonly called the VHF
marine band. Welcome aboard!
Contrary to what many scanner owners
come to believe after a cursory examination of this band, it is divided into a
number of specific (or discrete, as they are
known) channels. Each of these channels
is designated or reserved for a specific
maritime communications purpose. Admittedly, at the peak of the boating season
near a busy port the whole band starts to
sound like a free - for-all. Abuses of the
orderly system sometimes become rampant! The channel numbers are arbitrarily
assigned, like the TV channel numbers.
This was found to be a convenient way for
maritime folk to sort out one from the
other as opposed to cumbersome four to
six figure frequencies stated in MHz.
Now I'll give you some pointers on the
best frequencies to punch -up on your
scanner!

The Best Frequencies
The most important fréquency in this
band is Channel 16 (156.80 MHz), used
for calling and (more importantly) emergency use. A vessel sending out a "Mayday" call here will often be requested b}
the Coast Guard to shift communications

No matter where you're located within
range of vessels afloat, you should be able
to hear commercial vessel activity on
Channels 7, 8, 9. 10. I L 18, 19, 67, 79,
80, and 88 (that means 156.35, 156.40.
156.45 .156.50.156.55,156.90;156.375,
156.975. 157.025. and 157.425 MHz).
Chatter between recreational boats
(yachts), and communications to marinas,
boat yards, yacht clubs, racing committees, etc., are usually happening on Channels 9, 68, 69, 70, 71. 72, and 78 (listen
on 156.45, 156.425, 156.475. 156.525,
156.625. and 156.925 MHz). The busiest
of these are 68 and 70 (156.425 and
156,525 MHz).

Government Use.
Certain frequencies are set aside for
governmental uses. and here's where
you'll be able to monitor the Coast Guard
(including its Auxiliary) and sometimes
the Army Corps of Engineers, the EPA,
and other agencies. Try listening on
Channels 21. 23, 81, 82, and 83 (157.05,
157.15, 157.075. 157.125. and 157.175

MHz).
Ship -to-shore telephone calls are handled by marine operator stations. In all
cases, the vessels transmit on one channel
while the marine operators (the shore sta-

tions) transmit on another channel. Since
you can hear both sides of the conversation only if you monitor a shorestation channel. our listing is for only
those: Channels 24. 25. 26. 27, 28. 84,
85, 86, 87, and 88 (161.80, 161.85,

161.90. 161.95, 162.00, 161.825.
161.875. 161.925. 161.975, and 162.025
MHz). Note that Channels 26 and 28
(161.90 and 162.00 MHz) are the most
active around the nation. but you'll have
to see which of the ten available channels
are active in your own area. Note, also.
that the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence
Seaway are the only areas where Channel
88 (162.025 MHz) is used by marine operators; elsewhere.Channel 88 is 157.425
MHz and is used by commercial vessels
talking to one another (sometimes by fish-

ing trawlers communicating with fish spotter aircraft).

Safety and Navigation
Although they are greatly abused. there
are two other VHF maritime channels
worthy of monitoring. Channel 6 (156.30
MHz) is supposed to be used only for
intership safety purposes: ships tell one
another about navigational and weather
hazards.
(Continued on page 105)

)4,

over to Channel 22 (sometimes called 22-

Alpha) on 157.10 MHz. Certainly.
monitor both of these frequencies it
you're near the ocean, a large bay, lake.
inland or other navigable waterway.
Around larger ports accommodating

commercial vessels (liners, tugs.
freighters, tankers, and trawlers), check
out Channels 5, 12, 14, 20, 65, 66, 73, 74.
and 77 (156.25, 156.60, 156.70, 157.00.
156.275, 156.325, 156.675, 156.725, and
156.875 MHz, respectively).

Even if you don't own your own yacht you can still capture the picturesque
seashore. Do it with your scanner (hand -held or base unit) on 157.10 MHz.
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By Charles D. Rakes
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Infrared -The silent sound
CIRCUIT

CIRCUS IS ESPECIALLY WRITten for and directed toward you, the elec-

tronics experimenter, who enjoys building
a new circuit without its cost adding to the
national debt. It doesn't matter whether
you do your experimenting on the kitchen
table or in a fully equipped lab, we intend
to keep you supplied with inexpensive circuits that will help keep your experimenting habit alive and hell. And if we get
lucky, one of the circuits is certain to be
just what's needed for that special project
that you've been wanting to build. (The
project needed a nudge in the right direction.) But most of all. we want to present
circuits that will interest you: so please
write and let us know the kind of circuits
you would like to see in our circus q/

circuits.
Our first series of circuits deals with the

-for

of infrared- better known as IR
both voice communication and the basic
testing of IR remote -control units.
use

The Receiver
l'he IR receiver circuit shown in Fig. I
consists of Ql-a special kind of phototransistor that responds to an intensity
of amplitude- modulated IR light
source -and a three -stage. high -gain audio amplifier. Transformer TI is used to
match the output impedance of the receiver to today's popular low- impedance
(low -Z) headphones: but if a set of
1000 -20(X) -ohm. magnetic (not crystal).
high -impedance (high-Z) phones are to be
used, remove TI and connect the high -Z

Fig.

2

-When adjusting

R1.

measure the diode current by
setting switch S1 to the off
position and then jumping a
DC- milliammeter across the
appropriate switch terminals:
A and B for battery power:
A and C for battery- eliminator power via jack J1.

C2

1000

sV

0-AUDIO INPUT
FROM TV,
RADIO, ETC.

phones in place of TI's primary winding -the 1000 -ohm winding.
To obtain the best possible performance from the receiver the circuit should
be housed in a small. opaque -plastic case
with the phototransistor located at least
I/2 -inch from one end of the cabinet. Drill
or punch a I/4 -inch hole in the case in line
with phototransistor QI so that only light
arriving in a direct line can strike the transistor. Because IR phototransistors are not
perfect in detecting only IR light -and do
respond in a lesser degree to a range of

visible light -this kind of installation for
QI will reduce the interference from
lamps used for general room lighting.

Experiment
To increase the range

of the receiver try

experimenting with different filters in
front of transistor Ql, and with lenses that
SI

B1

9V

T

02 -04

1- Basically.

=

2N2222

receiver is a conventional three -stage amplifier with the
input signal provided by an infrared sensitive transistor. Transformer T1 can be
replaced by a 1000- 2000 -ohm magnetic earphone, or magnetic headphones.

Fig.

86

the

IR

B1

focus the light on the sensitive area of the
phototransistor. With the proper light filter and lens system the receiver's range of
detection can be several hundred feet; but,
as shown, it will receive at a range of 40
feet or more depending on the IR source
used.
A simple way to check out your receiver before building one of the IR transmitters is to locate a TV or VCR infrared
remote -control unit, aim it toward the receiver, and hit any of its control buttons.
You should instantly hear a rapid number
of pulses, or a buzzing sound. as the remote spits out its digital command.

Your Own Broadcaster
The ultra -simple one -transistor, IR
transmitter shown in Fig. 2 is designed to
transmit the sound from any 8 or 16 -ohm
Audio source, such as a TV, radio, or tape
recorder on an infrared beam of light.
While it can be powered by a 9-volt transistor-radio battery, you can sharply decrease battery -replacement costs by
substituting a 9 -volt battery eliminator for
B1. Switch SI is a small toggle switch
with a center-off position that allows you
to operate the transmitter either from the
battery or the power line.
Since battery eliminators vary in the
amount of output ripple. capacitor C2
should be made large enough to take care
of the problem. Resistor R3 helps to reduce the ripple and could be increased
somewhat in value. Those are just two
more areas in which you can experiment
to determine the best method of use to
obtain the best possible results.

(TIP)

Easy to Build
The circuit can be housed in a small

PHONE

0104

plastic case with potentiometer RI
mounted inside, because once you determine its setting, it will not need re- adjusting. The desired input cables or jacks
needed to match those of the audio source
can be mounted on the case.
To adjust the idle current of the IR diode (DI I. set switch SI to its center -off
position. connect a current meter across
the switch terminals. and adjust RI fin- a
current reading of 15 -mA. That will give a
current swing of approximately 31) -mA.
which is within diode DI's specifications.
Always try to stay within the current rating of the device you use, and don't try to
push the diode beyond its rating unless
you want to smoke it.
To increase the operational range of the
IR transmitter. try experimenting with difterent lenses to better direct the light toward the receiver. How about adding an
IR filter''
A Wireless Telephone Eavesdropper
The IR transmitter circuit in Fig. 3 connects to your telephone circuit, and, at no
cost to you, transmits both sides of all
telephone conversations to any line -ofsight location within 4(1 feet. Now that's

71K
C1

4.7

or equivalent, NPN sil-

icon transistor

CAPACITORS
Cl, C2- 4.7 -µF, 16 -WVDC, electrolytic
C3- 100-µF, 16 -WVDC, electrolytic
RESISTORS
R1- 100,000 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 10%
R2- 10,000 -ohm, linear -taper potentiometer
R3, R5- 220,000 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 10%
R4 -4700 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 10%
R6-270 -ohms, '/4 -watt, 10%

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS

T1- Miniature

audio transformer; 1000 -ohm primary, Bohm secondary
J1 -Phone jack, open- circuit
B-9 -volt transistor -radio battery
S1 -SPST toggle or slide switch
Low -Z headphones, small plastic case, battery snap,
wire, solder, hardware, etc.
PARTS LIST FOR FIGURE 2

SEMICONDUCTORS

diode (Radio Shack Cat.

276 -142, or equivalent)
Q1- 2N2222, 2N5249, or equivalent, NPN silicon transistor
16 -WVDC,

electrolytic

¡
220K

Hti

IR

02
2N2222

01

2N2222

.clunething for almost nothing!
To understand just how we got Ma Bell
to pay the freight, lake a close look at Fig
3. In a normal telephone circuit. two
wires Itip and ring) carry all of the
mation and operating voltages from the
central telephone office to your phone's
location. A DC source of 4)1 volts is supplied to the tip and ring wires going to
your home from the telephone company's
1

R4

27052
V1ti

R1

Fig. 3 -You don't have to worry
about the polarity of the DC voltage on the telephone line, because
regardless how you connect the
project to the line diodes D1 D4
will automatically provide the IR
project with the proper polarity.

(Radio Shack Cat.

CAPACITORS

TELEPHONE

1N914

T1

SEMICONDUCTORS

D1- Infrared -emitting

=

0

PARTS LIST FOR FIGURE

01- Infrared Photodetector
276 -142, or equivalent)
02, 03, 04-2N2222, 2N5249,

TO

(RING)

LINE

C2-1000 -µF,

central office. 'Hie 48 -volt source powers
all of your phones. No power is taken
troni the central office as long as all
phones remain on -hook: but as soon as a

phone goes off-hook, current flows
through the phone and back to the central
office. thereby keying their equipment.
The phone wires into your home are
called tip and ring: their original operator
(Continued un page 102)

16 -WVDC,

electrolytic (see text)

RESISTORS
R1- 100,000 -ohm, linear -taper potentiometer
R2- 330 -ohm. 1/4 -watt, 10%
R3-47 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 10%

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
S1 -SPST, center -off, toggle switch
B1
-volt, transistor-radio battery
J1- Normally -open jack to match plug on power -supply
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cable
Plug -in power pack rated at 9 -VDC at 200 -mA, plastic
case, wire, solder, hardware, etc.
PARTS LIST For FIGURE 3

SEMICONDUCTORS
D1D4-1N914 silicon signal diode
D5-5 -volt Zener diode, 1 -watt

D6- Infrared -emitting

diode (Radio Shack Cat.

276 -142, or equivalent)
01, Q2- 2N2222, 2N5249, or equivalent, NPN silicon
transistor

CAPACITORS
Cl, C2- 4.7 -11F, 16-WVDC electrolytic
C3-470 -µF, 16-WVDC electrolytic

RESISTORS
R1- 220,000-ohm, 1/4-watt, 10%
R2- 3300 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 10%
R3- 100,000 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 10%
R4- 270 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 10%

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS

T1-Miniature

audio transformer, 1000 -ohm primary, Bohm secondary.
Plastic case, wire, solder perfboard, pins, hardware, etc.
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Code Practice

Oscillator

It's a simple project that can be expanded!
By Robert

1F YOU'RE

AN ASPIRING HAM OR BOY SCOUT WORKING

toward an award in radio or signaling, you'll find this code
practice oscillator (CPO) a valuable asset in learning Morse
code. Practice tapes and records are valuable aids when
learning to receive, but you'll need an oscillator (or buzzer)
and a key if you want to learn to send code correctly. Well,
we'll show you how to build a circuit that will help you do just
that -learn to send correctly.
The inexpensive and easy -to -build Code Practice Oscillator circuit can be layed out on a small piece of printed circuit board or on half of a Global Specialties 300-PC
Experimenters board. Everything can be mounted along with
the transistor-radio battery and speaker in a small utility box
or instrument case.

A Look At the Circuit
Based on the 555 oscillator /timer (UI), the Code Practice
Oscillator has a frequency range, as covered by the PITCH
control, from around 200 Hz up to about 12 kHz, which is
determined by the values of R3, R4, and C2. Component
values are not particularly critical. For instance, the value of
capacitor C2 can range anywhere between 0.02µF and

F.

Scott
For smooth sending, we suggest that you purchase a
quality radio -telegraph key that you will be able to use in your
amateur-radio station. Select one with adjustable contact
spacing, adjustable tension, and ball bearing pivots. A U.S.
Army surplus key is excellent, if you can find one. As stated,
there's nothing critical about the circuit; it can be built on
printed- circuit or experimenters board (as the author did), or
if desired perfboard may be used.
Make a photocopy or cut out Table below and paste it
along side the telegraph key or some convenient place where
you can refer to it as you practice. Also, make a copy that you
can keep in your shirt pocket. Whenever you have a spare
moment, give that moment to the learning of the Morse code.
In no time, you will be an expert working your speed past the
amateur radio license requirement -13 words -per-minute.
Good luck!
1

TABLE 1
MORSE CODE
A
B

C

l.Op.F. Resistor R3 can have any value between 3300 and
15,000 ohms, while potentiometer R4 (PITCH) may be any
convenient value provided its color multiplier band is orange.
Output tones between 500 and 800 Hz are the most pleasing
and the least tiring if you intend to practice for extended

D
E

F

G
H

S
T
U

=
=

V=
W
X
Y

Z
1

J
K
L
M
N

periods.

Almost any combination of R3, R4, and C2 values can be
used, but the tuning range will vary. Try about 20,000 ohms
for R3 and R4, and 0.1 p.F for C2 for a narrow tuning range
centered around kHz. The speaker, a 2 -inch, 8 -ohm unit,
provides sufficient volume for group practice in a small room.

O

1

P

Q

Greater volume can be obtained from a small 50-ohm speaker
of the type recommended for intercoms.

R

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
0
J

PARTS LISTFOR THE CODE PRACTICE
OSCILLATOR
B1
-volt, transistor-radio battery
C1 -10- to 15- µF,10- to 25 -WVDC, electrolytic capacitor
C2 -0.02- to 0.15-µF, ceramic disc or paper capacitor
R1-2000 -ohm, any taper, miniature potentiometer
R2-10 -ohm, 1 -watt, 5% fixed resistor
R3- 10,000 -ohm, '/s, 5% fixed resistor
R4- 50,000 -ohm, any taper, miniature potentiometer
U1 -555 oscillator /timer, integrated circuit

-9

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
Telegraph key, printed- circuit materials, perfboard, or
experimenters board, IC socket (optional), small 8- to
50 -ohm speaker (see text), enclosure, wire, solder,
hardware, etc.

8s

Fig. 1 -The Code Practice Oscillator project, based on the
555 integrated oscillator /timer, has PITCH and
VOLUME

controls that allow you to tailor both tone

and loudness to your satisfaction.

WHILE

MOST OF US CONSIDER AN ELECTRICAL BLACKOUT

or brownout nothing more than a nuisance, some of your
appliances don't take it so kindly; particularly, your air
conditioner. As most air-conditioner owners have learned.
the sudden loss and reappearance of electricity brought about
by a brief power outage can do extensive damage to expensive
compressor systems. In fact, blackouts and brownouts account for a large percentage of heating and air-conditioning
repair problems.

Working Under Pressure
The problem is not in the compressor itself, but with the
electric motor that drives the compressor. During normal
operation, the electric motor drives a piston that compresses
the refrigerant as the first step in the refrigeration cycle. The
result is a head pressure that remains high throughout the
cycle. If power is lost to the unit, the motor stops and the head
pressure begins bleeding off. And that's where the problem
lies.
Because of the design of refrigeration systems, the head
takes four minutes or longer
pressure bleeds off slowly
for the system to completely equalize itself. If power is
applied to the motor before the system is fully equalized, the
motor sees a head pressure that represents a sizable starting
load
load that most motors are unable to overcome from a
dead start. Nevertheless, the motor tries to pull the load,
unable to turn over, and within minutes overheats, soon
burning itself out.
Brownouts, which also contribute to the problem, normally occur during periods of peak -power usage (like hot
summer days) when the power grid can't meet the load
demands placed on it. To protect their equipment, utility
companies reduce the line voltage -unfortunately, to the
detriment of your appliances. While a brownout doesn't
normally stall a compressor motor, it does lower the input
voltage to the point where the motor must work harder to
maintain the same level of head pressure.

-it

-a

Consequently, the motor runs hotter than normal. And
while most compressor motors are equipped with thermal
shutdown circuits (circuit breakers). the response time of the
breaker is often slow enough that the damage is done before
the protection device engages. Over a period of time, the heat
takes its toll on the motor, and eventually causes it to fail.
Compounding the problem is the fact that the compressor
and its drive motor are built as a single, sealed unit that must
be replaced as a whole. That means that a perfectly good
compressor is tossed out along with the defective motor,
leading to an expensive repair bill. Sometimes the circuit
breaker becomes defective from excessive arcing and the
repair bill for that may be $25 to $50.
Fortunately, that expensive waste is easily and inexpensively prevented. The solution is to place a timer-the Compressor Protector-on the motor so that it is impossible for it
to restart before the compressor has had time for the pressure
to equalize. Our Compressor Protector accomplishes that by
controlling the thermostat relay that drives the motor. The
timer circuit is inserted in series with the relay, preventing it
from engaging until four minutes have elapsed from the
application of power. The controller also incorporates a voltage sensor that resets the timer in the event of a brownout
and holds until the brownout is corrected.

-

How It Works
At the heart of the timer circuit is, as Fig. shows, a 555
oscillator/timer, UI. That chip is configured as a single -shot,
monostable multivibrator (oscillator), which provides a delay
period of about five minutes with the component values
specified for R4 and C4-more than enough time for the head
pressure to equalize itself in the event of a power failure.
The circuit draws power from the 24-volt control transformer used in most heating /cooling systems. The AC voltage is rectified by Dl and stabilized at 9.1 -volts DC by a
1

Zener diode, D2, establishing a reference level for the oscillator. The timer is set when power is first applied to the

COMPRESSOR
PROTECTOR
By TJ Byers

Just

a

little imagination

is all it takes to prolong

the life of your air -conditioning unit!
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causing pin 3 to go high and the triac to disengage. Furthermore, it remains in that state until pin 2 again exceeds the
threshold input of the comparator. Once normal voltage conditions are re- established. UI begins its 5- minute timing
cycle, after which, the compressor may resume normal operations.

Construction and Installation
protector circuit vbas built on a small printed- circuit
board. a full -blown template of which is shown in Fig. 2. The
template may be "plucked" from the page with a sheet of
Lift -it transfer film, and then used to etch your own printed circuit hoard. Then, following the parts layout diagram in
Fig. 3. place and solder each component into its respective
position. Be sure to observe the proper orientation of the
capacitors, diodes, and IC's. They can be inserted in more
than one direction -but, only one is correct.
Also, notice that C4 is a tantalum capacitor. Tantalum
capacitors have very-low leakage currents, such as required in
delay- timing circuits. Do not substitute that part. The
finished board can be mounted inside the air conditioner's
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TO

5I

circuit. Capacitor C3 provides the trigger pulse necessary to
start the timer by holding pin 2 at ground until C3 has had
time to charge via R2. During the timing cycle, pin 3 is high,
thereby causing LEDI to glow.
At the end of the timing cycle, pin 3 goes low. That
extinguishes LEDI, and causes the LED housed inside U2
(the MOC30I0 triac -output optoisolator /coupler) to illuminate. The optoisolator/coupler is nothing more than a light sensitive triac mounted next to a light- emitting diode (LED)
and sealed in a standard 6 -pin DIP (dual in -line package).
When the LED is activated, radiation from the LED falls on
the light- sensitive area of the triac, causing it to turn on.
Notice that the triac has been wired in series with the "hot
side" of the 24 -volt line.
When pin 3 goes low the U2's internal LED conducts,
which causes the triac to become a virtual short circuit,
supplying AC power to the compressor relay through the
thermostat contacts. The circuit remains in that state until a
power outage resets U I and the cycle begins anew. During the
time -out period. LEDI remains lit. and can be used as an
indicator for troubleshooting the system. To prevent the relay
from engaging during a brownout. a voltage- divider network,
consisting of R2 and R3, monitors the line voltage. The
output of the divider is fed to pin 2 of UI, which connects
internally to the inverting input of a comparator.
As long as the voltage to pin 2 remains above 3.0 volts, the
circuit is stable and the triac supplies power to the thermostat
controller. But, let the voltage dip just a bit, and things begin
to happen. First. the comparator resets the flip -flop inside UI,

1"he

0ISOLATOR

COUPLER

2

OSCILLATOR;
TIMER

2.2K

OPT

U1

555

7

R3

Fig. 1 -The diagram reveals that the circuit
is an extremely simple one. based entirely on
two integrated circuits
555 oscillator timer and a triac output, optoisolator coupler.
The 555 provides the timing function, while
the optoisolator coupler acts as a switch.

R6

COMPRESSOR

47012

CONTROL
RELAY

LED1

f1= 1

Compare this photo to Fig. 3 and
you will gain the confidence you
need to assemble the circuit -even
novices will find it easy to do!
Just be sure that the polarity of
the capacitors and diodes are correct
and that the integrated circuits
are correctly oriented.

PARTS LIST FOR THE COMPRESSOR PROTECTOR

SEMICONDUCTORS
D1- 1N4001 1A, 50 -Ply, rectifier diode
D2-9.1 -volt, 400 -mA, Zener diode
LED1 -Jumbo red light- emitting diode
U1 -555 oscillatorìtimer integrated circuit
U2- MOC3010 triac- output optoisolator coupler integrated circuit
RESISTORS
(All resistors are Yá -watt, 5%, fixed units unless otherwise noted)

R1- 390 -ohm,

1

-watt

R2- 15,000 -ohm
R3- 2200 -ohm
R4- 10- Megohm

R6-470 -ohm
CAPACITORS
R5,

Cl. C2 -22 -1F 35 -WVDC. electrolytic

C3- 10 -p.F, 35 -WVDC, tantalum
C4- 22 -11F, 35 -WVDC, tantalum
C5- 0.01 -µF ceramic disc

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
Printed -circuit material, hook -up wire, hardware, solder.
double -sided tape, etc.
An etched and drilled circuit board is available from
Danocinths, Inc. (P.O. Box 261, Westland, MI 48185) for
$12. Ask for part number RW -131. A kit of parts
(RW -131K) including board is available for $21.50, and
an assembled board (RW -131A) is $31.50; all prices
include postage. Michigan residents add 4% state sales
tax. Please allow six to eight weeks for delivery.

relay box where the thermostat connects to the central unit.
Refer to Fig. 4. The easiest way to install the timer is to
locate the 24 -volt control transformer that powers the motor
relay and thermostat. With power removed, break the lowvoltage output wires coming from the transformer and insert
the timer as indicated.

2 -This full -blown template of the Compressor
Protector's printed- circuit board may be photo
lifted from the page and used to etch a direct
copy of the project's printed circuit.

Fig.

3 -The Compressor Protector's printed- circuit
board layout is a snap. When installing the components
on the board, be careful about component orientation
one mispositioned part and zap -it's back to your
local electronics supplier.

Fig.
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you wish, refrigerators may likewise be protected
from power failures using the Compressor Protector. In this
application, the control transformer. is replaced by a 24 -volt
CIRCUIT TO BE
stepdown transformer, and a 24CONTROLLED
volt relay controls the power.
Fig. 5
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apply power. The first time you apply power, it will take about
five minutes before the air conditioner becomes operational.
After that, it will come on immediately-provided that you
haven't lost power to the unit within the last five minutes.
You may now bask in climatic luxury, secure in the knowledge that power fluctuations can no longer damage your cool
investment.

OUT

1.-{

AIR

THERMOSTAT

{ GAS}W

rr

4 -The installation of the Compressor Protector is a
snap if you follow the proper procedure. Break the wires
feeding power to the control relays. and insert the circuit.

Fig.

Next, find a suitable place to mount the circuit board. (I
find double -sided foam tape strips ideal for that purpose.)
Simply attach a strip or two of double -sided tape to the back
of the board and stick it to any smooth, clean surface. Take
care that no part of the board touches metal. The Compressor
Protector needs no setup and is ready to use the moment you

Using the Controller with Refrigerators
While home refrigerators and freezers suffer less than air
conditioners from power fluctuations, they too can be
damaged. If you wish to protect your other compressoroperated appliances, the circuit can be easily modified to
accommodate them. First, you must replace the control transformer (as shown in Fig. 5) with a 24 -volt power transformer.
Any small transformer, such as Radio Shack catalog number
273 -1386, will do.
Next, a 24 -volt AC relay is connected across the output
circuit. If you wish, both the transformer and relay can be
salvaged from an old heating or air-conditioning unit. Finally,
wire the relay's normally-open (N.O.) contacts in series with
the appliance to be protected. A small drop -cord utility box
can be used to house the transformer and PC board while
providing a controlled outlet for the appliance.
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FUNCTION GENERATOR
(Continued from page 63)
The output signal desired is selected via S3. bclbre application to the output driver (a common video configuration), composed of QI, Q2, and Q3. The lowest THD
sinewave, typically below .01 %, is available at the filter
output. J7. The reason for that is any post amplification must
add sonic finite distortion. However. the amplifier circuit
shown adds an almost unmeasureable amount of distortion
when properly adjusted.
That video -amplifier configuration is used as an output
driver, providing voltage amplification almost equal to the
ratio of feedback resistance. R40. to signal -source impedance. Thus, the gain of the amplifier is given by:
at. = RI /Zs
where RI, is the feedback resistance and Zs is the source
impedance. which allow typical maximum gains of under 10
to be achieved. The output impedance of Q2 is be determined
by the source impedance it sees and its Beta (ß), which is
approximated by:
ZQ, = Zs /303 +
The output impedance of Q3 is given by:

Z0In,,t = Zs/ßQ3 +
which provides a driver output impedance that's typically
under 0.5 ohms, with the final output impedance determined
by resistor R4I. which. for lab grade instruments, should be
50 ohms.

Construction
The 4I- position, 3 -gang potentiometer, R2, eliminates the
need for three separate units and maintains uniform tracking
across the circuits it controls. By cutting the shaft off an e!
cheapo dual, 41- position detented potentiometer and epoxy ing it to the back side of another dual unit. you can make a

four -section device (which brings to mind adding still another
filter section). In addition, by ever so slightly offsetting one
unit or the other, you can actually get 80 or so detented
positions.
But, a simpler solution is to yank what's needed from an
existing (looker or get one at the local surplus store. Still
another solution (allowing you to play with the filter and
Function Generator in some pretty wild ways) is to use three
of the newer potentiometers with calibrated dials. Bourns and
other manufacturers produce a line of calibrated -dial potentiometers with I% and 2% tolerances. By using three separate
potentiometers, you could just dial up like resistances. Also,
with R2a-R2c split in that manner, you can put the filter
section thru some pretty strange changes.
When it comes to the capacitors, the match between units
is more important than their absolute value. They should be
temperature stable types-mylar, polystyrene, polycarbonate, styrol. mice, tantalum, etc. You can also use 2% tolerance units here. but a better way to go is select them from your
Junk box and use a capacitance meter to get matched pairs.
In any case, the circuit may be wirewrapped, hardwired, or
you can design your own printed -circuit board -the choice is
yours. It's a good idea to isolate U I and U2 from the filter and
output driver sections. And, since hum and noise pickup
could degrade performance by as much as .01% when using
the best regulated power- supply, it's a good idea in critical
applications to power the circuit from a couple of 9 -volt
nickel- cadmium (NiCad) or better battery. That virtually
assures that you won't pick up the hum and noise components.
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PARTS LIST FOR THE FUNCTION GENERATOR

SEMICONDUCTORS
D1- D8-1N914 (or equivalent) general -purpose. small signal, silicon diode
U1- U7 -LM318 op -amp integrated circuit (or TL074,
TL084, or equivalent quad op -amp)
RESISTORS
(All resistors 4 -watt, 5% fixed units unless otherwise
noted.)
R1, R37- 4700 -ohm
R2 -1000 -ohm, 3 -gang potentiometer (see text)
R3, R25, R26 -100 -ohm
R4, R7, R23, R24, R28, R29, R32. R33. R38 -1000ohm
R5, R6, R30, R31. R35- 10.000 -ohm
R8- 5000 -ohm, trimmer potentiometer
R9- 56,000 -ohm
R10, R19-910,000 -ohm
R11, R20- 150.000 -ohm
R12, R21-22,000 -ohm
R13, R16- 220.000 -ohm
R14, R18- 68,000 -ohm
R15, R17- 12,000 -ohm
R22, R27- 47,000-ohm
R34- 10,000 -ohm, audio -taper, potentiometer
R36 -6800 -ohm
R37- 4700 -ohm
R39 -330 -ohm
R40- 10,000 -ohm, trimmer potentiometer
R41 -50 -ohm

CAPACITORS

C13- 10 -µF. 25 -WVDC. electrolytic
-11F, 25 -WVDC. electrolytic
C8, C14
C9, C15 0.1 -µF, ceramic disc
C10, C16 0.01 -1iF, ceramic disc
C11, C17- 1000 -pF, ceramic disc
C12, C18- 100 -pF. ceramic disc
C19- 100 -11F, 25 -WVDC. electrolytic
C20- C32- 0,01 -µF. ceramic disc
C1. C7,

C2,
C3,
C4,
C5,
C6,

-1

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
-J10-Banana jack, multi -way connector, or equiv-

J1

alent
-pole, 6- position (3P6T), rotary switch
S2- Single -pole, double -throw (SPDT), toggle switch
S3- Single -pole, 3 -throw (SP3T), rotary switch
Printed -circuit materials or breadboard. enclosure, optional 9 -volt NiCad battery, hookup wire, solder, hardS1

-3

ware, etc.

Finishing Touch
Once the circuit is completely assembled and checked for
correctness, the only thing left to do is to adjust R8, DISTORTION ADJUST, for minimum output THD and R40, the FEEDBACK ADJUST, for an acceptable level of feedback in the
output driver. The easiest way to make the adjustments is with
a THD analyzer. However, if you don't have access to a THD
analyzer (which most of us do not), you can use a notch filter,
with a scope or AC voltmeter to measure THD out. To do so,
turn the GAIN control R34 wide open before adjusting R40,
the feedback resistor in the driver circuit. R40 will affect both
the gain and the distortion you get. It should be set for a
maximum of around 5 volts when powered by a 9 -volt NiCad,
which is the recommended way to go. The voltage adjustment
may be made rather simply with a squarewave output.

FRIEDMAN ON COMPUTERS
(Continued from page 18)
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At the receiving equipment, either the
TTY or complex electronic circuits kept
track of parity, alerting the receiving station as to what characters might be incorrect. It was hoped that if interference
garbled a character, it would change the
bit pattern and upset the parity. However,
in modern computerized modem communications we rarely have use for, or need of
the parity bit. In fact, until recently, it
simply went along for a free ride; generally serving no useful purpose.
Because 7 bits limits modem commu-

nications to the conventional ASCII
character set, there had to be some way to
accommodate the ASCII codes above 127
if we were to exchange graphic characters
and symbols. The only way that can be
done easily is to use an 8 bit character
code, which means eliminating the parity
check and using the eighth bit for the
character code. That's exactly what is
done. Theoretically, or at least on paper, 8
bits is the way to go for modern modem
communications. But now there is equipment out in the real world that, depending
on the particular kind of data being exchanged, uses either 7 or 8 bit characters.
It's difficult to reconcile both 7- and 8bit character codes because, as a general
rule, both the sending and receiving computers must use the same data format.
Sometimes a computer set for 8 bits can
receive a 7 -bit character, but not vice versa. So communications software allows
the user to select the number of character
bits (usually 7 or 8), the number of stop
bits (usually 1), and parity. If the character
code takes 8 bits, no parity is used. But if
only 7 bits make up the character code,
heaven help the user because many of the
programmers who wrote communications
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2 -The parity problem is illustrated by this simple diagram; Figure 2A
shows the bit pattern for three 7-bit characters having a parity bit: with the
start and stop bit, the transmission is 10-bits long. Figure 2B shows the same
three characters with a missing parity bit, which reduces the number of
bit to nine. You can easily see why the computer has no idea of what's
happening when the second character (bit stream) is received. To avoid the
problem, the received signal's parity bit must always be accounted for.

Fig.

software didn't know what to do with the
parity bit-their area of expertise was
computers, not communications.
The best of "modem software" allows
the user to select odd, even, or ignore
parity. Ignore parity usually eliminates all
problems when receiving by accounting
for the parity bit without being limited to a
choice of odd or even. Other software
allows odd, even, or no parity-and it's
no parity that's the problem. If you select
no parity, it generally means that the
eighth character bit isn't used at all.
At 300 baud (and higher) using one
stop bit, the complete character now has
only 9 bits, instead of 10. If that is what
you're sending, the receiving computer
might "read" the stop bit as the eighth
character bit
doesn't "read" a stop
bit-and thus, has no idea what's happening when the next start bit comes along.
The receiving computer accepts the first
high bit of the following character as a
stop bit, it gets hopelessly confused by the
second character, and starts to display random characters on the screen.

-it

A Missing Bit
The problem

is

illustrated in Fig. 2. In

Fig. 2A, the bit pattern shown is for three
7 -bit plus parity characters. Figure 2B
shows the same three characters with a
missing parity bit. You can easily see why
the computer has no idea of what's happening when the second character in Figure 2B is received.
To avoid the problem illustrated by Fig.
2B, it is necessary to always account for
the parity bit. It must be even, odd, or
ignore, but cannot be no parity unless all
computers in the circuit are similarly set
for the same condition, and that is rare.
If your software doesn't give you the
option of ignore parity-which is what
you really want -then the best thing is to
use even parity because almost all modem
software is set that way when only 7 bits
are used for the character, even if the same
computer is set to ignore parity when re-

ceiving.
But keep in mind that regardless of how
you might arrange the parity in your own
communications network, most personal
computers working through modems at
300 baud and higher look for a total of 10
bits; either 7 character bits plus parity, or 8
bits without parity. And all bits must be
accounted for.

WIREWRAP YOUR PROJECTS
(Continued from page 77)
100 milliamperes is a nice safe value. Anything measured in
amperes vaporizes the wire like a blast from Captain Kirk's
"Phazor." If you're into precise values, #30 wire has a
resistance of about 0.1 -ohm per foot. Available in several
insulation colors, the wire comes on single reels with or
without a special plastic holder that includes a cut-off knife
and an insulation stripper (see photos); in a larger version of
the plastic holder having three spools of wire, each with a
different insulation color, and in an assortment of various precut/pre-stripped lengths.
There's a similarly broad assortment of wirewrap sockets
and terminals. Every size IC is available with long wirewrap
leads. Sockets are also available with long pass -thru terminals that allow connections to be made on both sides of the
wiring board, and there are individual board terminals that
(Continued on page 95)
_
The easiest way to install wirewrap sockets is to

tack -solder diagonal terminals to

a

printed foil.
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STUD FINDER
(Continued from pai,' c'

SII

The Stud Finder was laid out on a solderless breadboard, tested, and then copied
onto an identical pre -drilled, printed -

circuit board -the boards designed to
compliment each other. Several breadboarding types are available in the market; each
very much like the other. The layout is the
photo parallels that in Fig. 2 below. You
may want to cement the assembly to a clear
plastic strip, making it sturdier.

coping saw or with a hacksaw with a 32tooth -per-inch blade. Also, you can snap
the board cleanly into two pieces if you
score both sides heavily along the "break
line" with a utility knife.
The RF choke specified for LI is easy to
obtain, and its Q is right for the job. The
application note on the CS209 (UI) specifies a 20,000-ohm multi -turn potentiometer such as the Bourns 3006P-I -203.
However, an engineer at Cherry says that a
value around 6000 ohms is preferable. A
low-cost multi -turn potentiometer was not

immediately available, so

a

-

1

C3

I

miniature

10,000-ohm unit was substituted. It works
quite well, but I'm sure that a multi -turn
unit would make it a lot easier to adjust the
Stud Finder for maximum sensitivity.
Fig. 2 -The component count of the circuit is so low that
it can be layed out on half (if not less) of a Global
Specialties Type 300 Experimenters Board.

VIDEO SWITCHER
(Continued fnim page 80)
the voltage at UI, pin 15. If it's high, check R7, R8, CI I, and
QI. Also check both inverters, U2 -e and U2 -f: If U1, pin 15 is

low, make sure that your device is plugged in and check all
your cabling, then try the calibration procedure again. If you
have an oscilloscope, check for oscillations at UI, pin 2 of
71.95 MHz, but be aware that your scope probe may cause a
shift in the oscillating frequency. If the circuit is oscillating at
the correct frequency, place the scope probe on UI, pin 20
and check for the RF signal. If the RF signal is there, then
check XI, R2, R3, C6, C7, and C8.
If you don't have an oscilloscope and UI. pin 15 will not go
high, try adding or deleting a turn from the inductor, LI; the
inductance varies depending on the tightness of the turns and
the exact type of wire used.

Conclusion
With the ability to generate a logic level when an RF carrier
is present, many other applications are possible. For instance, a multiple input -switching arrangement that's set up
as a priority system, where each input is assigned a priority
and would override any inputs below it. Or, possibly a system
that would connect the last device that was turned on.
In the author's prototype, bracketed, printed- circuit-

mounted, F-type connectors are used to connect the Video
Switch to cables from your video-system components.
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ELECTRONIC PEDOMETER
(Continued from ptn'e N)
UI. Once all the components have been installed. all jumper
connections made. and your work checked for accuracy, the
boards can be housed in any suitable container. The author
chose a Radio Shack experimenters cabinet (catalog No.
270 -230).

Check -out and Calibration
Attach the unit to your belt, turn it on and walk. The unit
should begin registering after a few paces. Now walk a known
distance. To be exact, the known distance should be 52.8 feet. Check your counter reading. If the displayed value is too
low, turn RI about a''/.z of a turn counterclo(ckwise. If too high,
go %a of a turn clockwise. Repeat that bfacketing procedure,
limiting the rotation of RI to '/h of a turn on each subsequent
adjustment. If you still have problems obtaining accurate
readings then you may have to try a substitute value for Cl.
The exact value will depend on the nature of the reading error.

Troubleshooting
If the finished product fails to function

at turn on, don't
panic. Go over all the visible areas, checking for cold solder
joints, solder bridges, parts mounted backwards. Next, try
applying a 5 -volt pulse to the counter/display driver (U2)
input at pin 8. The display should advance one count for each
pulse. If not, check the continuity of the various traces that
connect U2 to the display modules.
If the counter is working (incrementing in a predictable
manner), then proceed to the stride adjustment circuit. With
power applied, activate the unit by tilting the it back and
forth. Note what happens on the output of UI at pin 3. If
there's no output, make sure that + 5 -volts is present at pin 4
of UI. If so, you've probably got a bad chip.

The proof is in the walking. Attach the Pedometer to a hip
and take off. After a measured course has been run you may
need to return to some fine adjustment. Also, be sure that
the mercury switch flips and flops on each step or stride.
If not, it too may need some adjustment.

WIREWRAP YOUR PROJECTS
(Continued from page 93)
have small "indents" or U's (see photos) on one end to which
resistors, capacitors, and heavy wires can be soldered.
Wirewrap projects can be assembled either on plain perfboard, or on a special wirewrap perforated "hobby board, "of
the type shown, with printed- circuit foils on both sides that
(Continued on page 96)
Nothing stops you from using any kind of component mounting.
Here, a small electrolytic capacitor is soldered directly
across two foil strips being used for the power supply bus,
a resistor passes through the board to foils on the opposite
side, while two pass -thru terminals shorted by a wire -loop
allow the builder to easily break into the circuit to modify
connections, measure current, change the resistances, etc.

Help bring the world together,
one friendship at a time.
Be an exchange student. There is no greater
challenge...no greater satisfaction. That's why thousands of young Americans like you are joining a Presidential Initiative for peace...International Youth
Exchange. If you're one of them, you'll live abroad with
your new host family. Go to new schools. Make new
friends. Help bring our world together, one friendship
at a time.
,QNAT
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adhesive called Barge, which is available from many shoe
repair stores. Barge (see photos) is what a cobbler uses to
glue the soles and heels on shoes; if it can hold soles and heels
when you walk and run, it can certainly secure a socket. You
must avoid getting Barge on socket terminals because it will
function as an insulator. Your best bet is to place a small drop
of Barge on a toothpick and then apply the adhesive in the
center of the socket where it will "squish" and spread when
you press the socket to the hoard.

span 0.1 -inch center-spaced hole patterns. The foils provide
bus connections and solder pads for socket leads and terminals, and also allow small components (such as resistors,
capacitors, etc.) to be soldered directly to the foils if necessary. The usual way to secure a socket is to tack solder two
diagonal leads to the foil pads on the board. Alternately, the
socket can be cemented to the board in the same way it is done
for conventional insulated perfboard.
The product to use for gluing sockets to the hoard is an

EASY -TO -BUILD ELECTRONIC THERMOMETER
IIIKI IS AN INI:SPI:NSIVI. ELECTRONIC
thermometer than can be built in just one

t9V

capable of measuring
temperatures over a range of from - 30 °F
evening.

It is
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to + 120°F.

The circuit is shown in Fig. I : its operation is fairly straightforward. A diode connected 2N3904 transistor forms a voltage divider with R I The transistor is
used as the temperature sensor and. for
best results. should be connected to the
rest of the circuit using twisted wire as
shown. As temperature increases. the
voltage drop across the transistor changes
by approximately
1.166 millivolts -per°F. As a result. the current at pin 3 of ICI .
a 741 op -amp with a gain of 5. decreases
as the temperature measured by the sensor
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Fig. 1 -This one -evening project can be assembled on
board at first.

amount of current drawn is. of course.
measured by the meter. As the relationship between the amount of current drawn
and the measured temperature is linear. it
is relatively easy to calibrate the meter to
indicate measured temperature.
If the temperature goes below
30 °F a
reverse current will be generated. As that
reverse current is undesirable, its flow is
prevented by inserting DI into the circuit
as shown.

-

Calibration

is

also straightforward.

When properly done, a temperature of
30 °F will result in a meter reading of 0
milliamps, while a temperature of 120°F
will result in a meter reading of I mil liamp. Divide the scale between those
points into equal segments and mark the

-

divisions with the appropriate cor-

a

solderless circuit

viding the scale into more parts will result
in greater accuracy: if you divide it into
ISO equal segments. for instance. each
division will equal one degree. The
calibration is completed by placing the
sensor in an environment with a known
temperature. such as an ice -point bath.
The ice point of water is approximately
32 °F. That is the temperature at which
water and ice can co -exist in the same
container. To prepare the bath. place
water and ice in a large glass beaker or
similar container. wait a few minutes for
the temperature of the bath to stablize,
and verify that the temperature is indeed
32 °F using another thermometer that is
known to be accurate. Then. simply place
the sensor in the bath and adjust R6 until
you get the correct meter reading.

responding temperatures. Note that di-

DOLBY NR SYSTEM
(Continued from page 66)
They all "work," in the sense that they will all record and
play back but their ultimate performance in any given deck
will depend on how compatible they happen to be.
Optimum bias for a tape is normally considered to be
slightly above the level which produces maxiimum sensitivity
and minimum distortion at 333 Hz. This same level offers an
acceptable compromise between falling noise and rising distortion, without excessive loss of high- frequency response.
Fairly obviously, bias in excess of the optimum will reduce
the effective sensitivity and output of the tape (to the detriment of Dolby tracking), while at the same time, causing a
disproportionate loss of treble response.
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(SEE TEXT)
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R6.
At higher temperatures, the current
through R4 will be less than the current
through R5 and R6. Since the sum of the
currents at pin 2 of 1C2 should be zero,
current will be drawn from the output (pin
6) of that IC to offset the difference. That
current must pass through M , and the

2

2N 3go4

.

increases.
A second 741 op-amp. IC2, is configured as an inverting amplifier. Since
pin 3 of that IC is grounded, pin 2 is at a
virtual ground and the sum of all currents
into that pin must be zero. Resistors R5
and R6 are used to calibrate the circuit.
Once R6 is adjusted more on that later),
the current flow through those resistors
will be constant. At a temperature of
about - 30 °F. the current through R4
(that resistor is formed by connecting a
910- and a 16(X)-ohm resistor in parallel)
should equal the current through R5 and

r

R4

84.11:

T

Over and above metering problems and differences in the
sensitivity of cassette tapes, non-optimum bias may have to
take a significant share of the blame for imperfect Dolby
tracking and poor treble response.
And how do you end up with non -optimum (particularly
too -high) bias? Easily and without knowing it: By using types
or brands of cassette tape requiring less bias than what your
deck has been set up to provide in the respective categories
(Fe, Cr, Metal, etc). Much the same remark applies to Dolby
mistracking: You can run into that problem by using cassettes
having a different sensitivity from that for which the Dolby
circuits were adjusted.
Unfortunately, it is easier to spell out the warning than to
(Continued on page 103)

NEW PRODUCT SHOWCASE

DIGITAL FUNDAMENTALS
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trol and thumbwheel channel selector
switches with + 5 -kHz switch. The Operating frequency range is 144 -MHz to
145.995 -MHz and sensitivity is 0.25µV.
The mobile console unit, HWA- 6502 -2.
houses the transceiver and is able to
provide 25 -watt mobile operation with the
optional 25 -watt 2 -meter amplifier.
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8. An area of RAM used to temporarily store data is
The register that contains the
called the
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address of this
9. The address of the operand to be used in a computation is usually contained within the
10. A microcomputer that replaces conventional logic
circuits in performing a specific function is often called a
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Communications with the world external to a microsection.
computer takes place via the

11.
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*IBM COMPATIBLE COMPONENTS
30 day guarantee on all IBM* compatible parts. Instructions
included. Call for more information.

$169.00
$ 29.00
$ 49.95
$ 99.00
$110.00
$ 79.95
$ 99.00
$ 49.95
$129.95
$129.95
$ 99.00
$129.00
$ call
$189.95
$195.00
$ 99.00
$ 12.95
$ 9.95
$ 2.95
$ 19.95
$ 25.00

*XT type motherboard
Bios for above
*IBM style case
Power supply 130 watt
Power supply 150 watt
'Keyboard XT type
Keyboard enhanced with numeric pad
Floppy controller
Multifunction card
Multi I/O card
Color graphics card
Monochrome graphics card
2 MB ram expansion card
Hard disk controller OMTI 5510
1200 baud internal modem
ST50C hard disk (use with OMTI 5510)
Monitor stand
Printer cable (parallel)
FDD power Y cable
V20 8088 processor upgrade
V30 8086 processor upgrade

TRANSFORMERS

GAME TV
SWITCHBOX

pli
250mA

12 VAC
18 VAC

'

B

750 mA
VAC 8 16 VAC

12 VAC

e '''''

1

5

100 mA
46 VCT
600 to600ohm

USED ON MOST
POPULAR TV CAMPS
3

MOTOROLA MONITOR

'

Screen
Line TTL Input
12 VDC Input Voltage
Black and White
5

50
$ 50
$ 75
$1 50
$ 33
$t 95
$

3

$32.00
I

PLUG IN
POWER
ADAPTERS

SOLID STATE RELAY

FOR $1.00

_

CARD EXTENDERS
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$17.50

Apple

$14.50

S
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35 -9.0 VDC CONTROL
240 VAC
5 AMP LOAD
$1.88 each!

a

8 VAC

.75 AMP

9vAC

.5

VAC
24 VAC

1

This Is only

There are over 400 electronic products
offered in the new Heathkit Catalog. To
receive this colorful catalog free of
charge, write to Heath Company. Dept.
150 -735, Benton Harbor, MI 49022. In
Canada. write Heath Company, 1020 Islington Avenue, Dept. 3100. Toronto. Ontario. Canada M8Z 5Z3.

IBM are Registered Trademarks of International Business Machines, Corp
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$1.25
$1.50

AMP
AMP
.8 AMP

8

1

5.8VDC
9VDC

125mA

9.3 VDC

1.95 AMP

$1.50'
$4.50'
$1.25
$4.50
$5.95

5 AMP

.Output has screw terminals
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Soundfield Speaker System
A new generation of dbx's Soundfield
One loudspeaker system -the Model
1A-is available. The Controller for the
new model can now be used with other
speaker brands: therefore, a second pair
of speakers in the listening room, or extension speakers in other locations, can be
operated through the Sound field Model
IA Controller.
At the touch of a button on the unit, the
Controller provides unusual tone -shaping
controls and filters and a "Rumble Suppress" function for all speakers connected
to it. The Soundfield IA speaker system
incorporates the same technology and
achieves the same Soundfield Imaging
properties as the earlier Model One.
Soundfield Imaging, a dbx- developed
technology, provides a significant improvement in the spatial perspective of
music reproduction in the home. The system, which can reproduce the full dynamic range of digital Compact Discs. creates
a sonic image with a realistic breadth and
depth of field that is identical for virtually
any listening position.
With a three -dimensional sound field
and musically accurate tonal balance that
remains stable throughout an extremely
broad listening area. a listener need not sit
midway between two speakers to experience proper tonal balance and satisfactory
stereo imaging.
(Continued on page 102 )
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3- CHANNEL APPLIANCE CONTROLLER
(Continued from page 84)
six -volt lantern battery, which will be used to temporarily
supply power to the inverting buffers and optoisolator/cou piers.
Plug a small table lamp into outlet A of the Controller.
Turn the lamp switch on. The lamp will remain off since the
Controller is not yet plugged into the wall outlet. Plug the
Controller's line cord into an AC wall -outlet and turn on the
Controller's switch SI. The neon lamp should come on but
the table lamp should remain off. With the six -volt battery
connected, touch the end of the wire from the control pin of
the optocoupler to the ground or negative side of the battery.
The table lamp should immediately come on, and the brightness of the lamp should be the same as if it were plugged
directly into the wall outlet. If not, recheck the wiring.
Repeat the above steps for all channels. The results should
be the same. If the Controller passes the electrical check, you
can now program the computer to take control.

Programming The Controller
The complete program for the Three -Channel Appliance
Controller is shown in Table I. The program allows you to tell
the Controller when each channel is to be activated or deactivated, and to specify the day, hour. minute, and second that
activation is to occur. The Controller can also be programmed
in advance. (However, I personally don't like to leave my
Commodore running on its own for more than 10 or 12 hours.)
when the
Each channel is activated by entering a
program requests activation instructions on the channel. Entering zero here allows the program to disregard the channels
that are not to be programmed. The channel can be set to
activate at the precise second. You can tell the Controller how
long each channel is to remain on or off. The functions can be
obtained by the simple answers given to the list of prompt
questions at the start of the program. With a few additional
lines of program. the Controller could be made to cycle an
appliance for a specified period, flash strobe lights. and
operate display lighting in most any manner desired.
When the time of day is requested. you must enter the time
in 24 -hour or military time notation, which is in hundred
hours starting at midnight and beginning with 00(X). That is.
9 A.M. would be entered as 0900 (zero nine -hundred hours);
12 o'clock (noon), 1200 hours: and 2 o'clock would be 1400
hours (see how it works ?). Any number after 1200 would be
afternoon until midnight. If the minutes are included as they
would be in 1:30 P.M., 1330 hours would be entered.
However, the clock also wants to know the seconds. You must
also enter two more digits for a total of six. If you wanted the
Controller's channel A to activate at exactly 1:30 P.M.. then
you would enter 133000 in response to the request for the
time. The last two digits (00) represent seconds. Unless the
full six digits are input, an error message will appear and the
program will have to be restarted.
If activation is to be after midnight or any day during the
next week, the program requests that you tell it the number of
days it must wait before activation. Therefore. if it was Friday
afternoon, and you wanted to turn on the table lamp on
when asked how
Saturday morning, you would enter a
many days it must wait. Since Friday is not yet past, Friday is
counted as one whole day and Saturday is not counted. If a
"2" were entered. activation would not occur until Sunday
morning. The days are reduced for each channel in line 320 of

"I"

"I"

the program. Avoid activation at 23:59.59 hours. since the
program reads that time only for the days decrement.
Most of the program length is the text that generates the
required prompts. Many of the remaining program lines are
checks to determine the time of day and compares that
information to the various times that have been set up. The
program continually compares the data until an activation
time is reached.
Lines 115 and 480 are the part of the program that sets the
to channel A
bits of the port to output. Line 410 sends a
for activation. Line 420 and 430 activate channels B and C.
The RETURN in lines 410 through 470 simply returns the
program from the activation subroutine back to the part of the

"I"

program that continually checks for activation /deactivation
times. The port bit is deactivated by placing an "0" into that
bit of the port. The PRINT commands in lines 140. 640. 720
and 760 are screen commands. If the program line indicates
"CURS DWN 3," the down arrow is pressed three times
when entering those lines. The CLEAR HOME key is pressed in
the PRINT command of line 640.
Each of the three channels can be programmed separately.
Their operation will be independent of each other. Once all of
the channels have been selected. a list of the channels and
their activation times are printed on the screen for a final
check. If there is an error, you may restart the program by
pressing BREAK. The program is not goof proof so check
your times and sequences closely before starting the program. Once all of the times and channels are correct. enter
"S" for START.
The monitor or television should be turned off when the
Controller is left unattended. The program continues to operate without the use of the screen. You may turn the monitor
back on at any time to view the list of times and the present
status of the various channels. Press "R" to bring up a new
status report. The report shows a "1" in the A column to
indicate that that channel has been selected. An "Vindication means that the channel is not selected for the run. The
STOP column indicates the status of the channel. An "0" here
indicates off and a "I" indicates that the channel is presently
on. A status of "3" means that the channel has completed its
cycle and is now inactive.
Do not operate too many heavy current appliances at once.
and make sure that the outlet you operate the Controller from
does not have several other home appliances already operating from it. I've operated a radio. lamp. and coffee pot all at
once with no problem. Too many high wattage devices (like a
toaster) may cause a blown fuse since all of the devices are on
one circuit. The project is a simple one, but should be treated
with some respect (and only put together by those who with
some experience wiring high -voltage projects). For those
beginners who feel uncomfortable with their wiring skills.
most neighborhoods have those electronic wizards who'd
jump at the chance to help if asked.
If you can't locate one of these wizards on your own. check
with the electronics shop teacher at your local high school.
He probably has a list of qualified students looking for some
extra after-school work. And let us not forget Murphy's Law:
Anything that can go wrong. will. In other words. don't trust
still set the old alarm clock as a
the Controller completely
back -up. As an example of the best laid plans of mice and
wren going astray. I came home from work one afternoon to
find a blaring radio, a pot of dried coffee, and my landlady all
waiting patiently. And needless to say. she was not happy.
.
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CIRCUIT CIRCUS
(('otuinucd /runt page 87)

amplifier/modulator. The circuit shown

plug connections.
We tap into the telephone line by connecting our IR transmitter circuit in series
with either the tip or ring. When the telephone is oft -hook current will flow
through the diode bridge polarity protector and supply the power for the IR transmitter. The phone's audio information is
taken off the line by transformer TI. The
I())0 -ohm winding of the transformer
connects to a two -stage transistor audio

worked just fine at our location, but a
20(X) -ohm potentiometer could be added
to the input of the two-stage amplifier to
control the modulation level; and another
potentiometer could be added in place of
R3 to adjust the IR's idle current.
To increase the operational range of the
IR transmitter, try experimenting with different lenses to better direct the light toward the receiver. How about adding an
IR filter?
Earlier I invited you to write offering
suggestions. asking for help. and (most

important) offering unusual circuits that
you had assembled and tested to this column-Circuit Circus. Please address all
correspondence to: Charles D. Rakes,
Circuit Circus, HANDS -ON ELECTRONICS, 500 -B Bi -County Boulevard,
Farmingdale, New York 11735. In almost
all cases your mail can not be answered
personnaly, because the volume of it arriving at this office makes that task impossible. However, I do survey all the mail and
in one way or another most of it will be
answered in future columns. Let's hear
from you!

NEW PRODUCT SHOWCASE
(Continued from page 99)
Model IA adds to this basic technology
by making the eight woofers more rugged
and enhancing the features of the Controller. The Controller provides overall system equalization by dealing with room
acoustics problems and compensating for

Get every issue!

SUBSCRIBE
TODAY!
Use the order
form below.

various sonic deficiencies of recordings.
It is an outboard line -level analog signal
processor that connects to the tape
monitor, EPL (external processor loop),
or preamplifier output jacks of a stereo
system. It incorporates high and low fre-

YOU CAN HAVE THE NEXT SIX ISSUES of

Hands -on Electronics delivered directly to
your home for only $14.00. We pay the postage
If you want the next twelve issues, you can even
save two dollars off the newsstand price. Get
twelve issues for $28.00

IF YOU RE THE KIND OF READER that
doesn t want to wait, you can order your next
copy of Hands -on Electronics now. Hands -on
Electronics is crammed full of electronic projects that you won't be able to wait to build for
yourself. You can expect top -notch digital projects, fun -to -play electronic games, valuable
add-on computer projects. BCB and shortwave
receivers, photographic darkroom gadgets, devices to improve your car's performance, test
equipment ideas, and more in every issue of

Hands -on Electronics.
TO HELP YOU TO BE SURE that you don't

miss any future issues of Hands -on Elec-

Ir

tronics-SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE NOW AVAILABLE!
EVERY ISSUE OF Hands -on Electronics
will continue to contain a variety of construction
articles to suit every taste. In addition, feature
articles on electronics fundamentals, test equipment and tools will round out each issue. Of
course. Hands -on Electronics will continue to
provide new product and literature listings to
keep you up to date on the latest developments
in electronic technology.
GET IN ON THE ACTION! Order your next
issue of Hands -on Electronics today. Use the
convenient order coupon below. Be sure to send
check or money order -no cash!

7

Hands-on Electronics SUBSCRIPTION
I want to be sure I don't miss any issues. Send me the next six issues of Hands-on Electronics for
$14.00. Postage is free in U.S. For Canada add $3.00. Foreign add $7.00

want to be sure don't miss any issues and want to save $2.00 too. Send me the next twelve
issues of Hands -on Electronics for $28.00. Postage is free in U.S. For Canada add $6.00. Foreign
add $14.00.
I

I

Allow 6 -8 weeks for the first issue to arrive.
Please print

Detach and mail today to.
HANDS -ON ELECTRONICS
SUBSCRIPTION DEPT.
PG BOX 338
MOUNT MORRIS. IL 61054

(Name)
(Street Address)
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(City)

(State)

(Zip)

CIRCLE 24 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

AHO10

quency compensation, ambience control,
tape monitor and bypass controls. In addition, the Controller now features a wall
equalization switch to compensate for the
effect that against- the -wall placement has
on loudspeakers.
The Model IA speaker system offers a
flat, smox)th power response, 20- Hz-20kHz ±3dB.
Each 16- W x 16- D x 42 -in. H Model
IA speaker incorporates 14 drivers: four
10 -in. cone woofers and four 4 -in. cone
mid -range, with two of each placed on
each side, and six 1/2-inch dome tweeters
positioned around the upper portion of
each columnar- shaped enclosure.
Suggested retail price for the dbx
Model IA Soundfield Speaker system is
$2950. For more information write to
dbx, P.O. Box 1000, Newton, MA 02195.

AUTO IGNITION SYSTEMS
(Continued from page 32)

DOLBY NR SYSTEM
(Continued from page 96)
new releases which the user may find attractive.
Again, some decks have in -built facilities for optimizing
the bias level and even aligning the Dolby system on test
tone -which is fine for those who can afford them.
For the rest of us, the most obvious recourse is to recognize
the fact that the tape in audio cassettes does vary considerably
in technical specifications, despite the continuing efforts of
tape manufacturers to achieve greater uniformity in the various categories.

An Interesting Note
Here is a statement copied from a 1985 -1986 cassette deck
user manual:
"The FL (Fluorescent Level) meter lighting position may
differ during recording and playback. This is caused by a
difference in the tape's sensitivity and a slight deviation will
have no adverse effects."
Now the question that remains is: How large is a slight

deviation?
They all "work ", in the sense that they will all record and
play back but their ultimate performance in any given deck
will depend on how compatible they happen to be.
If the aim is to produce consistent, top -quality recordings,
it seems to me that it is going about it the hard way to attempt
to do so using a variety of cassettes, even if they are good,
reliable brands. The chances are that some of those cassettes
will not be wholly compatible with any one deck. The
concept stated earlier of having an extra level control (or
using the preset that may be there already) is acceptable as it
goes, but it wouldn't solve the problem of non- optimum bias.
Surely, the logical recourse is to try a few likely cassettes in
the deck, as is, in an effort to locate one that does appear to
track, in Dolby terms, does retain normal high- frequency
response and does perform satisfactorily in other respects.
Then use that brand and type until further notice!

$aso

way speeds when the car reached operating temperature. As
you might expect, that threw a lot of crud (pollution in polite
society) into the atmosphere.
In order to reduce pollution, the compromises had to be
eliminated and the engine operated under the most favorable
parameters at all times. The only device capable of keeping
track of several functions at once, and instantly tweak individual parameters to optimize performance, is the computer

(actually, a microprocessor formulated solely for a particular
engine's performance). As shown in Fig. 6 (the sensor/control
system of one of an early computerized Ford engine) the
computer receives its data from sensors installed at critical
locations, measuring such things as engine and coolant temperatures, EGR valve positioning, crankshaft position, vacuum, and throttle position.
Modern computers also measure air /fuel ratio and exhaust gas temperature, among other things. The computer itself is
pre- programmed with the optimum parameters for all engine
conditions, allowing the computer to control both the ignition
system and the air-fuel mixture in accordance with the preset
parameters. For example, when the engine is started, the
computer adjusts the air-fuel mixture and the ignition timing
to correspond to the measured engine and carburetor inlet air
temperature. When the throttle is opened to accelerate, the
computer compensates for the increased downdraft.

Summing Up
Regardless of how the ignition in your car is handled, when
you come right down to the nitty- gritty, the primary purpose
of all ignition systems is to fire the spark near TDC for each
piston; efficiency really doesn't count for much if the car
won't move. Even if you won't, or can't, make your own
emergency repairs, it's wise to know how your particular car
works so that you can, at the very least, understand what the
mechanic is talking about!

NEW IDEAS is packed with 42 practical circuits for the Electronics Experimenter and Project Builder. In addition to the headlight alarm,
the voltage freezer, and the remote telephone
ringer, you get complete plans for a simple Tesla
coil project that can generate 25,000 -volts AC
and draw one -inch sparks. Other interesting
projects are: a sound- effects generator, a crystal tester, a stereo remote control, and much,
much more! Each project was selected for its
low cost of parts!

WANT TO EXPAND your knowledge of electronics? Build gadgets that only you can have on
your block? Acquire a library of projects? NEW
IDEAS is the gold mine of circuits you should
own and read. You could start the first night
building a project that will have others praising
what it can do and admiring you for building it.

THERE ARE PROJECTS for everyone -automotive, household, test equipment, audio and
hi-fi, and projects just for fun.
NIL

NEW IDEAS -Circuits

for Experimenters and Project

Builders!
$1.00 (U.S. and
Please send one copy of NEW IDEAS at $3.50. First Class postage and handling
Canada only). All other countries: $2.00 for sea mail, $3.00 for air mail.
copies of New Ideas. Total cost is sum of copy price and First Class postage
Please send
and handling cost multiplied by number of issues ordered.
Allow 6 -8 weeks for the material to arrive.
Please print
Detach and mail today:
HANDS -ON ELECTRONICS
Reprint Department
500 -B Bi- County Boulevard
(Name)
Farmingdale. NY 11735
i

NEW IDEAS
42 PROJECTS
COMPLETE PARTS LISTS

ONE -EVENING PROJECTS
EASY TO BUILD

(Street Address)
(City)

All Payment must be in U.S.
Funds!

(State)

(Zip)
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HANDS -ON MARKETPLACE
LASERS: surplus parts and units. Power supplies
for your laser! Free catalog. MEREDITH INSTRUMENTS. P.O. Box 1724, Glendale. AZ 85311.

FOR SALE
ELECTROLYTIC capacitors 10,0001IF 70WVDC
computer -grade, individually tested. Great for

WORLD'S best channel 3 notch filter. $39.95, (dealer inquiries invited). CROSLEY (F), Box 840, Champlain, NY 12919.

amps. power supplies. $3 50 each. $12'4. Add $1.00
postage per order. C.L. MARCH. 3010 Briarwood,
Hornlake. MS 38637.

FREE transistors. Sample of PN2222 and 2N3904
with our Catalog of Budget Priced Electronic
Components for hobbyists and industry. Send
$2.00 P&H (refundable) BUDGET ELECTRONICS,
Dept -H, Box 1477, Moreno Valley, CA 92388 (714)
653 -1663.

PLANS /KITS

CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM
To run

your own classified ad, put one word on each of the lines below and send this form along with your check to:

Hands -on- Electronics Classified Ads, 500 -B Bi- County Boulevard, Farmingdale. N.Y. 11735

DIGITAL Klock Kit plays 1 -of -12 melodies each
quarter hour. Displays time, date, and other features Send $2 50 for assembly plans and pricing to
KERBER KLOCK KO., 36117 Hillcrest Drive, Eastlake, OH 44094.

PLEASE INDICATE in which category of classified advertising you wish your ad to appear. For
special headings, there is a surcharge of $10.00.
(
) Plans'Kits
(
) Business Opportunities
(
) For Sale
(
) Education Instruction
(
) Wanted
(
) Satellite Television
(

)

Special Category: $10.00

PLEASE PRINT EACH WORD SEPARATELY, IN BLOCK LETTERS.
(No refunds or credits for typesetting errors can be made unless you clearly print or type your
copy.) Rates indicated are for standard style classified ads only. See below for additional
charges for special ads. Minimum: 15 words.

BUILD this five-digit panel meter and square wave
generator including an ohms, capacitance and frequency meter. Detailed instructions $2.50. refundable plus 50 cents, BAGNALL ELECTRONICS, 179
May, Fairfield, CT 06430.
CRYSTAL radio sets. plans, parts, kits. Catalog
$1 00 MIDCO, 660 North Dixie Highway, Hollywood, FL 33020.

1

2

3

4

5

SB3 descrambler parts to construct project in
Feb. 84 Radio -Electronics. $49.95 (dealer inquiries
invited). CROSLEY (F), Box 840, Champlain, NY

6

7

8

9

10

007 gadgets, miniature devices, bugs plans, kits.
S.A. S.E. AMERICAN MICRO PRODUCTS, 8280
Janes, Suite 105B, Woodbridge, IL 60517.

12919

11

12

13

14

15 ($18.75)

16 ($20.00)

17 ($21.25)

18 ($22.50)

19 ($23.75)

20 ($25.00)

($26.25)

22 ($27.50)

23 ($28.75)

24 ($30.00)

25 ($31.25)

21

CATALOG:Hobby, radio broadcasting, CB, lowfers.
Transmitters, linears, active antennas, converters,
scramblers, bugging devices, more! PANAXIS, Box
130-HO10, Paradise, CA 95969.

LOW noise preamp, power amplifier, electronic
crossover, more, kits, bare boards. Free catalog.
MARCHAND ELECTRONICS, 1334 Robinhood
Lane, Webster, NY 14580.
MICROWAVE T.V., down converter kits complete
with PC board -layout electronic components,- connectors, -easy, step-by -step instructions
and enclosure. $24.95. Call or write K & S ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 34522 HO, Phoenix, AZ 85067.
(602) 230 -0640.
PAY TV and

Satellite Descrambling. All systems.

Schematics. America and Canada. Fantasy,
26 ($32.50)

27 ($33.75)

28 ($35.00)

29 ($36.25)

30 ($37.50)

($38.75)

32 ($44.00)

33 ($41.25)

34 ($42.50)

35 ($43.75)

31

Anik etc. 73 pages $12.95. Stungun schematics
$5.00. MDS microwave manual including schematics $9.00. Build Excellent Satellite System
under $500. $11.95 kits catalogue. $2 (refundable). SHOJIKI ELECTRONICS CORP., 1327H
Niagara St., Niagara Falls, NY 14302. C.O.D.
s 716 -284 -2163.

We accept MasterCard and Visa for payment of orders. If you wish to use your credit card to pay for your ad fill
in the following additional information (Sorry, no telephone orders can be accepted.):

SATELLITE TV
Card Number

Expiration Date

PRINT NAME

SATELLITE Handbook and Buyers Guide tells everything you need to know. $10.00. SVS. Box 422.
Seaford. NY 11783.
BUILD your own Satellite TV receiving system and
save! Instruction manuals, schematics, circuit
boards, parts kits! Send stamped envelope for corn plete listing: XANDI, 201 E. Southern, Suite 100,
Dept. 32C, Tempe, AZ 85282.

SIGNATURE

IF YOU USE A BOX NUMBER YOU MUST INCLUDE YOUR PERMANENT ADDRESS AND PHONE

NUMBER FOR OUR FILES. ADS SUBMITTED WITHOUT THIS INFORMATION WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.
CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL RATE: (for firms or individuals offering commercial products or services)
$1.25 per word prepaid (no charge for ZIP code)...MINIMUM 15 WORDS. 10% discount for same ad in 6
issues within one year; if prepaid. NON -COMMERCIAL RATE: (for individuals who want to buy or sell a
personal item) $1.00 per word, prepaid....no minimum. ONLY FIRST WORD AND NAME set in bold caps at
no extra charge. Additional bold face (not available as all caps) 25e per word additional (20% premium).
Entire ad in boldface, add 20% premium to total price. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE AD: add 25%
premium to total price. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE AD PLUS ALL BOLD FACE AD: add 45%
premium to total price EXPANDED TYPE AD: $1.85 per word prepaid. All other items same as for
STANDARD COMMERCIAL RATE TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE EXPANDED TYPE AD: add 25%
premium to total price. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE EXPANDED TYPE AD PLUS ALL BOLD FACE
AD: add 45% premium to total price. DISPLAY ADS:
$135.00; 2"
2 ,,
21r-$270.00; 3- 2, 4
$405 00 General Information: Frequency rates and prepayment discounts are available ALL COPY
SUBJECT TO PUBLISHERS APPROVAL. ADVERTISEMENTS USING P.O. BOX ADDRESS WILL NOT
BE ACCEPTED UNTIL ADVERTISER SUPPLIES PUBLISHER WITH PERMANENT ADDRESS AND
PHONE NUMBER. Hands -on Electronics is published bi- monthly, therefore copy to be in our hands for
July Aug. 86. 4 4: Sept. Oct., 6 4; etc.
1
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNTIES
USS8.00 including disk thousand name brand pro grams for Apple, IBM -PC. Details, US$1.00
RELIANT, P.O. Box 33610, Sheungwan. Hong
Kong.

$10 -$360 weekly /up, mailing circulars! No
quotas. Sincerely interested, rush stamped envelope: NATIONAL MAILING. Box 20728 -HE7, San
Diego, CA 92120

BUY BONDS

SAXON ON SCANNERS

CLASSIFIED

(Continued from page 85)
Also, there is Channel 13 (156.65
MHz). used primarily by I -watt units (including hand- helds) for navigational purposes. This is intended as a short-range
frequency, such as ships in contact with
the tugboats that the tugboats that are
helping maneuver into or out of a docking
area. It's also used for vessels to communicate with drawbridges. If you're located
in an area where these activities take place
you may find Channel 13 active and used
as it should. Otherwise, and in other
areas, you're liable to hear just about anything on the frequency.
Channel 15 (156.75 MHz) was set aside
for one -way shore- station broadcasts of
weather and navigational bulletins.
Mostly, it is inactive since this information is generally available on other frequencies, such as the 157.10 MHz or the
162 MHz NOAA broadcast channels.
Channel 17 (156.85 MHz) is allocated
for State Control purposes: I -watt communications between vessels and municipal or state operated shore stations.
Nothing happening here!

DO-IT-YOURSELF TV REPAIR
NEW...Repair any TV...easy. Anyone can do it.
Write, RESEARCH, Rt. 3, Box 601BR, Colville, WA
99114.

CABLE EQUIPMENT
CABLE descrambler. Jerrold Equipment including
new Jerrold Tri -Mode and Drzin systems, Hamlin,

SB-3, N -12, Mini -code, Zenith, Z -Tac and more. All
products enable you to pick up most cable stations.
Best prices around! For information, send $1.00 plus
S.A.S.E or call (312) 434 -6788. SWENSENS
ELECTRONICS, 6839 So. Maplewood, Chicago, IL
60629. No Illinois orders accepted!

THIS IS AN EXPANDED TYPE AD. Notice
how it stands out on this page. To get your
ad set in this type style mark your classified
ad order, "Expanded -type ad," and calculate your cost at $3.75 per word.

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
GUARANTEED lowest quotes. Single and Double
Sided Boards. Prototypes through large production
quantities. Send Specifications /call for quotes.
T.O.R.C.C.C. ELECTRONICS, Box 47148, Chicago. IL 60647. (312) 342 -9171.

Hand Held
Just the thing for monitoring these frequencies is the Regency FIX-1000
portable hand -held 30- channel program-

MASTERCARD AND VISA are now accepted
for payment of your advertising. Simply
complete the form on this page of the Market
Center and we will bill you.

mable scanner. You can take it along on a
boat trip, or you can bring it with you to
the shore as you survey the maritime ac-

tivities.
The HX -1000 receives more than
15,000 frequencies in the 30 -50,
144 -174. and 440-512 MHz frequency
ranges. That takes in not only maritime,
but business. industrial, public safety,
federal, land transportation, and even

ELECTRONICS SUPPLIES
RESISTORS, any value (minimum 20- value), ,. watt
a. $.01, 1/2 Watt (a $.02. Capacitors -50V Ceramic
Disk, all values (r, $.10. P.C.B. kits, Basic Kit (a
$4.00 (materials for 2-3" x 4" boards- included) or
S.A.S.E. for Catalogs. + $1.50 shipping: all orders- T.O.R.C.C.C., Box 47148, Chicago, IL
60647. (312) 342 -9171.

Amateur Radio bands.
You don't need crystals for this unit.
You just push a couple of buttons to select
the frequencies you want: the information

ADVERTISING INDEX

CIRCLE 20 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

-

Pick a frequency
any frequency
from 1500 available channels

built into the
Regency HX -1000.
appears on the LCD display and you're all
set. The LCD's also serve a dual- purpose
as a

clock

Hey, this thing has all

of the features

you'd expect to find only in a large base
station type scanner: priority channel,
lockouts, scan /search, dual AC /battery
power (with rechargeable nickel -cadmium batteries). It's also got a rubber
ducky antenna, a belt clip and a carrying
case. Suggested retail is in the $330 ballpark. Nice!
For more information write to Regency
Electronics, Inc., 7707 Records Street,
Indianapolis IN 46226 -9989.
We're looking for your comments, station photos, and questions. Send them to:
Mark Saxon, Saxon on Scanners, Hands On Electronics, 500 -B Bi -County Blvd..
Farmingdale, NY 11735. While we can't
answer every letter. your comments and
contributions are sorted and studied, and
trends are spotted by our slick editor:
that's how we decide what to cover and
answer. Til next time.

HANDS -ON ELECTRONICS magazine
does not assume any responsibility for
errors that may appear in the index below.
Free Information No.
31
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JENSEN ON DX'ing
r(

radio. Not exactly a social phenomenon.
Secondly, once you've heard a program, it's over and gone, that is, unless
you tape record your loggings. Back when
radio began, of course, such recording
wasn't technically possible. So listeners
would write to the station reporting their
reception, with details of what they heard
and how well they heard it. The stations
replied with QSL's: cards or letters confirming the reception report.
Thus, the SWL had a tangible memento of his fleeting radio reception, and he
also had something to show his friends
and brag about.
"How 'bout that, Jack. that QSL card

,ntinued from page 24)

,

The Right Stuff
It you're are a relative newcomer to the
hobby of DXing (listening to distant
shortwave signals), maybe you have some
questions about this longtime practice of

QSL'ing.
Like what is it?
Briefly, since the very early days of
radio broadcasting the listening experience is both fleeting and lonely.
Lonely? By that I mean it tends to be a
one -on -one sort of thing, one listener, one

Radio- Electronics
150 TV Descrambler

1

(Jan
I

$3 00

111

Feb. 1981)

106
105

I

104

103

102

101

153

Hands On Electronics #1

$4 50
$4 50

.

#2
Electronics #3

112 Hands On Electronics

Ll

$12 00

152 8 -Ball Satellite TV

1

1

.

151 Budd Your Own Robot

1

BOOKSTORE

Antenna
$5.00
Radio -Electronics back issues (1986) .$3.00
Write in issues desired
Radio- Electronics back issues (1985). $3.50
Write in issues desired
Radio -Electronics back issues (1984)
$4.00
(Feb.. Dec. 1984 not available)
Write in issues desired
Radio -Electronics back issues (1983)..$4.00
(Jan.. Feb., May 1983 not available)
Write in issues desired
Radio- Electronics back
issues (1982)
$4.00
(Jan.. Feb.. June 1982 not available)
Write in issues desired
Radio -Electronics back issues (1981)
$4.00
(Jan., Feb.. Mar.. May. Nov.. Dec. 1981 not
available)
Write in issues desired
Etch your own PC boards
$3.00
.

i

!

.

1

1

.

1

1

1
!

r

1

1

113 Hands On
114 Hands On

$4.00
Electronics #4 ..
$4.00
115 Hands On Electronics #5
$4 00
115A Hands On Electronics #6
$3.50
116A Hands On Electronics (Jan -Feb '86). $3.50
154 VCR Repairs
$3 00
155 16M Typewriter to
Computer Interface
$3.00
125 Radio- Electronics Annual 1985.
$3.50
126 Radio -Electronics Annual 1986
$2.50
156 How to Make PC Boards
$2.00
157 All About Kits
$2.00
158 Electro Importing Co. Catalog
$5.95
(1918) (176 pp)
159 Low Frequency Receiving Techniques
Building and using VLF Antennas
160 New Ideas - 42 circuits for

.

order any of the items indicated above. check oft the
ones you want. Complete the order form below. include
your payment, check or money order (DO NOT SEND
CASH), and mail to Radio -Electronics. Reprint Department, 500 -B Bi- County Boulevard, Farmingdale. NY
11735. Please allow 4 -6 weeks for delivery.
To

.
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experimenters
Descrambling (Feb.. 1984)

the shortwave frequencies. Here are some
that have been heard recently by some of
our SWL friends. Let me know what
you're logging. The address is: Jensen on

DX'ing. Hands -On Electronics,

Gernsback Publications Inc., 500 -B BiCounty Boulevard, Farmingdale. New
York 11735. In the listing below, all frequencies are in kilohertz: times are in
UTC:
French Guiana, 3.385-This is a little
bit of France in an out -of-the -way corner
of South America. You can hear the local
SW station, Radiodiffusion Francaise
d'Outre -Mer when conditions are right
around 0100 hours, until sign -off shortly
after 0200.
USSR, 5,905 -The program, in English, is produced by Radio Kiev, in the
Ukraine, but it can be aired by other transmitters anywhere in the USSR. In this
case, the transmitter is said to be located
near the city of Simferople. Listen around
0030.

.$3.50
$2.00

162 Build Your Own Satellite TV Receiver $7.00
163 Receiving Satellite TV
$7.00
164 Modern Electncs (April 1908)
$3.00
.

C1

.

...

If you need a copy of an article that is in an issue we
indicate is unavailable you can order it directly from us
We charge 50C per page Indicate the issue (month &

year). pages and article desired Include payment in
full. plus shipping and handling charge. Make checks
payable to Gernsback Publications. Inc

ARTICLE

PAGES

MONTH

YEAR

ei 50C each

TOTAL PAGES

Pakistan, II,635 -Radio Pakistan

TOTAL PRICE

MAIL TO Radio -Electronics
Reprint Bookstore. 500 -B Bi- County Boulevard. Farmingdale. NY 11735

broadcasts English news and commentaries. plus some rather exotic music.
Tune in about 1700.
Japan, 15,420- "Japan Scenes," a
current -events program, is one of a
number of interesting English programs
broadcast from the Tokyo studios of Radio
Japan. Listen around 0100.
(Credits: Don Moman, Alberta, Canada; Ronald Purdue. MN; Robert Zilmer,
NM; Bryan Sharpe, CA; North American
SW Association, 45 Wildflower Road,
Levittown, PA 19057.)

All payments must be in U.S. funds

SHIPPING CHARGES IN USA & CANADA

$1.00
$1.75

$0 01 to $5 00
$5.01 to $10.00.
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.
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$30 01 to 40.00
$40 01 to 50.00
$50 01 and above

$2 75

30.00...

S4 75

$5.75
$7 00

OUTSIDE USA & CANADA
Add 100% for sea mail
Add 200% for air mail

$3.75
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new and difficult -to -hear SW station...and another when I find in my mailbox a QSL reply from the broadcaster in
response to my reception report, confirming my logging.
Gerry Dexter is one of the world's most
sucessful practitioners of the art of collecting QSL's from the stations he hears.
He has verifications from more than 1,200
different shortwave broadcast stations,
obtained during 35 years of DX'ing.
He has detailed his experiences, and his
tips for other listeners who would like to
duplicate his feats, in a new book, Secrets
of Successful QSL'ing.
Dexter's book is subtitled The Complete Guide to Reception Reports and QSL
Collecting. And it is both for the beginning SWL and the veteran DX fan.
The 114 -page, softcovered, how-to
book is available for $9.95, plus $1 shipping and handling ($2 extra for shipping
foreign orders). from Tiare Publications,
P.O. Box 493, Lake Geneva, WI 53147.

Down the Dial
There is a lot of interesting listening on

$6.00

.

came all the way from Australia! Proves I
heard their station half a world away!"
Things are, perhaps, a bit more sophisticated these days, but still, as a longtime
QSL collector I get a blast out of hearing a
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